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Minute Meditations

Holy Worship
BY SHERRY LEEDY

2 June 2013—Read Isaiah 6:3. It is quite easy to get a
holier-than-thou attitude. It is even easier to say “Woe is
you” when we see some of the horrible things happening
in our world. However, like Isaiah, we must say “Woe is
me” when we compare our own spiritual condition to the
holiness of God. God calls us to be holy as He is holy
(I Pet. 1:16).
9 June 2013—Read Isaiah 12:4. How has God blessed
you? How have you praised or thanked God for His blessings? With whom have you shared God’s blessings? God
blesses us not only because He loves us but also because
He wants to bless others through us (I Tim. 6:18-19).
16 June 2013—Read Isaiah 29:13. Even in Bible times,
some of the religious leaders were reduced to secrecy and
underhanded human politics. When the Samaritan
woman voiced the religious views of her day (John 4:126), Jesus got right to the point, saying, “True worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth.” Having a heart and a life that exemplifies worship is true
worship. We must not settle for less.
23 June 2013—Read Isaiah 65:17-18. God will keep
His every promise. We may think we can casually sin and
it will not affect us, but repeated sin produces an obstinate people. Sin ties us to this world that will pass away
and be remembered no more. When trusting Jesus, we
are looking forward to our bright promised future while enjoying His glory in the present.
30 June 2013—Read Ezra 3:4. The tribes of Judah and
Benjamin returned to Jerusalem to a temple in
ruins. The beauty was gone, but their love for God motivated them. In the midst of rubble they built an altar in order to worship and offer burnt offerings. When things
seem to be falling apart in your life, offer God your worship. Let Him help you, for He cares for you (I Pet. 5:7).
7 July 2013—Read Ezra 3:11. As believers in Jesus
Christ, we are God’s temple (I Cor. 6:19). Do you rejoice
over the foundation of your faith? “The foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord knoweth them
that are his” (II Tim. 2:19). That is a foundation we can
surely rejoice in and shout about.
14 July 2013—Read Ezra 6:16. God had fulfilled His
prophecies and answered His people’s prayers. When
God’s people see evidence that He is working in the
world, they experience a spontaneous joy. Where have
you seen God working in your world? Have you praised
Him for His mighty works?
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21 July 2013—Read Ezra 8:23. This Scripture reminds
me of II Chronicles 7:14. If we honestly believe we have a
mighty God who will work on behalf of His humble people, what is stopping us from humbling ourselves as Judah did in this Scripture? What battle is going on in your
life? Are you willing to humble yourself so that God will intervene?
28 July 2013—Read Ezra 8:28. The priests were holy
to the Lord, set aside for His service. It has been determined that the silver offered weighed around 25 tons
and the gold 3.75 tons. That is a lot of silver and gold!
God desires that our hearts be set aside as holy (cf. I Pet.
1:16). He cared enough to die so that we can be holy—
a sacrifice far more precious than any amount of silver
or gold.
4 August 2013—Read Nehemiah 8:17. The Festival
of Booths was celebrated every year to remember how
God had protected the Israelites in the desert after they
had come out of captivity in Egypt. How has God protected you since He brought you out of the captivity of
sin?
11 August 2013—Read Nehemiah 9:33. As you read
this text, confess a time when you forgot who God is and
praised other things above Him. Or a time you did not
seek God’s Word and forgot His promises to you. Allow
God time to bring to mind things you need to confess;
then confess them. Praise God you are forgiven!
18 August 2013—Read Nehemiah 12:43. Almost every
person can remember a time or day he was happy, but
“joy” is a gift of the Holy Spirit and is associated with God’s
people. Joy is usually accompanied by an inner peace—
also a fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23). The people of Judah
were rejoicing because they had a place to freely worship
and reconnect with God. There should be great rejoicing
and inner peace for all believers in Jesus Christ, for we too
can freely worship and connect with God.
25 August 2013—Read Nehemiah 13:22. It seems
that since the day Moses read the Ten Commandments
to the Israelites, God’s people have struggled to keep
the Sabbath Day holy. That is just one day a week to rest
and focus on God, a day to refresh and renew. Could it
be we would not need spas and “me time” and other
means of de-stressing if we purified ourselves through
confession and truly kept one day holy? We will not
know until we try! ★
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Dads, Live Out Your Royalty!
BY

HEN I was growing up, I loved to
play checkers with my father.
He was very good and usually won.
Regardless of the outcome, I used to
immensely enjoy getting a king. When
I moved my checker into his back row,
I would exclaim, “King me!” I knew I
would now have the ability to move my
piece both forward and backward on
the checkerboard. Upon becoming a
king in the game of checkers, I gained
new authority and ability.
As we honor fathers on Father’s Day,
I would like you to know, Dad, that you
are a king. In fact, God has “kinged” you.
How do I know that? Romans 5:17
has this to say to all believers in Jesus
Christ, but I offer it particularly to dads
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on Father’s Day: “For if by one man’s
offence death reigned by one; much
more they which receive abundance of
grace and of the gift of righteousness
shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ.”
Obviously, Romans 5:17 is telling
dads that they are and will be royalty,
for they can “reign in life by one, Jesus
Christ.” The question I ask is this:
“How can Dad become royalty and
then act like royalty?” Romans 5:17
gives us the answer.
1. Dad, understand who you are before God. Note the words “one man’s
offence” in Romans 5:17. These words
refer to Adam, who represented the
human race. When he sinned in the
Garden of Eden, sin came into the hu-

From the Editor’s Desk
Escape
BY DON RUFF

HE word “escape” can have different meanings depending on context. We can escape close calls with
danger. There are those who enjoy escaping into the realm of their imaginations by reading books.
During the summer, many get away
from the daily routines of work and
school and escape on vacations.
Tourist destinations throughout the
United States thrive on the influx of
summer vacationers. Amusement
parks and national parks are common
places frequented by travelers seeking to escape from the busyness of
work and homelife.
Sometimes the heat of the summer
months can be unbearable. For some,
high temperatures cause only some
discomfort; for others, the hot summer
weather is a detriment to life. To escape
the heat, people buy fans and air conditioners. Sometimes people spend the
day by a pool or go to temperaturecontrolled places such as malls.
In the Bible, we can find the word
“escape” used in several instances.
For example, Jesus once exclaimed,

T
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“Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers,
how can ye escape the damnation of
hell?” (Matt. 23:33). This is quite a
harsh question; yet it is so important.
Perhaps you have not thought about
“escaping” in this way.
The Bible teaches that God created
mankind for His glory, to love and fellowship with Him. But sin and disobedience broke that relationship. Death
and separation from God our Father
are the results of disobedience. This
punishment is what Jesus meant
when He talked in the stark terms noted above.
Jesus Christ is the answer to the
question of how to escape the darkness, sadness, guilt, and contamination of sin (Eph. 2:5; cf. Rom. 5:8;
I Thess. 5:9; Heb. 9:26).
I hope and trust that you have firmly accepted Jesus Christ as your Saviour by faith. If not, please give careful
consideration to the message of salvation in Him that you will find as you
read through the following pages. The
type of escape He offers will change
your life forever. ★

man race. Verse 12 puts it this way:
“Wherefore, as by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by sin; and
so death passed upon all men, for that
all have sinned.”
Since Adam, then, sin has been
passed to all generations after him,
which makes all of us sinners before
God. Physical and spiritual death are a
part of who we are because of Adam’s
sin, which has been passed down to us.
The reality that dads and all individuals are sinners before God does not
mean that you and I are not loved by
God. In fact, just the opposite is true. Notice the second teaching of this verse.
2. Dad, know what Jesus Christ has
done for you. The question that must
be asked is this: How was Adam’s offense dealt with along with the sin and
death that have come into our lives?
Romans 5:17 provides the answer.
Jesus Christ, the Second Adam,
through the abundance of His grace to
us, has provided us the gift of righteousness—the privilege of being declared righteous before God.
How did Christ make that provision
for us? He represented us by dying on
the cross as the perfect sacrifice for
our sin. He was buried and rose bodily from the dead, demonstrating that
God’s holiness has been satisfied and
that justification (being declared righteous) is available to anyone.
There is no greater love than God’s.
Romans 5:8 summarizes God’s love
for you, Dad—yes, for all of us: “But
God commendeth his love toward us,
in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us.”
There is no greater love than that. Only
one person could possibly have taken
upon himself the death penalty that
hung over us for breaking God’s law; Jesus Christ is that one. His death shows
that our penalty has been paid, and His
bodily resurrection demonstrates that
God accepted the payment.
3. Dad, if you have not already, make
that choice to accept Christ as your Saviour. For you to experience this gift of
righteousness by God’s grace—being
declared righteous before God—you
must admit to God that you have
sinned, broken His commands. Then
you must repent and ask Christ to forgive you. Based on His substitutionary

death, He will provide His forgiveness
and eternal life. This is a one-time decision for Jesus Christ. I trust, Dad, that
you have repented and trusted in Jesus
Christ to be your Saviour. You know that
you are His forever and that nothing can
separate you from His love (I John 5:1113; cf. John 10:27-28; Rom. 8:37-39).
4. Dad, gain insight into who you are
and what you have in Christ. Once a father trusts in Christ as his personal
Saviour, he can then have insight into
what God has for him (I Cor. 2:12-16),
for Christ is living in him (Col. 1:27).
Notice again what Romans 5:17
says to dads: “[You] shall reign in life
by one, Jesus Christ.” This means that
Dad’s position in Christ is one of royalty. Through Jesus Christ, Dad can
have abundant life and conquer sin. In
Christ he has a lofty status.
● Title. We are called kings (Rev. 5:10).
How can this be? What is taking place
here is that Jesus, who is King (19:16),
gives Dad, who knows Him as Saviour,
a title of royalty. This is possible because
the believer in Christ is an heir of God
and joint heir with Christ (Rom. 8:17).
● Position. Christ does not just give
the believer in Him the title of royalty;
the Lord also gives the believer the title
of a royal priest. He can reign in life by
Jesus Christ. Do not miss this teaching,
Dad. In Christ you are royalty. God sees
you that way and calls you part of His
royal priesthood (I Pet. 2:9).
● Resources. Since you are royalty
in Jesus Christ, you have all of the unsearchable riches of Christ (cf. Eph.
3:8) available to you.
“Unsearchable” means they are too
great to fathom. The riches of Jesus
Christ are unlimited, so the believer in
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Christ can never deplete His storehouse. There are always more resources available, regardless of what
the believer uses. Christ’s storehouse
is eternal. His riches never run out, and
they never lose value. They are new
and fresh every day for time and eternity (cf. Lam. 3:22-24; II Cor. 4:16-18).
● Kingdom. As royalty, Dad, you
have the privilege of having a kingdom, a sphere in which you operate.
This includes your wife and children,
your home, your place of employment,
your church, your neighborhood, and
your friends. You also have the privilege of sharing your royalty with those
to whom you relate in your role as Dad
and in the other roles that you fill on a
daily basis or at other times.
● Responsibility. Royalty also brings
with it responsibility. A king is responsible for overseeing what God has given
and meeting the needs of those around
him. It is an awesome responsibility to
be royalty in Jesus Christ!
5. Dad, let the royalty you have
through being in Christ be seen in what
you do. Put more concisely, royalty acts
like royalty. How should royalty act?
King Jesus Christ set the example.
King Christ recognized where His
authority was from (John 5:19-30).
Christ’s authority was given to Him by
His Heavenly Father. He lived His life
on earth with His Father’s authority.
Who is Dad’s authority? He is Jesus
Christ. He gives Dad his authority (cf.
Matt. 28:18-20; Acts 1:8).
Jesus relied on His Father’s authority
by spending time alone in prayer with
Him, gaining wisdom and strength (cf.
Matt. 14:23). So Dad needs to spend
time alone with the Lord through daily

prayer and daily Bible reading/study. Of
course, Dad’s daily fellowship with his
Lord will affect how he responds in the
nitty-gritty of life.
If Dad feels he might lose his cool, he
can say to himself, “I need Your patience, Lord.” If he is tempted in his
thought life, he can say, “Your purity,
Lord.” Dad, use your authority in Christ.
It is yours to use (cf. Phil. 4:13). Experience King Jesus changing your life!
King Jesus used the authority His
Father gave Him by serving His Father
in serving others (cf. Mark 10:45). King
Jesus served others in many ways, but
He ultimately served us by laying
down His life as our atonement to win
for us eternal life.
Dad must serve others as well, using
Christ’s ultimate sacrifice as an impetus
to give of himself to others. He starts
with his wife, seeking to serve her and
minister to her (cf. Eph. 5:25-28). Then
he serves his children, praying for them,
praising them, playing with them if they
are younger, and attending their activities when they are older (cf. 6:4). Finally, he serves others, seeking to help
those in need (cf. I John 3:16-17).
Dad is not a dictator in the home.
Rather, he is to be a loving servant to his
family, using Christ’s authority to carry
out discipline in love. More than that, he
spends quality time with his wife and
with his children, building grace into
their lives with the love of Jesus Christ.
Remember our text: Dad “shall reign
in life by one, Jesus Christ” (Rom. 5:17).
It is easy to misuse the authority that
Christ gives fathers. I have seen that
happen. It leads to division and unhappiness. But the father who uses the authority of Christ wisely in the power of
the Holy Spirit (who lives within him),
letting the fruit of the Spirit (cf. Gal.
5:22-23) grow in his life, will demonstrate clearly to his wife, children, and
others that he is a servant. Indeed, the
father who knows Jesus Christ, the true
King, seeks to live for Him and be an example of Him to his family and the others with whom he comes in contact.
6. Dad, above all, you realize that relationships are the most important part
of your life. In particular, focus here on
those within your family—your wife
and your children.
In the midst of work and recreation,
it is easy to forget that the relationships you have specifically with in your
family are eternal. You will never be
sorry that you took time with them,
(Continued on page 7)
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Freedom: An Opportunity
BY MARTIN R. DAHLQUIST

E hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.”
The second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence is very clear. Liberty is an unalienable right given to
each person by his or her Creator.
Since the days of the Revolution,
freedom has been a major concern for
all Americans. We all grow up hearing
that freedom is our right as Americans.
Unfortunately, people understand the
idea differently.
Christians are no different. In addition to the freedom all Americans
crave, Christian believers also think of
their freedom in Christ. But what exactly is freedom, and how are believers to understand the freedom they
have in Christ?
After a civil war and numerous
Supreme Court battles, America is still
struggling to clearly define what the
Founding Fathers meant by freedom
for all.
Just who should be free? Does liberty extend to all races and both genders? Does the government have the
right to control what I say and do not
say and where I can say it? Can a pastor advocate a certain political party
or position from his pulpit? As this article was being written, a big freedom
issue has to do with whether the government has the right to tell (or even
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legislate) how much salt a person can
consume each day.
It gets even more complicated for
those people who desire to serve and
obey both their God and their government. This has been an issue from the
time of the midwives in Egypt (Exod.
1:15-21) who were pulled between the
governmental decree to kill all Hebrew
male babies and their desire to serve
God.
The Apostle Paul could not be
clearer in his command: “Stand fast
therefore in the liberty wherewith
Christ hath made us free” (Gal. 5:1).
Does this mean that a Christian can
do anything he or she desires to do?
Most believers would say that any activity prohibited by the Ten Commandments would not fall under the
category of liberty.
What about the multitude of decisions that one must face every day?
The list is almost endless—What types
of entertainment can I be engaged in?
Can I go to the casino that is just down
the block? What can I drink? What can
I wear? What music can I listen to?
Should I shop at places owned by
non-Christians? What about shopping
at a store that is owned by a cultist?
What am I free to do as a Christian believer? What lifestyle(s) am I free to
adopt?
On the surface, it would seem very
prudent not to follow the ideas and
worldview of the society in which we
find ourselves. Both Jesus and the

Apostle Paul have some very clear
guidelines that will enable any believer to live in good conscience toward
his God and Saviour. To aid us in our
understanding of Christian freedom,
three key facts emerge from the Bible.
When Jesus first came on the public scene, His message was very
clear: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me, because he hath anointed me to
preach the gospel to the poor; he
hath sent me to . . . preach deliverance to the captives” (Luke 4:18).
These words from Isaiah 61:1 make it
clear that Jesus saw His ministry as
one of proclaiming freedom. Jesus’
understanding of freedom came
more and more into focus as His ministry proceeded.
Perhaps Jesus’ clearest teaching on
the subject of freedom comes from the
time He confronted the Pharisees
(John 8:36): “If the Son therefore shall
make you free, ye shall be free indeed”
(my emphasis). Jesus’ original audience did not grasp what He was saying. After all, they were Abraham’s
children and born free (vs. 33). So,
how could Jesus set them free? They
were already free. Little could they
comprehend that Jesus was talking
about being set free from slavery to sin
(vss. 34-36).
For Jesus, Christian freedom is an
internal issue of sin. He came to set
people free from sin. The first thing
that one sees in the Bible about Christian freedom is that it is a tremendous

opportunity to be free from sin’s power and control.
Which feels a greater sense of freedom—a fish swimming in a clear lake
or a fish flopping on a sandy beach?
Which feels a greater sense of freedom—a train flashing down the tracks
at sixty miles an hour or a train lying on
its side in a dirty ditch, going
nowhere? The answers to both are
rather obvious—the fish in the water
and the train on the track. Why is that?
Many people feel that freedom is an
open license to do anything they desire. In reality, freedom is the opportunity to experience all that you were
designed to do and be. Freedom “is
not the right and the ability to do as
one pleases, but the ability to move
without constraint in the sphere for
which God made us” (“A Worthy Definition of Freedom,” Acton Institute,
www.acton.org).
In a sense, freedom is actually a limitation. A bird might be limited to flying
in the air, but it is only there that it has
total freedom. The Acton Web site
concludes its definition of Christian
freedom: “Man was made in the image
of God to be like Him and to reflect his
holiness. Consequently he is free only
when he moves without constraint in
the sphere of holiness and obedience
to God’s law.”
This leads to a second great truth
about freedom that one finds in Scripture. Christian freedom is a tremendous opportunity to be free to serve
the correct master.
Paul wrote the book of Romans to address several misconceptions that people had developed about grace. There
were those who thought that Paul’s
teaching of grace actually removed all
moral restraint and opened the person
to living a life of unbridled sin, lust, and
passion. “What then? shall we sin, because we are not under the law, but under grace? God forbid” (6:15).
Paul’s response was quick: “Know
ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants
ye are to whom ye obey; whether of sin
unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness?” (Rom. 6:16). One can see
that the freedom here is not to do what
one might desire but to choose whom
one might serve. Christian freedom is
a tremendous opportunity to choose
to serve Jesus Christ. We are all servants. This is not the issue. That will
never change. What we can do is
choose to serve God and not Satan.
Later on in the same book, the
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Apostle Paul discussed a third great
truth about Christian freedom. In Romans 14:6 Paul confronted another
misunderstanding about Christian
freedom.
The local situation was this. Many of
the believers in Rome who had accepted Jesus Christ as their Saviour
had come out of a very legalistic background that included a lot of rules
about what one could eat and drink.
They thought that by following their
rules in a most scrupulous manner,
they could earn merit with God. But
under Christ, these old, external rules
and traditions no longer apply. The issue now is what is on the inside—what
is in the heart (cf. Mark 7:18-23).
Some new believers could handle
the new situations; others could not.
To those who were insisting that their
new freedom allowed them to eat and
drink anything, Paul wrote, “Let not
then your good be evil spoken of: for
the kingdom of God is not meat and
drink; but righteousness, and peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost” (Rom.
14:16-17). In a word, Paul was talking
about Christian love (cf. vs. 15).
Christian freedom, then, is a
tremendous opportunity to love one
another. In other words, Christian freedom is not about me but about others.
Any freedom that is self-focused is in
the end slavery. It is slavery to self,
perhaps one of the cruelest taskmasters known to man.
I have presented the above truth to
scores of audiences of all ages over
the years. Without doubt, the first reaction is always “What about me?” Little do people realize that this response
indicates how deep in slavery they are
and how much they really do not understand freedom.
Christian freedom should be viewed
as a tremendous opportunity to focus
on others and not on oneself. When
Jesus Christ promised to set a person
free, He was talking about freedom to
be all you were made to be.
Human beings, much like a computer that is set on default and continues to
do the same thing over and over again,
continue to demand that freedom
means they are free to do anything that
will benefit them. This is all so attractive
because it is all about self.
Jesus Christ has reset that default.
Believers are now free to do all that
was intended for them originally. Freedom, then, is the opportunity to reach
out and serve others as God originally
intended. ★

Dads, Live Out Your Royalty!
(Continued from page 5)

and, if necessary, rearranged your
schedule to do so. Your wife and children will be eternally grateful to the
Lord. You will be blessed.
The story is told of a young boy who
wanted his father to build him a clubhouse. But the father was always too
busy at the office or off to the golf
course. One day the little boy was seriously injured in an accident. As Dad
stood by his bed at the hospital, the little boy looked up at him and said, “I
guess we won’t get that clubhouse
built.”
Dads, let us thank the Lord for His
abundant grace and gift of righteousness. Let us live out the royalty Christ
gives us in His power for His glory! ★

Our Doctrinal
Statement
1. We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are verbally inspired by God, are inerrant in the original
writings, are the Word of God, and the final authority in faith and
conduct.
2. We believe in one God, the Creator of man and all things,
eternally existing in three Persons in a threefold relationship, that
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
3. We believe that Jesus Christ was begotten by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary, and is God incarnate, the God-Man.
4. We believe that man was created in the image of God; that
he sinned and thereby incurred not only physical death but also
spiritual death, which is separation from God; that Adam’s sin is
imputed to the whole race of mankind; that all human beings are
born with a sinful nature; and that when they reach the state of
moral responsibility become sinners before God in thought,
word, and deed.
5. We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures as a substitutionary sacrifice, and that
all who believe on Him are freely justified before God and stand
before Him accepted in the character and merit of Jesus Christ.
6. We believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ, in His
ascension into heaven, and that in His present glorified body He
is the Head of the church, the Lord of the individual believer, the
High Priest over the house of God, and the Advocate in the family of God.
7. We believe in the personal, imminent, pretribulational, and
premillennial second coming of Christ; first to receive His own
to Himself, and later to set up His earthly kingdom and to reign
over redeemed Israel and all nations; that is, to bring peace and
blessing to the whole world.
8. We believe that all who by faith receive the Lord Jesus Christ
as Saviour are born again of the Holy Spirit and Word of God, receive the Holy Spirit and a new nature, and also are baptized by
the Holy Spirit into the body of Christ.
9. We believe that God is the spiritual Father of only those who
trust His Son, Jesus Christ, as Saviour, and that only those saved
through faith in Christ are spiritual brothers.
10. We believe in the bodily resurrection of the just and the unjust; the everlasting blessedness of the saved and the everlasting punishment of the unsaved.
—Union Gospel Press Division
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Effective Music Ministries
BY KEITH E.

T is a well-known fact that many
churches today are going through
difficult times deciding what type of
music ministry they should have.
Perhaps the extremes of musical
style could simply be labeled very
conservative and very contemporary.
One style of worship includes nothing in its services but the traditional
hymns and gospel songs found in
most hymnals. The other uses a
praise band and only the latest contemporary and popular praise-andworship songs.
A helpful reminder for us is the fact
that in sacred music, the most important factor is the presentation of the
message of a composition. The purpose behind sacred music should be
ministry rather than entertainment.
There are, of course, “fun” songs that
are appropriate in the right settings,
so we do not need to limit our approach only to that which is serious
and thought-provoking. What we
should try to avoid is inappropriate
music in services that are intended to
express our worship and devotion to
God.
Four basic questions will serve
to provoke some thoughtful evaluation.

I
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EGGERT, MABS

Question 1: Are the lyrics of our
songs biblical? This is appropriate to
ask even for some purely instrumental
presentations because it should be
our hope that the music will turn the
thoughts of the listeners to the words
of the song. Biblical accuracy should
be of primary importance to us in
these days when there is much false
doctrine being promoted by untrained
and/or unscrupulous teachers posing
as experts in God’s Word.
One of the values in using the hymns
and choruses that have been around for
a long time is the fact that in most cases there is a depth of doctrinal and theological teaching that can strengthen
our understanding of God’s truth. This
does not mean every song or chorus is
of equal value in instruction, nor does it
mean every piece has perfectly sound
theology. It does seem, however, that
newer sacred music of spiritual depth is
harder to find these days. So whatever
your preference in music, do not completely throw out the “old” songs!
While there is meaningful contemporary music being produced, there is
also traditional music that lacks a biblical foundation, resulting in sentimental expressions only. There might be
occasions for the use of such music,

but we need to recognize it for what it
is and not use it as the main course of
our musical ministry. And if such music is communicating an unbiblical
message, we should discard it. There
are plenty of musical choices available, so we do not need to compromise the truth of God’s Word.
We must always remember that some
believers are immature and in the
process of spiritual development. We
do not want to confuse them with messages in song that will hinder their
growth. There are also many believers in
our churches with little comprehension
of biblical depth. We should always
want to help them grow rather than encourage their lack of understanding.
Question 2: Is the music itself acceptable for accomplishing our ministry? This is more difficult to determine, primarily because of personal
tastes. It is also very important, because this is probably the main dividing factor among believers involved in
church music. “I do not like that raucous music!” “I think that music is so
boring!” The opinions are wide and
varied and often held to dogmatically.
So is there a way to examine and answer this question? Is it possible that
some musicians do not analyze what

they do and thus use only the style that
appeals to them?
Perhaps you have noticed that in
much of today’s pop music there is
very little emphasis on melody. Musical phrases are often short and choppy, without a sense of the flow of the
musical line. The first thing we should
look for in our sacred music is the
presence of a singable melody. In the
world of advertising, we remember
best those products that include jingles that catch our attention. Those of
us who are older can still recall certain
products that many years ago were
associated with such melodies.
Perhaps you have also noticed the
prominence of dissonance rather than
consonance in some modern music. If
there is prolonged dissonance in music, the result will be jangled nerves or
artificial emotional highs that come
from an unrelenting attack on the ears
and psyche. This is the desired result
of most rock concerts. The most
meaningful sacred music will be that
which soothes and inspires us to focus
on the message being presented.
It seems that non-Christian musicians, including composers of classical music, tend to express their frustration with life and their lack of inner
peace with dissonance. In contrast,
the believer has “peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom.
5:1). Our music should be an expression of that peace. Sacred music
based primarily on consonance and
with a regular rhythm will help accomplish that purpose. The rhythm is also
to be considered, because a flowing
melody comes when the emphasis is
on the strong beats of each measure,
though syncopation can at times add
musical color.
Question 3: Do the words and music go together in the best way possible? If the goal of sacred music is ministry and the presentation of a
message, then the words and music
need to complement each other. The
music needs to be such that it will enhance and reinforce the lyrics. This
can be accomplished through a number of different styles of music. Some
spirituals need that minor, soulful
sound in order to express what those
long-ago slaves were experiencing.
Some gospel songs need a driving
beat to express their joy.
If the combination of melody, harmony, and rhythm are such that the listener focuses on the words, then the
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fit is right. Conversely, if there is no
such combination of musical elements, the message and meaning of
the song will be lost or relegated to
secondary importance. There might
be times when the words by themselves or the music by itself would be
very meaningful, but being put together in an unsuitable combination
lessens the effect of both.
Question 4: Does the song fit the occasion? Many sacred pieces can be
used in almost any situation or service,
but there are some that need to be reserved for special purposes. It might
not be the best choice to sing “Hallelu,
hallelu, hallelu, hallelujah! Praise ye the
Lord!” and have men and women take
turns jumping to their feet in a morning worship service. On the other
hand, “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God”
might be out of place in an informal
sing-along with the young people.
A large variety of music is available
to us. Some pieces are more worshipful than others, and some are peppy
and informal. Common sense will enable us to properly prepare for any situation. Serious times call for serious
music, but fun times call for fun music.
The New Testament mentions three
different types of music, which gives
us a standard to follow, especially in
our church services.
The Apostle Paul wrote this to the
Ephesian believers: “[Speak] to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making
melody in your heart to the Lord” (Eph.
5:19). To the church at Colosse he
wrote, “Let the word of Christ dwell in
you richly in all wisdom; teaching and
admonishing one another in psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs,
singing with grace in your hearts to the
Lord” (Col. 3:16). This variety of styles
gave everyone an opportunity to joyfully participate in worship through
music.
Psalms were musical renditions of
Scripture, as they are today. Hymns
emphasize teaching about God or are
addressed to God. Spiritual songs
might well have been extemporaneous musical utterances born out of
joyful hearts needing to express themselves in a meaningful way. Today we
think of them as gospel songs in which
we express some truth of the Christian
life or joy of our salvation. This is the
style where most praise-and-worship
music would fit. It is biblical to have
variety in music.

It saddens me to admit that in many
cases, however, the music department is the “war department” of the
church. It should not be, because music can be a source of great blessing
and encouragement to every agegroup in the church. Starting with
teaching small children songs based
on biblical truth and stories and continuing through the teen and adult
age-groups, everyone should be involved. Two Old Testament incidents
in which there was widespread involvement in music come to mind.
When David moved the ark of the
covenant to Jerusalem, he had the
Levites appoint men to be singers accompanied by a variety of musical instruments (I Chron. 15:16-28). This
was a momentous event. Previously
Uzza had died in the attempt to move
the ark (13:6-10). On that occasion
too, music accompanied the procession. The interruption delayed the
moving of the ark into Jerusalem, but
when that finally occurred, David determined that God would be honored
and glorified in every way possible.
“And David spake to the chief of the
Levites to appoint their brethren to be
the singers with instruments of musick, psalteries and harps and cymbals, sounding, by lifting up the voice
with joy” (I Chron. 15:16). Chenaniah,
a skilled musician, was chosen to be
in charge (vss. 22, 27). The sound
must have been magnificent: “Thus all
Israel brought up the ark of the
covenant of the Lord with shouting,
and with sound of the cornet, and with
trumpets, and with cymbals, making a
noise with psalteries and harps” (vs.
28).
After Nehemiah and the people of
Judah completed the rebuilding of the
wall of Jerusalem following the return
from Captivity, two large thanksgiving
choirs were formed (Neh. 12:27-43). It
was a time when they could express
their great joy, with music being the
best medium for doing so. Everybody
participated. “Also that day they offered great sacrifices, and rejoiced: for
God had made them rejoice with great
joy: the wives also and the children rejoiced: so that the joy of Jerusalem
was heard even afar off” (vs. 43).
Paul wrote, “What is it then? I will pray
with the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding also: I will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the understanding
also” (I Cor. 14:15). Praying and
singing—both should edify and unite;
neither should ever divide. ★
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A Conversational Approach to
Preparing and Teaching a Bible Lesson
BY CYRIL LATZOO,

S a Sunday school teacher, I
taught each Sunday, even though
my schedule was already demanding.
I saw my role as creating an environment in which the Word of God could
be internalized. Sunday school teaching reminds me of what I must cherish—the Word of God and the well-being of the community of faith. I always
have to remind myself that the Word of
God is the focus, not me.
Preparing a Bible lesson places a
high value on teaching. One must be
motivated to take the relationships between people seriously. Taking such
an approach places a premium on getting people to interact with the Word of
God. This type of ministry was illustrated by Paul when he called the Jewish community together to explain
what his message was. Paul testified
about the kingdom of God and all day
long engaged the people in a conversation about Jesus (Acts 28:23).
Jesus provides support for a relational focus in the preparation and
teaching of Bible lessons. He showed
that virtues and a holy life are tested in
interaction with one another. Jesus
outlined how to relate to the Jews, how
to relate to each other, how to relate to
independent ministries, how to deal
with false teachers, how to deal with
those who stray from obedience, how
to deal with brothers who offend, how
to relate to jealous believers, and how
to deal with new converts and disciples (cf. Matt. 17, 18; Mark 9:33-50;
Luke 9:49-62). These are foundational
elements that should be brought into
our preparation of a Bible lesson. The
question should be, How do I bring—
let us say a golden text—to the people
of God and start a conversation about
how the nature of God should manifest
itself in our everyday lives?
With a relational emphasis, conversation about God the Father and Jesus is central to preparing Bible lessons. The audience is invited to learn
about God and how one can contribute to the common good of the
Christian community and society in
general. Conversation is important to
achieving this goal. We should frame
lessons with the objective of assisting
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the body of Christ, not just ourselves.
This is exemplified in Jesus’ triple
question to Peter regarding love and
the subsequent repeated commands
to feed His (Jesus’) sheep (John
21:15-17).
Conversing with others about Jesus
takes time and effort. The life of the
teacher becomes one that naturally
accompanies and supports teaching
the Word of God. Paul made the case
that teachers teach and live by example (Phil. 3:17). The first example for
the teacher is Jesus. The Jesus-driven
teacher is more likely to excite his audience with the Scripture text of the
day. He will engage in conversation
that uses examples from the Bible,
deals with decision-making choices of
the born-again Christian, and perhaps
discusses the importance of memorizing a Scripture text for the week.
Scripturally speaking, preparing a
Bible lesson is based on the understanding that a lesson is a conversation about God among the people of
God. The conversation is not a oneman show. One way to describe the
nature of preparing a conversational
Bible lesson is to use the following
idea from Paul: “one body.” Drawing
from the teaching of Jesus, Paul used
“one body” to indicate the nature of
the community of faith. As part of the
body, our inspirations do not emerge
out of a vacuum but are part of a community of faith. So we ask the question
“What is the relevance of this lesson to
the everyday activities and challenges
that confront us in this community?”
Such a pointed question impels us to
look for the responses given in the
Bible.
The “one body” illustration of Paul
implies that we assume the vocation
both of a learner and a listener as we
teach a Bible lesson. Each time a
teacher upholds the importance of
learning and listening, the collective
enterprise of teaching is supported.
Each time a teacher fails to contribute
inspirationally in Sunday school or
while teaching a Bible lesson, harm is
done to the audience and the Christian
community.
Paul’s “one body” emphasizes the

nature of the Word and what Jesus
called the “kingdom of God.” As we
tell and retell truths about God in a
Bible lesson, the concept of the kingdom of God begins to assume a larger importance for the audience. The
kingdom of God principle encourages
us to look at the broader implications
of what is being taught.
In short, when we view teaching a
Bible lesson within a conversational
context, we need to remember that
each time we come to teach, we
should recognize an importance beyond ourselves. We touch the future
through those we teach.
It is important to carry on conversations between generations. We touch
the future not just for those whom we
teach but for generations that will follow them as well. Our task is to pass
the baton of conversation about God,
not just information and value positions that have worked for us.
When teaching a Bible lesson is
viewed as an act representing the call
of a Christian, the question is “What
model will we assume for preparing
and teaching a Bible lesson?” Using
the principle of “one body,” the
teacher should set an agenda of excellence in two major areas: content
and relationship. For a Bible lesson to
be effective, one must know the Scripture and have the ability to relate with
an audience that may not want to
study the Scriptures with the same
vigor as the teacher. This calls for an
ability to communicate effectively
what has been studied in preparation
for teaching a Bible lesson.
The first step is to work on competence in the ability to present the Bible
lesson. The second step is to develop
quality relationships with the audience
both inside and outside the class environment. These two steps highlight
the importance of content and the person-to-person commitment involved
in a Bible lesson.
First and foremost, we must have
something to offer. A competent
teacher loves the content or subject
matter being taught and does whatever is necessary to make a particular
scriptural text understandable to the

audience. It is not enough to want to
teach; one must have knowledge of
Scripture and a deep faith in God. As
Peter emphasized, we must “grow in
grace, and in the knowledge of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ” (II Pet.
3:18).
Christians in general are forever
hungry for the Word of God. For instance, I was a guest speaker at a
church synod in a Midwestern city in
the United States. During one of the
sessions, I asked by show of hands
how many would want their church to
cancel the weekly Bible study meetings. I saw no hand raised. I then
asked why the meetings should continue. The summary of the majority of
the responses: You can never have
enough of the Word of God. This suggests that content requires more attention in the Bible lesson. There is a
growing agreement among pastors
and Sunday school teachers that
sometimes, in some churches, Bible
lessons are deficient in content.
It is important to focus on the content in Bible lessons and at the same
time admit that we must struggle to
determine what that content is. I am a
proponent of the idea that teaching
should be conversational, but fueled
by content. Can the average Christian
make sense of the Word of God? What
are the competing impacts of being a
believer in this world?
In short, conversational teaching
puts content first. Only after making
such a commitment does the relational concern for the Christian fit into
place. Conversation about God is
based on the premise that the Word of
God is the common center of conversation and is supported by relational
concern for others.
The commitment to preparing a
Bible lesson in a conversational manner relies on the desire for relationships within a Christian community
and seeks to find a way to cause biblical instruction to occur outside the
formal lesson as well as inside.
The Bible offers us quite a few elements of a constructive interpersonal
relationship that should be integral to
teaching Bible lessons. I list only four
of them: unconditional love, conformity (integrity), empathy, and the other’s
perception of interpersonal attitude.
First, it is important to have unconditional love for an audience and to help
them discover the character and potential necessary for becoming believers who know the Word of God and are
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capable of turning to the Word of God
when confronted with the harsh realities of life. Paul used himself as an example. He sometimes found himself
torn between the desire to leave and
to be with Christ and the desire to stay
to minister (Phil. 1:23).
Second, conformity, or integrity,
asks a person to have agreement between what he says and what he believes and lives. We find this in Jesus’
injunction to the lawyer who addressed Him as “Master” (meaning
Teacher) and asked Him what to do to
inherit the kingdom of God (Luke
10:25-37). Third is empathy. A good
Christian teacher needs to feel the
struggle of others, including the struggle to understand the lesson material
and the struggle of poverty. It was the
Apostle John who said, “But whoso
hath this world’s good, and seeth his
brother have need, and shutteth up his
bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him?” (I
John 3:17). We know that as Christians
we are commanded to love our neighbor and to have intense love for one
another (Matt. 22:39; I Pet. 4:8).
The fourth element is that the Christian teacher needs to recognize the
traits of unconditional love, conformity, and empathy in others in order to
facilitate listening and learning. Conversational teaching makes the Word
of God available to all, but the depth of
the relationship will depend on the
teacher preparing the lesson to teach

and being able to communicate with
his audience.
The relational focus of a conversational teacher is part of his realization
that he is simply a fellow Christian and
student of the Word of God. The fellow
Christian (and student) teaches with
content-rich vision that is open to discovery and insight into the Word of
God. A person-to-person focus suggests that a major reason for the dissemination of the Word of the Lord is
to seek the growth of the kingdom of
God in the heart of each Christian believer.
Time and timing are crucial as we
approach one another. Conversational teaching requires that time be made
available to every member of an audience to let relationships grow naturally, without undue pressure or prying. In
addition, we need to be aware of the
art of timing as we work with each other. It takes sensitivity to know when to
speak and how much to say. For conversational teaching to take place in a
Bible lesson environment, a teacher
and his audience require both structured and unstructured time to reflect
on the Word of God, meeting each
other in conversation.
Preparing and teaching a Bible lesson should flow from the premise that
a Christian shares the Word of God
while at the same time learning. This
will lead to conversation with the audience that points to the importance of
a fulfilling Christian life. ★
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Lachish: Fortress City of Judah
BY LARRY V. CRUTCHFIELD,

ACHISH, a fortress city in the
Judean hill country called the
Shephelah, was one of the most important cities in Old Testament Palestine. Among the cities of Judah, it
gave way in size and significance only
to Jerusalem. It lay some thirty miles
southwest of the ancient city of
David. The last remains of Lachish
rest atop a twenty-acre rectangularshaped mound (or “tell”) with steep
sides that rise nearly fifty feet straight
up. Known today as Tell Lachish in
Hebrew and Tell ed-Duweir in Arabic,
it is one of Israel’s largest archaeological sites.
This site had the requisite geographical and topographical features
for building a city in the ancient world.
There was plentiful well water close
by for human consumption and for
growing crops. Equally important, the
mound site was ideally situated for
defensive purposes. It had deep, dry
riverbeds (called wadis) all around,
with the only weakness being a lowlying saddle at the southwest corner.
It was at this corner that a road was
built from the base of the mound up
to the city’s fortified gateway entry
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(Feldman, “Return to Lachish,” Biblical Archaeology Review (BAR),
May–June 2002).
The city of Lachish spans Bible history from the Israelite conquest of
Canaan (Josh. 10), through assaults
by Pharaoh Shishak, Assyria’s Sennacherib, Babylonia’s Nebuchadnezzar, and the return of Israelite exiles
from the Babylonian Captivity (Neh.
11:30). In light of the biblical significance of Lachish, it is good that our
knowledge of the site is so extensive.
As Philip J. King noted, “Perhaps more
is known about Lachish than any other Near Eastern site, thanks to more
than 25 Biblical references and extraBiblical references in Egyptian and Assyrian records, as well as commemorative reliefs carved on stone panels in
Nineveh (modern Kuyunjik, in northern
Iraq). And we have a world of information from three excavations of the site”
(“Why Lachish Matters,” BAR,
July–August 2005).
EXCAVATIONS AT LACHISH
Excavations at Lachish began with
the detailed plans of James L. Starkey
and the British Wellcome-Marston Ex-

pedition of 1932 through 1938. Following Starkey’s sudden and tragic
death at the hands of Arab robbers, his
very capable assistant, Olga Tufnell,
produced “a meticulous excavation
report” (Ussishkin, “Answers at
Lachish,” BAR, November–December
1979). Charles H. Inge and G.
Lankester Harding continued excavations at Lachish from 1938 to 1940.
But for the next twenty-five years, the
site was abandoned. Thereafter, Israeli
teams headed by Yohanan Aharoni
conducted excavations at Lachish for
only two short seasons in 1966 and
1968 (Vos, Archaeology in Bible
Lands, Moody).
Finally, in 1973, David Ussishkin began the most important and comprehensive excavations done at Lachish
to date. Ussishkin’s work was conducted under the auspices of Tel Aviv
University (where he was professor of
archaeology) and the Israel Exploration Society. Ussishkin’s very methodical excavations covered eleven
seasons from 1973 until 1987 (Feldman).
The dig at Tell Lachish boasted a
150-person workforce at its height.
According to Ussishkin, “it was the
busiest dig in the country.” But even
after the digging ended, Ussishkin remained active at the site until 1994.
During that time, he participated in the
Israeli National Parks Authority’s project to restore the magnificent city gate
complex of Lachish (Feldman).
JOSHUA’S CONQUEST OF
LACHISH
Ussishkin identified seven distinct
occupation levels (strata) at Lachish.
According to Ussishkin, the two earliest strata, Levels VII and VI, were
both Canaanite cities. He noted that
the land of Canaan was under Egyptian control during this time. But
Egypt’s hold over southern Canaan
began to notably weaken, part of the
ebb and flow that marked the history
of the region. This weakening made
the then unfortified sites susceptible
to conquest (Ussishkin, “Lachish—
Key to the Israelite Conquest of
Canaan?” BAR, January–February
1987).
Ussishkin noted that both Canaan-
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ite settlements of Lachish, but especially Level VI, show evidence of violent destruction by fire. He related,
“Traces of the conflagration could be
seen everywhere that Level VI remains
were uncovered. The destruction was
apparently complete, and the population liquidated or driven out”
(“Lachish—Key?”).
The obvious question is, “At whose
hands was the last Canaanite city of
Lachish so thoroughly destroyed?”
Ussishkin’s answer comes from Scripture. The archaeologist stated, “We
believe that this destruction should be
attributed to the invading Israelites, as
recorded in the book of Joshua 10:3132” (“Answers”).
While Ussishkin conceded that
there are still unanswered questions
about the destruction of Lachish Level VI, he nevertheless concluded that
“the conquest of Lachish stands out
as a unique event in the Biblical story
of the Israelite conquest of Canaan
and the archaeological data fit the biblical text in every detail” (“Lachish—
Key?”).
REHOBOAM AND SHISHAK
Ussishkin found that following the
catastrophic destruction of Lachish
Level VI, the site was abandoned and
remained virtually uninhabited for a
time (“Lachish—Key?”). By the tenth
century, however, Lachish was settled once again, this time by the Israelites. The city (late Level V or early
Level IV) appears again in the biblical
narrative during the reign of
Solomon’s son Rehoboam (931–913
B.C.), the first king of Judah during the
divided monarchy.
According to II Chronicles 11:5-10,
Rehoboam fortified Lachish and fourteen other cities to serve as a defense
network throughout Judah. These
cities were in the southern and western parts of Judah, where attacks by
the Egyptians and Philistines were anticipated.
Rehoboam built the first Judean
palace-fort at Lachish. The palacefort—the Lachish governor’s residence and the dominant structure in
the city—was constructed atop a
colossal, rubble-filled, stone-wall
podium. In time, the structure came to
measure 150 feet in length by 115 feet
in width (DeVries, Cities of the Biblical
World, Hendricks).
Also as a preparedness measure
against possible attack, Rehoboam
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established storehouses in Judah’s
fortified cities. As DeVries explained,
“In addition to the palace-fort the royal fortified city [of Lachish] was
equipped with government storehouses similar to those found at Beersheba and Megiddo, indicating that
Lachish functioned as a major administrative center in the southern kingdom. The storehouses were perhaps
used to keep items like ‘food, oil, and
wine’ (II Chron. 11:11) as well as other
goods.”
In 925 B . C ., the fifth year of Rehoboam’s reign, Pharaoh Shishak
tested the strength of Judah’s fortified
cities (II Chron. 12:1-6). Because Rehoboam had forsaken the law of God,
the Lord abandoned the rebellious
king to the huge Egyptian force that
descended upon the southern kingdom. All of the fortified cities fell, and
Lachish was destroyed.
LACHISH SUCCUMBS TO
SENNACHERIB
During his military campaigns
against the cities of Judah in 701 B.C.,
the Assyrian king Sennacherib
(705–681 B.C.) paid special attention to
Lachish. He wanted to eliminate the
second largest fortified city in Judah
before attacking King Hezekiah at
Jerusalem. Ussishkin assigned this
eighth-century Assyrian activity to
Level III at Tell Lachish.
According to Sennacherib’s annals,
during his Judean campaign he destroyed forty-six of Judah’s fortified
cities, including Lachish (cf. II Kings
18:13-16; II Chron. 32:9). Using a standard tactic, the Assyrians built a siege
ramp, the remnants of which still stand
to a height of forty feet. The spot chosen to build the ramp was the weak
southwestern corner of Lachish,
where a “topographic saddle makes
the tell approachable—and vulnerable
. . . The intensity of the assault can be
gauged from the number of arrowheads found in this part of the tell—
more than 800 [as well as many halfpound slingstones]” (Feldman). The
intensity of the fighting is also suggested by the discovery of a mass
grave containing the remains of fifteen
hundred Lachish defenders slain while
defending the city.
The conquest of Lachish became
the centerpiece of Sennacherib’s
campaign in Judah. This is evident
from the seventy linear feet of magnificent bas-reliefs excavated by Austen

Henry Layard in Sennacherib’s Nineveh palace. These were uncovered
between 1847 and 1851.
Conspicuously absent from Sennacherib’s monumental boasts about
his own greatness is any claim to having conquered Hezekiah’s Jerusalem.
He was denied the prize he most
sought when God Himself miraculously delivered Jerusalem from destruction (cf. II Kings 19:35-36). As Alfred
Hoerth rightly wrote, “Sennacherib
had a successful western campaign,
but only so far as the Lord permitted
him” (Archaeology and the Old Testament, Baker).
NEBUCHADNEZZAR’S JUDEAN
JUGGERNAUT
After Lachish fell to Sennacherib,
Assyria evidently held the city until
its power began to wane. In time, Judah regained control of the city and
rebuilt its fortified walls and city gate
complex. According to Ussishkin,
this rebuilding program (possibly
done by King Josiah) and the subsequent Babylonian invasions belong
t o s i x t h - c e nt u r y L e v e l I I a t Te l l
Lachish (“Restoring the Great Gate
a t L a c h i s h , ” B A R , M a rc h – A p r i l
1988).
Lachish was clearly under Judah’s
control when the Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar launched his series
of campaigns against the nation between 606 and 586 B.C. According to
Jeremiah 34:7, as Nebuchadnezzar’s
army forged through Judah and
neared Jerusalem, around 589 B.C.,
the only other fortified cities that had
not yet fallen were Lachish and
Azekah (midway between Lachish and
Jerusalem). Both cities are mentioned
in the Lachish Letters, one of the most
important finds made at the ancient
site.
Regarding the impact of these letters, Vos wrote, “Dramatic confirmation of the final days of Judah came
with the discovery of the Lachish Letters, twenty-one inscribed pieces of
pottery found in the guardhouse at the
city gate. These were addressed by
subordinates at military outposts to
the commander of Lachish.” Ussishkin stated that “even today, more
than 50 years after their discovery, the
Lachish letters remain the most important cache of written documents
from the Biblical period ever found in
ancient Israel” (“Restoring the Great
Gate”). ★
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The Master’s Academy International:
Training Church Leaders Worldwide
BY FRANK PASS

TMAI symposium attendees

HE Master’s Academy International (TMAI) is a fellowship of
ministry training centers located
around the world that is committed to
training local pastors and church leaders for an expository ministry of God’s
Word. TMAI currently has fourteen
such training centers in fourteen different countries on six continents.

T

THE HISTORY OF TMAI
The vision of TMAI began in 1986
when Dr. John MacArthur, pastor of
Grace Community Church and president of The Master’s Seminary, issued
the challenge: “Let’s replicate The Master’s Seminary all over the world.”
These words came in recognition of the
fact that despite tremendous growth in
the number of local churches around
the world, many countries are in need
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of national leaders who are trained as
Bible expositors and capable of providing spiritual oversight and sound
theological instruction. TMAI focuses
on this need because of its conviction
that the spiritual health and effective
ministry of a local church depend on its
leaders and their ability to establish the
church in the truth of Scripture.
TMAI did not start as an organization
first; rather, the Lord raised up individual training centers over time and in different parts of the world that would collectively become TMAI. In God’s
providence, the first of these training
centers came about just as the iron curtain was coming down around the former Soviet Union in the early 1990s.
The presidents of the Russian and
Ukrainian Baptist Unions came to The
Master’s Seminary (TMS) in California

and asked TMS graduates to come
help start schools in their countries.
In response to their invitation, a delegation of TMS instructors, along with
the regular ambassadorial missions of
Dr. Robert Provost, president of Slavic Gospel Association, carried forward
this new movement of God to train expositors in Eastern Europe. This led to
the establishment of the first TMAI
training center—Irpin Biblical Seminary in Ukraine—in 1991.
As the ministry at Irpin flourished and
TMS graduates from different countries
saw the strategic opportunities of
strengthening church leadership worldwide, more training centers were established in the years that followed.
1997—Christ Baptist Church Seminary, Polokwane, South
Africa

1998—Word of Grace Biblical Seminary, Mexico City, Mexico
—Word of Grace Bible Institute, Novorossiysk, Russia
2000—The Shepherd’s Bible College, Hastings, New Zealand
—Samara Center for Biblical
Training, Samara, Russia
—Theological Biblical Academy, Krapina, Croatia
—Novosibirsk Biblical Theological Seminary, Novosibirsk, Russia
2001—The European Biblical Training Center, Berlin, Germany
2002—Pasoral Training Seminary,
Pune, India (now relocated
to Goa)
—Hamadera Bible Institute,
Osaka, Japan
2004—Instituto Ekklesia, Fortaleza,
Brazil
—Ministerios Evangelicos de
las Americas, Siguatepeque,
Honduras
—Italian Teological Academy,
Catania, Sicily
2005—a new training center in Albania
2008—The Expositor’s Academy,
Manila, Philippines
Of course, none of these training centers would have been possible without
the tireless efforts of missionaries and
their families. A number of the training
centers were established by nationals
who, after graduating from TMS, were
returning to their home countries, making the training indigenous from the beginning. Others were established by
those who left home and country to
dwell in a foreign land. The story of TMAI
is really their story, a story of individual
families that also make up one big family. Though the TMAI family is a large and
diverse group, it is bound together by a
common and strong commitment to
Christ and the spread of His gospel, to
the establishment and strengthening of
local churches, and to training God’s
people for the work of the ministry.
With a vision to establish a fellowship
of like-minded training ministries that
could support each other through fellowship, prayer, and the sharing of
strategies and theological resources,
TMAI incorporated in 2005 with eleven
training centers. At the time of this writing there are fourteen member training
ministries in fourteen countries, with
extension programs reaching into even
more. Graduates from these schools
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have gone on to establish numerous
“daughter” training ministries in their
respective countries, thus continuing to
entrust the truth to faithful men who
can, in turn, teach others.
THE ESSENCE OF TMAI
TMAI’s overarching commitment is
to train church leaders in the context
of their own country and culture, enabling them to accurately handle
God’s Word and effectively shepherd
local churches in the joyful pursuit of
following Jesus Christ. Those who
teach at the training centers, both by
precept and by personal example,
strive to accomplish this overarching
goal by means of committing to:
● mature in all areas of personal
growth—including the head, heart,
hands, lips, and life (Eph. 4:12)—with
a view to ministry skills, giftedness,
Bible knowledge, and godly character (Gal. 5:18-23; I Tim. 3:1-13; Titus
1:1-9) through studying God’s Word;
● live as examples to other believers
(I Tim. 4:12);
● prepare expositional messages,
live faithfully by those messages,
and teach them by applying the
messages to the lives of God’s people through preaching and group
and individual instruction (Ezra
7:10; II Tim. 4:2);
● train the next generation of pastors,
deacons, and saints (II Tim. 2:1-2);
● gather and distribute biblical resources, translate unavailable materials, and research and write what
is needed (II Tim. 4:13);
● avoid distraction by every theological
trend or issue that might result in losing sight of the above needs (Eph.
4:14; I Tim. 4:1-7) and instead guard
the heavenly treasure (I Tim. 6:20;
II Tim. 1:14); and
● glorify God in all areas of life (Rev.
4:11).
A strong commitment to the local
church marks the ministry of TMAI.
Many of the training ministries are an
organic part of a local church, and the
prayer and financial support of partnering local churches spread throughout the world are vital for both the missionary families and the work of the
training centers.
TMAI has thus become a fellowship
of training ministries located around
the world and offering academic, financial, and personal resources to
strengthen its individual member

schools. To maintain strong personal
relationships and to keep up with what
the Lord is doing in other parts of the
world, representatives from each of the
training centers gather annually at an
international symposium and regional
summit meetings to worship, fellowship, learn, and plan. These events
have become the center of a collective
ministry scattered across the globe.
Perhaps the impact of the training
offered by TMAI schools is best expressed by the testimony of its graduates. One such graduate is Sergey
Perevishko, who earned a master of divinity degree at Irpin Biblical Seminary.
He now directs the Irpin Bible School
and serves as an ordained deacon of
Irpin Bible Church. Here is his testimony while still a student at IBS:
“It is a great privilege and honor for
me to study at Irpin Biblical Seminary.
My life has been deeply impacted not
only through the excellent teaching
and disciplined studies at Irpin Biblical
Seminary, but also through the great
examples of my instructors. Their dedication to God’s Word, sincere love for
the students, passionate service to the
Lord, and steadfast dedication to the
truth, impresses and encourages me
to faithfully serve the Lord. My current
courses in the study of exegesis and
the practice of expository preaching
have greatly impacted my ministry.
Due to my training at IBS, I have fully
dedicated myself to the preaching and
teaching of God’s Word through the
method of expository preaching.”
THE FUTURE OF TMAI
Through God’s abundant blessing,
there are currently 2,284 graduates
from TMAI member schools—a number that represents many countries and
churches and that continues to grow as
graduations at the schools are held
each year. There are TMAI schools that
have recently celebrated tenth and
twentieth anniversaries. At least four
new training centers are on the horizon.
(These must have a connection with an
existing TMAI school and go through a
process of evaluation and confirmation
before becoming member schools
themselves.) Fourteen other existing
schools are interested in becoming
members of TMAI.
Important considerations for the
ministry going forward include:
● avoiding doctrinal drift;
● choosing faithful men to serve as
(Continued on page 17)
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Ministering to Muslims: Sharing the Gospel
Through Truth and Love
BY CHRISTINA FUTRELL

HE world of Islam is not restricted
to the lands of sun-scorched
deserts and camel caravans. Increasingly, Muslims are our neighbors,
classmates, and friends.
The population of Muslims worldwide is reported to be around 1.3 to
1.5 billion. Islam is the second-largest
world religion and is reputed to be the
fastest growing. Islam is spreading all
over Africa and Europe and is growing
in South America.
There are anywhere between one
million and seven million Muslims living in the U.S. (reports vary widely).
How do we, as followers of Jesus, effectively share our faith with this growing group of people?
The teachings, beliefs, and intricacies of Islam are too vast to go into detail about here, but perhaps they can
be summed up by the shahādah, or
Muslim creed, which is, “There is no
God but Allah and Muhammad is the
messenger of God.”
Some similarities in belief can be
found among Muslims, Jews, and
Christians—but these must be (in the
Muslim mind-set) according to the
true, final revelation given by God
through Muhammad. According to Islam, the Bible has been corrupted by
man and therefore is not reliable. To
rectify this problem, God revealed His
word through the Angel Gabriel to the
Prophet Muhammad, resulting in the
final and authoritative collection of
teachings known as the Koran.
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THE BIBLE COMPARED TO THE
KORAN
There are many different voices and
opinions when it comes to the authenticity and veracity of the Bible. The focus of this article is sharing our faith
with Muslims, but a few basic Christian tenets must be discussed without
going too in-depth on the subject. As
Christians, we believe in the reliable
truth of the Bible’s message. The declaration of the Apostle Paul in II Timothy 3:16 is that “all scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable for
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doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness.”
A Muslim will say that since the Koran is the last of God’s revelations, it is
the best and most reliable. We know
and expect that many false prophets
will come and go, saying that they
have the true words of God.
This has been the norm since even
the time of Paul, who admonished the
Corinthians for believing something
different from what they had received.
In II Corinthians 11:4 we read, “For if
he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or
if ye receive another spirit, which ye
have not received, or another gospel,
which ye have not accepted, ye might
well bear with him.”
Another common Muslin belief is
that, because there are many versions
of the Bible, we cannot know which
one is true. But these are not different
versions but rather different translations. The major, recognized translations of the Bible do not vary in the
message but show slight differences
in the language and means used to
convey that message.
Sometimes literal renderings are not
helpful, as is the case with idioms. A
certain phrase, well familiar to speakers
of the original language, might sound
ridiculous translated word-for-word
into another. But it is possible to effectively convey the meaning of the phrase
using a different choice of wording understandable to the foreign speaker.
According to Muslims, only the Arabic language holds the true, absolute
words of God. If one wants to truly
know God, then he must learn Arabic
in order to properly understand the
Koran and the words of God.
Christianity, however, has not limited God’s perfect understanding to a
particular language of man. We do not
need to be proficient in Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek in order to know and
understand the message of God’s
truth. God is the source of all wisdom
and truth, and Jesus is the personification of that wisdom and truth.

The Spirit of God guides us into all
truth, which is the beautiful thing
about faith in Christ. God can speak to
the preacher, the coal miner, the accountant, and the Amazonian Indian
who has no use for a written language.
There is no distinction of language,
tribe, or race.
If one were to ask a Muslim, “Can
the word of God be corrupted?” he
might respond, “God forbid.” He will
say that God has protected the Koran
from being corrupted. But if this is
true, the next logical question would
be, “Why did God not protect His other words—the Law of Moses and the
gospel (Injeel)—from being corrupted?
IS ISLAM A RELIGION OF PEACE?
Our Lord taught many provocative
notions for His day. He taught His followers to love their enemies. “But I say
unto you, Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which
despitefully use you, and persecute
you; that ye may be the children of
your Father which is in heaven” (Matt.
5:44-45). Paul wrote, “Bless them
which persecute you: bless, and curse
not” (Rom. 12:14).
In Islam, however, there is no peace
for those who reject the teachings of
Muhammad. “O Prophet, fight against
the disbelievers and the hypocrites and
be harsh upon them. And their refuge is
Hell, and wretched is the destination
(Sura 9:73). “Oh you who have believed, fight those adjacent to you of the
disbelievers and let them find you in
harshness” (Sura 9:123). This is quite a
contrast to the words of love and reconciliation taught by our Lord Jesus.
WHAT THE KORAN TEACHES
ABOUT JESUS
Jesus is known in Arabic as Isa. In
the Koran He is called Christ, Messiah,
and Prophet. The Koran contains
teachings about Jesus that agree with
our Christian faith. Here is a list of a
few of them:

1. Jesus was born of a virgin (Sura
19:19-21).
2. Jesus was righteous (Sura 3:46).
3. Jesus performed miracles (Sura
3:49).
4. Jesus ascended to heaven and is
with God (Sura 3:55).
5. Jesus is coming back again (Sura
43:61).
There are also teachings about
Christ with which Christians would
disagree. The Koran teaches that Jesus was only a prophet and not the
Son of God (Sura 4:171). It also teaches that Jesus did not die on the cross
but that God replaced Him with another who did (Sura 4:157).
WHO IS GREATER—MUHAMMAD
OR JESUS?
Many Muslims will want to know
how you feel about Muhammad. He is
revered by all Muslims, and they will
defend him against any perceived attack. Despite what your personal feelings about Muhammad may be, if you
want to witness to a Muslim, do not
say negative things about him. This
will turn off your listener.
Instead, focus the conversation on
Jesus. Muhammad taught many wonderful things about Jesus, and it is important to expound on those. Jesus
was many things that Muhammad was
not, even by his own account. There is
no one like Jesus in the Koran. No one
else was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life, is called the Messiah, ascended into heaven to be with God, or
performed miracles like Jesus.
TRUTH VERSUS LIES
Satan has devised so many ways to
mislead mankind. His purpose is the
same in all of them—to keep people
away from knowing God. The most effective lies always have a grain of
truth. Satan is the master distorter and
deceiver.
It is important to remember that as
followers of Jesus, we do not have human enemies. Paul teaches us that we
do not fight against flesh and blood
but battle evil principalities in high
places (Eph. 6:12). Muslims are not our
enemies; Satan is. Muslims are the
same as everyone—all are in need of
Jesus as Saviour of our souls. We all
need to know and live by His truth and
by His power. We are commanded by
God to share His truth and love with all
people.
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GOD AND ALLAH
Linguistically, “Allah” is not a personification of deity but simply the
word for God. “Allah” has its roots in
the Semitic languages and is related to
the Hebrew El. Arab Christians worship and call God “Allah.” There is no
other Arabic word for God.
However, Islam teaches concepts
about God that are in conflict with
what Christians believe about the God
of the Bible. Through Jesus and the
sacrifice that was made on the cross,
we have the ability to commune and
live with God on this earth by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
The Lord loves us and treats us like
valued children. Through Christ, we
have been cleansed of our sins and
are assured of our eternity with Him.
He did this for us because He loves us,
not because we deserve it.
In Islam, the Muslim’s relationship
with God is different. It is more like a
master/slave relationship. Salvation in
Islam is based on a combination of the
grace of Allah and the Muslim’s good
works.
At the Day of Judgment for Muslims,
a person’s deeds will be placed on a
scale. In order to enter paradise, one
must have more good works than bad.
But even then, Allah can still choose to
send any Muslin to hell.
Muslims do not have the intimacy
with Allah that Christians experience
with our Lord through the Holy Spirit.
Christians are told to pray without
ceasing (I Thess. 5:17). Prayer is direct
communication with God. A Muslim
can pray only after he has followed the
strict ritual cleansing and preparation
for prayer. There can be no instantaneous dialogue with Allah.
Jesus said we are to follow Him and
be imitators of Him. The New Testament expounds on this. Islam has removed the grace and power given by
God through Jesus by demoting Jesus
to a mere messenger. Muslims cannot
truly experience the closeness to Allah
that Christians achieve with God
through Christ and the Holy Spirit.
HOW DO CHRISTIANS START TO
WITNESS TO A MUSLIM?
My friendship with Muslims began
over twenty years ago when I was a child
in school. I had befriended a new classmate who was Palestinian. My friend
and I had conversations about religion,
but I never really made much effort to
talk with her about Jesus. I did not want

to “offend” her or start an argument.
About five years ago, this oldest and
dearest friend died, leaving behind a
husband and two small children. I so
wish that I had shared more with her
about the peace she could have
known through Jesus! I am still very
close with her large extended family,
but I am no longer silent about my
Messiah and theirs.
If you have a Muslim neighbor or
coworker, pray for him. Start to witness to him of Christ by being a good
friend. This is probably the best way to
reach anyone for Christ. True friends
will usually listen to each other’s opinions and beliefs. When a Muslim friend
sees how much love, hope, freedom,
and forgiveness he can have in Christ,
you could help lead that person toward true eternal life. ★

The Master’s Academy
International: Training Church
Leaders Worldwide
(Continued from page 15)

faculty at the schools and choosing
students who are gifted and committed to serving faithfully as
church leaders;
● having wise and discerning leadership at each school to face decisions regarding financial priorities,
which translation projects to undertake, course development, and balancing time between ministry and
family; and
● increasing ongoing prayer and financial support for this training
ministry from both individuals and
local churches.
The Lord has brought the ministry to
where it is today—from a vision and a
prayer to an internationally recognized
equipper of Bible scholars and church
leaders. We trust that He will continue
to guide TMAI in its mission of training
church leaders worldwide.
For more information on TMAI, including its leadership, statement of
faith and essential principles, updates
and videos on the ministry at individual
training centers, testimonies from graduates, and ways you and your church
can be involved in this ministry, please
see our Web site at www.tmai.org. ★
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Christian Psychology

Handling Painful Change
BY A. KOSHY MUTHALALY,

HE ADAMSONS were a happy
family. They had everything they
could ask for. They had earthly possessions that could keep them happy
for a long time. In fact, they had many
things that most people could only
dream about. But that happy scenario
changed when their second child was
born. The doctors gave them the news
that he had a debilitating brain disorder and was not going to be like other
children.
The Adamsons sat down to take in
the news. Their hopes and dreams
had been shattered, and their cozy
world had come crashing down at
their feet. After a few agonizing
months of emotional adjustment and
wrestling with God, they began to
see the bigger picture. God had not
abandoned them; He had a much
greater purpose for their lives. It did
not take a lifetime of little steps in a
world of turmoil and emotional pain
to discover that.
Like the Adamsons, most people
do not want change in their lives. It
disturbs the routine that they are used
to and forces them to reluctantly
adapt to something that was not necessarily welcome. But given the harsh
realities of our daily lives, some
change is inevitable. We may be
forced into something that causes us
to adapt to new circumstances.
Children, for example, often have to
live in new family situations when divorce occurs. This can be hard on
them.
Not all change is bad, however.
People get promotions at work and
may have to move out of state. Some
get married and have to adapt to a
new home and lifestyle where one has
to consider another before making important decisions. These are some examples of good change.
Sometimes the change that faces
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us can be cruel and cause a lot of
anxiety. Little children often fear that
when their parents divorce, they will
be left out and neglected. This is a
very legitimate fear and one that
adults must make sure is attended to
before it has serious effects on the
child.
Most of all, however, it is important
that we consider how we will handle
change when the inevitable comes
our way. Change happens to the best
of us, and it is good to be mentally
and spiritually prepared for change
that will happen whether we like it or
not.
We have already mentioned the first
effect of change. It can cause anxiety.
We may worry how we will adapt to
new and unfamiliar circumstances and
new situations. This can cause emotional pain.
In the Bible we find that the people
of God were punished and, as a result of their sins, found themselves in
a new land. It certainly was not the
one that had been promised to them!
This came as a result of their disobedience to God; He withdrew His protection.
On two different occasions, they
found themselves prisoners in foreign lands. They were far away from
their homeland and had to adapt to a
new culture and very different circumstances for long periods of time.
They missed their familiar surroundings and found that they even missed
the things that kept them close to
God. He had suddenly become dearer to them because of His apparent
absence! But He was there all the
time.
Anxiety caused by change is alleviated by trusting the God who never changes no matter what happens
around us. Our God is the same yesterday, today, and forever. He does

not change from day to day as we do.
We have an anchor that keeps us in
our God, and He will always be there
for us. Each time we think about the
difficult changes we are about to
face, anxiety brings up scary
thoughts that threaten to defeat us.
That is where our God gives us peace
(Isa. 26:3).
Sometimes change causes anxiety
that comes from our inability to control our world. The mind works overtime seeking to get a handle on the
circumstances and people we face in
our daily lives. The Word of God
gives us examples of people who
were in torment. The Gergesene demoniacs’ (Matt. 8:28) minds were in
turmoil. They could not be at peace
until they came face-to-face with Jesus the Healer, and they responded
to Him.
The opposite of being in control
is relinquishing our world to our
Master and letting Him take care of
matters for us (cf. Ps. 55:22). When
change is inevitable in our lives, we
walk right into it with Jesus alongside us. Is that not what Daniel’s
three friends did when they were
thrown into the fiery furnace? They
stuck to what they believed and
w e re n o t a f r a i d o f t h e c o n s e quences. They knew that God would
be with them even in the fire.
When change happens, as Christians we can know that our God will
be with us, for He promised never to
leave us. Sometimes that is hard to
believe because we cannot see our
God. But we can experience the
work of His hands, and that is a
promise that we have to take to
heart. It is all we have sometimes,
and it is totally sufficient in the world
of faith.
Sometimes change happens without warning. It creeps up on us

q u i c k l y. U n e x p e c t e d b i l l s o r a
change in the family situation or a
death of the breadwinner can put
us in a quandary. As believers, we
are called to prepare for such unexpected emergencies. We are to
stand on guard lest the enemy take
advantage of us. The Word reminds
us that Satan is real and waiting to
trip us up with the fear of impending
change. Those who trust Christ walk
into changing situations well prepared.
We have to recognize that in a sinful world, some change is inevitable.
Only God is constant. He does not
change. The Word reminds us that
when we get complacent in our lives,
we are to be careful lest we let down
our guard and our sense of alertness
falters. “Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall” (I Cor. 10:12). The lesson for us
is that we have to be prepared for
change, armed with the promises of
God that can help us handle any difficult situation.
Our first reaction to change that is
unwelcome is often panic. Instead, as
Christians we are to intentionally surrender our new situations to God in
their totality. After we have taken this
initial step of surrender, we have to
start a new journey of discovery. The
Adamsons did not know what to do;
they had to learn to discover that no
experience in life, even the unwelcome
ones, is wasted from God’s perspective.
From God’s vantage point, no pain
in our lives is ever wasted. God uses
it as a stepping stone to something
different and, in a strange way, very
wonderful. It opens to us a world that
only our great God can control. God
wants us to see that when we are
prepared to get out of the way, He
can begin His greatest work in our
lives. Too often we hinder His work in
our lives when we are in a hurry to
change our situations.
As Christians, we learn that the
best thing to do is to surrender our
difficult situations to God and simply
wait to see what He will do. The Jews
did this when they were caught between Pharaoh’s armies and the Red
Sea. “Fear ye not, stand still, and see
the salvation of the Lord” (Exod.
14:13) still holds true today during
painful change. Like the Adamsons,
we need to see that He is still there
when our lives are in the turmoil of
change. ★
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What’s in a Word?
Mark
BY DARRELL W.

UR focus in this column is on a
Greek word that we will see
comes directly over into English. As far
as the biblical record is concerned, the
word is not all that common. It is used
only once as a noun and six times as
a verb. The word as a Greek noun is
skopos, and as a verb it is skopeō. It
gives us our English word “scope,”
which can stand on its own or be
found in compound words like “microscope” and “telescope.”
We find the word as a noun in Philippians 3:14, where it is translated
“mark.” The Apostle Paul wrote, “I
press toward the mark for the prize of
the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.” It is easy to see that he used the
word to mean “goal” or “target.” It was
his aim, or what he aimed at. Indeed,
it was what he kept his eye on in all situations.
As we look at the context in which
we find the word, we see that Paul was
telling the Philippians about the significant change in his thought patterns
and the very direction of his life since
conversion. He said he was from “the
stock of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, an Hebrew of the Hebrews; as
touching the law, a Pharisee” (Phil.
3:5). In addition, he was intent on persecuting the church.
Of course, all that changed on the
road to Damascus. What he once
prized highly was now nothing more
than rubbish. What had been on the
asset side of his spiritual ledger was
now transferred to the debit column.
His life was changed, and so was his
focus. He had a new goal in life, and
it was to attain to “the resurrection of
the dead” (Phil. 3:11), which was the
“high calling of God” (vs. 14).
Scripture teaches that a believer’s
salvation will be complete when he or
she is invested with a resurrection
body (Rom. 8:23). Paul had that in
mind. He once had in his sights such
things as law-keeping and the persecution of Christians, but now his sights
were set on a greater prize.
The verb form of the word is translated “take heed” in Luke 11:35;
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“mark” in Romans 16:17 and Philippians 3:17; “look” in II Corinthians 4:18
and Philippians 2:4; and “considering” in Galatians 6:1. In each case,
the idea is to keep a close watch on
something or someone, including
oneself.
As was mentioned earlier, the word
transliterates into English. A few examples will help us discover how to
apply it spiritually. Many firearms for
military and hunting purposes have
scopes, which make it easier to zero
in on the target. Astronomy buffs use
telescopes to gaze at stars, many
bird-watchers and naturalists use
spotting scopes for a close-up view
of birds and other wildlife, and lab
technicians use microscopes when
examining objects, some invisible to
the naked eye.
When using any of these tools,
most people will close one eye and
peer intently into the lens. At that moment, they are not allowing anything
else to come into view and thus distract them.
Think of this in spiritual terms. What
is our goal in life? Is it a worthwhile
one? With what devotion are we pursuing it? Paul wanted his readers to
be “thus minded” (Phil. 3:15) as himself, and therein lies the challenge. It
is likely that we all know someone
who once had a testimony for Jesus
but whose life has taken a different direction. Whatever else may be said
about such a person, surely one conclusion would be that he has taken his
eye off Christ and His high calling and
placed it on more mundane and temporal things.
May God, who is rich in mercy and
love, reveal to us where our spiritual
eye is focused and help us refocus if
need be. Paul was near the end of his
life when he penned his epistle to the
Philippians, but he still had his eye on
the prize. He had no intention of coasting to heaven or altering his mind-set.
The Lord meant everything to Paul,
and he had no other goal than what
Christ had for him. ★
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Sermon
A Member of God’s Family in Heaven
BY ARLIE D.

INTRODUCTION
If someone were to ask you what a
Christian is, what would you say?
Maybe you would answer that a
Christian is someone who goes to
church or someone who lives a good
life. Maybe you would say a Christian
is someone who has asked Jesus to
be his Saviour. In some places, people will say that a person who is not
a Jew or a Muslim is a Christian. I
was in a home once where a Bible lay
on the living room table, so I asked
the woman whether she was a Christian. She answered, “Sure. Isn’t
everybody?”
Actually, this question is answered
many times in the Bible; just possibly
it is answered differently from the way
you or I usually would. And for the sake
of clarity, notice that I did not ask how
someone becomes a Christian but
rather what a Christian is!
I am really interested in more than
just an academic answer, even if yours
is correct, because a genuine answer
should cause us to examine our own
hearts and lives. A true answer should
affect how we live. This doctrine, like
every other doctrine, has a practical
application.
We will focus on Mark 3:31-35,
where we will see a definition or description of a Christian. It is a challenge to us, for it places the Christian
into a relationship that affects behavior. We need to be clear what it asks of
us.
BACKGROUND
Social family. To set the stage, it is
helpful to go back to Mark 3:20. So
many people had gathered that Jesus, who was busy giving attention to
them, was unable to take time off for
a meal. Then a group came to rescue
Jesus. Verse 21 says that it was
“friends.” Who were these friends?
The Greek is a prepositional phrase
that can be translated “those from
Him” or “those with Him.” This is
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most likely not the twelve disciples,
who were chosen earlier in the chapter, but rather refers to His mother
and brothers who appear again in
verse 31.
In a situation in which Jesus was unable to break away for a meal, His family came to rescue Him. They thought
He had lost His mind. They were doing
their duty out of family love to rescue
their son and brother for His own
good! Perhaps they did not understand Him, but in their minds they
were doing what was good and necessary.
In Mark 3, then, there is this evaluation of Jesus that He just might be out
of His mind. There is also another evaluation, and we now consider that. It
begins in verse 22.
Religious leaders. Some scribes, religious leaders from Jerusalem, were
also present that day. They drew a different conclusion. While His family’s
conclusion was psychological, the
scribes’ conclusion was spiritual. They
concluded that Jesus was controlled,
or possessed, by Satan, the ruler of
the demons. It is striking that they
would suggest He was possessed not
by just any demon but by the devil
himself!
Jesus responded to their evaluation
first logically to destroy their suggestion and then spiritually to reveal their
perilous position. Since He was casting out demons, it was reasonable to
conclude that He was not controlled
by Satan; Satan would not be destroying his own house!
Since they had judged the ministry
of Jesus to be the work of Satan when
it was in reality the work of the Holy
Spirit, they had secured their own
doom; it is blasphemy of the Holy Spirit to attribute to Satan what the Holy
Spirit does, and that effectively prevents salvation.
With that background, then, we can
proceed to look at our text. Jesus’
earthly family had suggested He was

crazy, and the religious leaders had
suggested that He was Satan-possessed. Both of these charges were
answered in a surprising way that
gives us both valuable and challenging insight.
FAMILY 1—OF JOSEPH
Mark 3:31 says, “There came then
his brethren and his mother, and,
standing without, sent unto him, calling him.” His earthly family had now arrived. They came to rescue Him from
overwork. They were trying to communicate with Him, but it was difficult
because of the crowd. However, the
message did eventually arrive. Verse
32 continues, “And the multitude sat
about him, and they said unto him, Behold, thy mother and thy brethren
without seek for thee.” The message
was passed along until it reached Him.
To this point there was nothing unusual; everything so far was ordinary and
unassuming. But with His response,
we too may begin to wonder about
what He meant.
His response began with a question in Mark 3:33: “And he answered
them, saying, Who is my mother, or
my brethren?” At this point it would
have been easy for someone in the
crowd to say, “See, we told you so;
He is losing His mind.” Who in the
world does not know who his family
members are? Well, there might be
such people, but in the normal
course of growing up and living, this
is the most elementary knowledge.
We need to stop briefly for a technical observation. Nothing is said here
about Joseph, Jesus’ legal father. It is
generally assumed that he had died by
this time. The family members present
were clearly Jesus’ mother, Mary, and
His brothers. His brothers are named
in Matthew 13:55 and Mark 6:3 as
James, Joses, Simon, and Judas.
Those verses also reference His sisters, who are not named and who apparently did not appear on this occa-

sion. So in His earthly family there was
then no father.
In Mark 3:35, however, Jesus spoke
of brother, sister, and mother when addressing the issue of family identity.
Again He omitted the father. This becomes significant, and we will return
to that in due time.
FAMILY 2—OF GOD
The depiction of a higher level. Jesus continued with a statement in
Mark 3:34, and He may not have alleviated the notion that He was out of
His mind. “And he looked round about
on them which sat about him, and
said, Behold my mother and my
brethren!” He seemed to ignore His
earthly family who stood outside and
instead named His listeners as His
family members. Was He crazy? What
could He possibly mean by this?
In Mark 3:35, Jesus explained what
He meant by designating those sitting
around Him as His family: “For whosoever shall do the will of God, the same
is my brother, and my sister, and mother.” Notice that again He did not include a father in the family description.
This was on purpose. The Father in
heaven is the given in this family. There
may be a question as to whether you
or I belong to this family, but the Father
defines the family.
Jesus was not insulting the earthly
family. It is honored in the Bible in
places like Psalms 127 and 128. Instruction is given for the family in many
passages, including Genesis 2:24; Exodus 20:12; Deuteronomy 6:7, 20-25;
Proverbs 23:22; Ephesians 5:21
through 6:4; Colossians 3:18-21; and
I Peter 3:1-7. But the attention given
there should in itself be a hint that the
earthly family may not be an end in itself.
The earthly family is important to
God and should be to us. The earthly
family is important to God because
there is a family of God that consists
of earthly people who have God as Father. The earthly family relationships
we have known here will not exist in
heaven, as Matthew 22:23-33 says.
So when we take the time to closely consider Jesus’ words, we see that
He was not out of His mind. Instead,
He was brilliantly and truthfully saying
what those folks needed to hear and
what we need to hear today. He was
lifting our focus into heavenly realms
by introducing the idea of the family of
God.
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The demon charge. Though Jesus
was clearly speaking in terms of family here, He was also disposing of the
charge leveled at Him by the scribes.
Those who are part of this family—and
Jesus certainly was—by definition do
the will of God, not the will of Satan.
So Jesus directly rejected the suggestion that He was demon possessed.
We should inject here that doing the
will of God is the opposite of doing the
will of Satan. But doing the will of God
is also not the same as doing our own
will.
Isaiah 53:6 says, “All we like sheep
have gone astray; we have turned
every one to his own way; and the Lord
hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.”
Notice that going astray is treated as
synonymous with turning to one’s own
way. Just because we are not knowingly and purposefully doing Satan’s
will does not mean we are not going
our own way. The alternative is doing
God’s will, and that is spelled out in His
Word. It is not a mystical issue.
The definition of a believer. Finally
we come to the definition of a Christian. Keep in mind that this is not a description of how a person becomes a
Christian; that happens when we
place our trust in the Lord Jesus
Christ, who saves us from sin, forgives
us, and gives us eternal life. But once
a person has trusted Christ, what
characterizes that person? Jesus
gave an answer.
When people who work with children come to know the parents, they
will often say that the child is just like
those parents; observing the parents
explains the child’s behavior. The
phrase we often use is that the child is
“a chip off the old block.”
There is an ongoing discussion concerning whether this is better explained through genetics or through
environment. The answer may include
both. But we are not surprised that the
child is like the parents. (Note that we
are discussing the child after he is
born into that family.)
So Jesus described the essence of
the family of God. Every individual who
does God’s will is a member of the family of God. That person is like his or her
Father in heaven. And that is regardless
of the influence of the earthly family.
The Greek word for the expression
“shall do” in Mark 3:35 has the aorist
active subjunctive form. The aorist
simply describes action here. Additionally, it can describe the overall ac-

tion of a lifetime. Active voice informs
us that this is something the person
does. And the subjunctive tells us
that we do not know whether any particular person does such and such;
but if that person does, he or she is
giving evidence of being part of God’s
family.
Is this speaking of doing God’s will
perfectly? No. But it is speaking of doing God’s will characteristically. In a
Christian there will be some legitimate
reality of truly doing the will of God.
The Christian will in some recognizable way be like the Father in heaven,
the Father of this family.
This is not a lone testimony in the
biblical record. We can cite other
Scriptures that give similar descriptions of the Christian. I offer several
here for your consideration.
“That the righteousness of the law
might be fulfilled in us, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit”
(Rom. 8:4). The Christian is one who
walks after the Spirit, not after the
flesh.
“Wherefore he is able also to save
them to the uttermost that come unto
God by him, seeing he ever liveth to
make intercession for them” (Heb.
7:25). The Christian is one who continues coming to God through Christ.
“Here is the patience of the saints:
here are they that keep the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus”
(Rev. 14:12). The Christian is one who
keeps the commandments of God and
the faith of Jesus.
CONCLUSION
So where do you, the reader, stand?
Are you one who is doing the will of
God? The passage here is not speaking of the will of God in a mystical
sense in terms of discovering what occupation we should pursue, whom we
should marry, where we should live,
and so forth; that is another issue altogether. It is speaking of that which has
been revealed by God to us in the
Scriptures. That, in the simplest sense,
is the will of God, what He wants of us.
Is that characteristic of you?
When others observe you, do they
see some resemblance to the family of
God? When others observe you, is the
result that they wish to glorify your
Father in heaven? Matthew 5:16 says,
“Let your light so shine before men,
that they may see your good works,
and glorify your Father which is in
heaven.” ★
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Biblical Snapshots of People Who Prayed
Praying for Rain on a Sunny Day
BY JOSEPH FALKNER

T was a warm, sunny day, but not the
kind that receives rave reviews from
the local weatherman. The tyrannical
sun had blasted the area for three and
a half years, turning it into a dust bowl.
Crops had risen to greet the golden
globe in the sky and then withered under its stubborn glare. Dry bones littered the fields. Water sources slowly
vaporized into cracked, dry beds. The
physical drought mirrored the spiritual
drought in Judah.
James 5:17-18 describes the event
this way: “Elias was a man subject to
like passions as we are, and he prayed
earnestly that it might not rain: and it
rained not on the earth by the space of
three years and six months. And he
prayed again, and the heaven gave rain,
and the earth brought forth her fruit.”
The description James gave of the
prayer of Elijah is remarkable in its
simplicity and brevity. You can read
the full story for yourself in I Kings 17
and 18. Notice the principles of prayer
from the words of James.
1. Extraordinary prayer can be accomplished by ordinary people. James
made it clear that Elijah was just an ordinary man. Prayer is nothing more
than communication between powerless people and the powerful God of
heaven. You do not need special abilities; the abilities are His. Elijah was no
more powerful than you or I, but he did
have a powerful God—the same God
we serve. Do not let the enemy dissuade you from calling on your Heavenly Father to do what you cannot do.
If it is something you can do, do it. If you
need supernatural help, pray.
2. Prayer is asking God to keep His
promises. Moses reminded the people
of Israel that God would do what He
had promised to do in Deuteronomy
11:17: “The Lord’s wrath be kindled
against you, and he shut up the heaven, that there be no rain, and that the
land yield not her fruit; and lest ye perish quickly from off the good land
which the Lord giveth you.” Elijah just
called on God to respond to the sin of
the people as He had already said He

I
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would. God will always respond to
prayer that centers on His will.
Remember the emphasis of the Lord’s
prayer in Matthew 6:10: “Thy kingdom
come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is
in heaven.” God has promised to accomplish His will on earth, and He
seems to take great delight in allowing
His children to be part of that process.
We would be well-advised to know what
the Bible reveals about His will and simply ask Him to do it. One word of warning: praying that God will accomplish His
will presupposes that God will answer
our prayers according to His own timing
and in His own way. You can see that in
the next principle of prayer.
3. Prayer should be continued until
God answers. Go back and read the full
account of Elijah’s prayer in I Kings
18:42-44. He prayed. Then he sent his
servant to check the horizon. Nothing
happened. Most of us would have
stopped praying at this point. Elijah
continued to pray. He sent his servant to
look again. Nothing. He sent him seven
times, and his servant finally returned
with news of a small cloud forming on
the horizon. Most of us would have preferred a more dramatic response—a
towering wall of cumulonimbus racing
toward us. Elijah recognized the response of God to his prayer. Then he responded to what God was doing.
4. Prayer demands a positive response. Elijah commanded Ahab to
get into a chariot and speed back to
the palace before the rain overtook
him. Perhaps he snickered at first.
Maybe he just laughed out loud. He did
not believe. Too often, our response to
prayer proves our lack of faith. Imagine
you were Elijah praying for rain, and
your servant came back six times with
a sunny forecast. Would you continue
to pray? When he returned the seventh
time with news of a small cloud forming, would you have waited until the
first drops fell before you believed God
had answered? Would you worry about
getting your hopes up for no reason?
How embarrassing it would be to warn
King Ahab to return to the palace only

to have the cloud disappear as quickly as it had come!
Elijah responded in faith. Remember
the warning of the author of Hebrews:
“But without faith it is impossible to
please him: for he that cometh to God
must believe that he is, and that he is
a rewarder of them that diligently seek
him” (11:6). Faith is not a leap in the
dark. Faith is a right response to who
God is and what He is able to do.
During a severe drought in a midwestern state, a pastor called the people together to pray for rain. Their
crops were withering in the fields, and
there was no forecast for rain. When
they came, he sent them home, saying, “God will not answer your prayer.
You obviously have no faith. Not one
of you brought his umbrella!”
Are you an umbrella pray-er? Do
you prove by your actions that you
have absolute trust in God Almighty?
Do you really understand the supernatural assistance that is available to
help you through this often chaotic
world in which we live?
A young boy was trying to move a
heavy load of house paint. He pushed
and pulled and struggled, but it would
not budge. Finally in desperation, he
said, “Dad, I can’t move it.”
“You are not using all your strength,
son,” Dad calmly advised.
“I am using all my strength, Dad. I
still can’t pick it up.”
Dad wisely responded. “My son,
when I said you were not using all your
strength, I meant you had not asked me
to help you carry the paint.” Together
they moved the load, and the boy
learned an invaluable lesson that every
believer should also learn. Remember
God’s calm words of assurance to the
Apostle Paul: “My strength is made perfect in weakness” (II Cor. 12:9).
Prayer is a powerful tool in the relationship between God and the believer. Hebrews 4:16 encourages us to
take advantage of our special privilege: “Let us therefore come boldly
unto the throne of grace, that we may
obtain mercy, and find grace to help in
time of need.” ★

The Life and Times of Jesus
Jewish Synagogues in the First Century
BY RICHARD A.

ARLY in His ministry, Jesus visited
His hometown of Nazareth. On the
Sabbath Day, He went to the synagogue “as his custom was” (Luke 4:16).
Going to the synagogue was not something He did for show or to impress the
locals; it was something He had been
taught to do as a child, and as an adult
He made a habit of honoring the Sabbath by going to the place of worship.
Palestine’s landscape was dotted
with synagogues. A Jewish community
with at least ten men over the age of thirteen could form a minyan (a quorum)
and build a synagogue. Before Luke
tells us that Jesus went to His hometown synagogue, it says that Jesus traveled throughout Galilee, teaching in the
synagogues of that area (4:14-15).
To find the roots of the Jewish synagogue, we must go back to the period
of the Babylonian Captivity. In a foreign
land and a foreign culture, with their holy
city and their house of worship in ruins,
the Jewish captives were inconsolable.
We get a picture of their grief in Psalm
137: “By the rivers of Babylon, there we
sat down, yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps
upon the willows in the midst thereof.
For there they that carried us away captive required of us a song; and they that
wasted us required of us mirth, saying,
Sing us one of the songs of Zion. How
shall we sing the Lord’s song in a
strange land?” (vss. 1-4).
From the seeds of grief and despair
sprang hope. In a strange land and
with no temple, the Jewish captives
still had a desire to worship God and
to study the Scriptures. While the exact origins of the synagogue are
shrouded in the mists of history, we do
know that the Jews in Babylon began
to gather together (the literal meaning
of the word “synagogue”) to pray and
to study the Scriptures.
When the Jews returned to their
homeland in 536 B . C ., the exiles
brought the synagogue concept back
to Palestine. They rebuilt the temple in
Jerusalem, but they also built synagogues in towns and villages throughout Palestine. Even when they could
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not go to the temple on the Sabbath
Day, they could gather at the local synagogue to hear the reading of the
Scriptures and to pray. According to
one version of the Talmud, by the time
the temple was destroyed by the Romans in A.D. 70, there were 480 synagogues in Jerusalem alone. While that
most certainly is hyperbole, it does
suggest how prevalent synagogues
were in the life and culture of the Jews.
The synagogue was never intended
as a substitute for the temple. There
were no sacrifices, and the presiding
officials were laymen, not members of
the Levitical priesthood. The synagogue was to serve as a place for
prayer and religious instruction. As a
boy, Jesus would have gone to the
synagogue school in Nazareth for His
religious instruction.
It would be amazing if we could go
to the ancient ruins of the Nazareth
synagogue and say, “This is where Jesus went to school as a boy, and this is
where He taught the people, the Rabbi returning to His hometown.” Unfortunately, the ruins of that synagogue
have never been found. However, from
the ruins of other synagogues—particularly a second-century synagogue at
Capernaum built on the site of a synagogue dating to Jesus’ time—we can
get an idea of what a synagogue of Jesus’ day looked like.
A synagogue was built on the highest ground available. If possible, it was
constructed near a river or stream because of the importance of water for
ceremonial cleansings. The size of a
synagogue was determined by the
size of the congregation.
Since Jerusalem was the center of
Jewish worship, most synagogues
were oriented toward Jerusalem. They
were built in such a way that the worshippers faced toward Jerusalem when
they entered and when they prayed.
The predominant feature of every
synagogue was the ark, an enclosure
at the front containing the scrolls of
the sacred Scriptures wrapped in
linen cloths: the Law (the Pentateuch,
which Jews called the Torah), the

Writings, and the Prophets.
Near the center of the synagogue was
a raised platform with a pulpit or reading
desk. The “chief seats” (Matt. 23:6) were
closest to this platform. These seats
were for the most important and most
wealthy members of the congregation,
and they were coveted by the Pharisees.
It seems likely that the congregation
itself was divided, with men on one
side and women on the other. A partition may have separated the men from
the women.
The synagogue service began with
a recitation of the Shema (Deut. 6:4-9).
Formal prayers formed a major part of
the service. The reading of the Scriptures was also of primary importance.
Sections of the Law were assigned to
be read on a schedule that allowed for
the entire Torah to be read in three
years. There could be as many as seven different readers, with each reading
being followed by an interpretation.
After the readings from the Law,
there was a reading from the Prophets.
When Jesus visited His hometown
synagogue, He had already gained a
reputation as a teacher of the Law. So
He was invited by the ruler of the synagogue (the layman in charge) to read
from the Prophets and to make some
appropriate comments. When He stood
up to read, He was handed the scroll
containing the writings of the Prophet
Isaiah. It is not clear whether there was
an assigned passage for that day or
whether Jesus was free to choose any
passage. In the providence of God, the
passage from the Prophets that He read
highlighted the ministry of the Messiah
(Luke 4:18-20; cf. Isa. 61:1-2).
After Jesus had read from the
Prophets, He sat down to teach, which
was the custom of that day. This was
the sermon part of the synagogue
service. From Luke 4 we know that Jesus applied the messianic prophecy to
Himself (vs. 21).
The synagogue service concluded
with a benediction from a member of
the priesthood (Num. 6:24-26). If no
priest was present, a prayer of bene(Continued on page 29)
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Meditations in Psalms
True Security: Psalm 91
BY BRIAN D. DOUD

INDING security in life has been a
major problem since the Fall of
mankind. Psalm 91 gives us great insight
as to security’s origin and finality and
how one enters into complete and perfect security. We are shown the certainty of the security God provides and its
outcome. These are not just presented
in the abstract as facts to be considered;
we are also told how to possess and enter into this security. Anything less would
be tantalizing and torturous. Anything
less would not be like our God at all.

F

HOW ONE ENTERS INTO GOD’S
SECURITY
We might think that this would come
at the end of the whole discussion, but
without first entering in, there would be
no basis for understanding what is going to be said. So the first two verses of
Psalm 91 talk about dwelling in the secret place and abiding under the shadow of God. We are not simply counseled
to make God the center and focus of our
lives; we are also shown how to trust
Him and how to declare that trust.
Once you know you have trusted in
the Lord Jesus as your Saviour, you
can look yourself in the eye in a mirror
and say aloud, “I am trusting in the
Lord. He is my protection and security.” (Verse 2 is the only verse in Psalm
91 spoken in the first person, “I.” Most
of the psalm is spoken as from the
Lord or from one of His servants.)
You dwell in Him by reading His
Word and thinking His thoughts after
Him. You enter in by taking everything
to Him in prayer. You trust Him by
committing every day into His care
and direction. You relate every experience to His teaching and discipling
you.
This does not mean there will be no
dangers, no alarming events or people
in your life. The “snare of the fowler”
(Ps. 91:3) might be anything devised
by people that is meant to trap you.
You are safe from that because of
God’s protection. God’s protection is
just like a hen covering her little chicks
by spreading her wings over them.
God’s truth will be your weapon of
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warfare against falsehood, slander,
and misdirection. Remember, there
can always be someone smarter, richer, or more powerful than you; it does
not make any real difference. God has
loved you and saved you. He does not
abandon His own to the whims of others. There are no accidents in the believer’s life, only incidents.
SECURITY AGAINST CALAMITY
Verses 5 through 8 of Psalm 91 list
many events in life that can terrorize
anyone, including believers. The promise of God’s security is that none of
these things will overwhelm the person
dwelling in Him. You will not be made
oblivious to these events, but you can
live without fear of their destroying you.
You are God’s child, and He will bring
you safely to Himself. You can go to Him
with every joy and every problem.
Making the Lord your refuge, your
only necessary security, puts you in a
very favored place. You cannot be ruined spiritually. Whatever accident or
disease may come upon you, your
spirit (and eventually you in your glorified body) will live with Him forever.
Verses 11 and 12 of Psalm 91 were
used by Satan to tempt the Lord Jesus
in the wilderness (Matt. 4:6). Of
course, Satan misapplied the verses,
and the Lord Jesus answered with another Scripture about not putting God
to the test. This is very instructive to
us. We are not to do or say anything
that would attempt to prove whether
God is really protecting us. Part of our
dwelling in Him needs to be spending
time in His Word so that we have verses to answer life’s fears and problems.
Even if we cannot quote the verse exactly, we can remember the spiritual
principle taught there.
GOD SPEAKS TO THOSE
DWELLING IN HIM
Verses 14 through 16 of Psalm 91
make it seem as if God just could not
stand it any longer—He had to say
something directly to the person trusting in Him. Because you have put God
absolutely first in your life—before loved

ones, before yourself, before your ideas
and ambitions—He promises you seven marvelous things. He also says He
will do these things because you have
known His name. Knowing God’s name
means that you are totally committed to
His complete sovereignty over you in all
things. You have determined never to
forget who He is and who you are in relationship to Him. In proclaiming the supremacy of the individual, society has
put itself completely outside all these
great blessings. The world cannot even
understand them.
God says He will deliver you, which
means He will save you from every
calamity. You may go through some
things, but He will deliver you out of
them. God says He will set you on high.
No one will lord it over you when He is
your Lord. God promises to answer
you when you pray, and He always
does. You may get what you pray for,
or you may get a delay or a “no.” Know
that He does answer every prayer. He
will be with you in trouble. When you
understand this, you would rather have
Him with you in trouble than to have no
trouble at all. He again says that He will
deliver you and adds that He will honor you. Honored by God—there is a
thought to be pondered! And He
brought it up and promised it!
God says He will satisfy us with long
life. You may not accomplish all the
things you set out to do. You may not
complete all that people expect of
you. But if you dwell in Him, your life
will be long enough to experience
God’s satisfaction.
Of all these blessings, the last one is
particularly precious. In Psalm 91:16,
God says of the person dwelling in
Him that He will “shew him my salvation.” Down through history, sages
and philosophers have agonized over
the idea of being saved or delivered
from that which causes man’s ruin.
Even great Bible scholars have been
unable to clearly explain some of the
mysteries of God’s dealings with sin,
righteousness, and the coming judgment. God alone has all the answers,
(Continued on page 31)

Bible Bookmark
Paul’s Missionary Journey
BY R.

The Rainbow
Today I saw a rainbow;
It brightened up my day.
Its colors were so beautiful
Seemed I could hear God say,
“Into your life I want to send
The beauty of these hues.
If you will only trust Me
To do these things for you.
“When times are dark and clouded
And you cannot see your way,
Remember that I love you
And don’t forget to pray.
“I am your Creator,
And I care so much for you.
My love is strong and faithful;
My love is sure and true.
“Every storm has to cease;
Then comes the rainbow bright.
Just as the morning comes,
So must end the night.
Hold My hand and follow Me;
Trust My love for you.
Remember there’s no storm in life
My love won’t see you through.” ★
—Kathy J. Moore.
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LARRY OVERSTREET

Q. Paul wrote in Romans 15:19 that he
had preached the gospel “round about
unto Illyricum,” but maps of his missionary journeys do not show this.
Where was Illyricum, and when did
Paul preach there?
A. Some maps of Paul’s third missionary journey show the area of Illyricum,
but none seem to indicate that he visited the area. Illyricum was located north
of Macedonia along the coast of the
eastern Adriatic Sea. Across that sea
was Italy, with Rome to the southwest.
The area of Illyricum was populated
as early as 1,000 B.C. by Indo-Europeans. The Greeks colonized much of
the area over the next several centuries.
Philip II, the father of Alexander the
Great, conquered it in 358 B.C. Rome
subjugated it from 168 to 156 B.C. It became a Roman province in 46 B.C., but
Rome continued to have difficulties with
various tribes until complete conquest
in A.D. 9 under Emperor Tiberius.
A major Roman military highway, the
Via Egnatia, went through Illyricum. Its
construction began about 130 B.C. and
was described in detail by the Greek
historian Strabo (64 B.C.–A.D. 23?) (Geography 7.7.4). The Via Egnatia went
east from the Bosporus at the Black Sea
in the Roman province of Thrace,
through the province of Macedonia, and
ended at the Adriatic Sea in the
province of Illyricum. Across the Adriatic, a traveler would connect with the Via
Appia for a direct route to Rome. The Via
Egnatia extended about 535 miles and
would have been the road Paul took
from Philippi to Thessalonica. Paul
would certainly have been aware that
the road also led to Illyricum.
Neither Luke in the book of Acts nor
Paul in his other letters mentioned
missionary activity in Illyricum. Because of that, some scholars suggest
that the words “round about unto Illyricum” in Romans 15:19 only mean
that Paul preached up to the boundaries of Illyricum, not that he actually
went into the province itself. He would
have done this when he ministered in
Macedonia at such places as Thessalonica and Berea. Since maps of
Paul’s missionary journeys typically

follow only the places named in Acts,
it is not unusual that they also omit any
travel of Paul to that area. The problem
with this view is the distance of over
250 miles between Berea or Thessalonica and the borders of Illyricum.
A better solution is that Paul actually
did travel to that province, as Romans
15:19 asserts. That leaves the question
of when he did it and where it fits in the
book of Acts. Luke did not identify every
specific place Paul ministered. In Acts
19 he detailed Paul’s nearly three-year
work at Ephesus, which ended in an uproar. Paul left Ephesus to go to Macedonia (20:1) and finally to Greece (vs. 2).
Luke inserted a phrase in verse 2, however, that answers our question, saying
that before Paul reached Greece, he
“had gone over those parts.”
“Knowing Paul’s preference to stick to
well-traveled Roman roads, then, Paul
may easily have preached in the southern regions of Illyricum during the movements mentioned by Luke in Acts 20:12” (Moo, The Epistle to the Romans,
Eerdmans). Mark has similar words concerning the ministry of Jesus—He “went
round about the villages, teaching” (6:6).
During this time, Paul waited for a response to his recently written letter of
II Corinthians before returning to
Corinth. Instead of merely sitting and
waiting, however, Paul continued his
work of preaching God’s Word. Following his common practice, he once again
traveled to an area where he “strived to
preach the gospel, not where Christ was
named, lest I should build upon another man’s foundation” (Rom. 15:20).
Having ministered there himself, it is
no surprise that years later Paul sent
Titus to Dalmatia, part of Illyricum, to
continue spreading the gospel (II Tim.
4:10). Even facing his own impending
death, Paul’s heart continued to reach
out to those who needed to hear the
gospel of Christ. ★
If you have a Bible question that
you would like us to answer, please
send it to: Bible Bookmark, Union
Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio 44101, or e-mail us at
theoed@uniongospelpress.com
(subject line: Bible Bookmark).
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Testimonies of Faith
Evangelist Billy Graham
BY MARILYN R. ANDERSON

Billy Graham

T is true that William Franklin Graham
Jr. has had a few more years than
most to spread his message, but at ninety-four years old, he has preached to
more people all over the world than any
other preacher ever! By one estimate, it
was 215 million people in 185 countries!
And that is not counting everyone who
has heard him over radio and television.
That record is pretty amazing for a farm
boy from North Carolina.
During interviews in the past, Billy
Graham has responded graciously to
questions about his life. The media relations representative from BGEA (Billy Graham Evangelistic Association)
shared much that has been gathered
over the years from those interviews.
Graham’s autobiography, Just as I Am
(Harper Collins), has also been a
source of information.
Billy Graham, born on 7 November
1918, and three younger siblings were
raised by William and Morrow Graham
on the family’s dairy farm in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Growing up on a farm
taught William how to work hard. He
said, “I was taught that laziness was one
of the worst evils and there was dignity
in honest labor.” Despite the heavy
workload of a farm, Billy still had time to
do what he loved to do. In his spare
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time—when he was not
milking cows or slopping
pigs—he read voraciously.
The Graham family were
Scottish Presbyterians and
believed in strict observance
of moral values. It was a tenmile trip to church on Sundays. Repeating the trek to
the evening service was not
possible, so Billy said,
“Mother liked to gather us
around her to listen to a Bible
story on Sunday afternoons
before the milking.” Billy
stayed on the straight and
narrow path with plenty of
love, faith, discipline, and a
good measure of strong
teaching from his parents.
Today a trip to Charlotte,
North Carolina, could include a tour of the Billy Graham Library
to see his childhood home. The actual house Graham grew up in was
moved a few miles from its original location to the museum site. You may
visit the museum next to the home and
feel like you are entering the family’s
barn to help milk the cows that day. As
you enter the barn, the first thing you
will meet is Bessie, the cow. She will
tell you where to go next!
The rest of the museum guides you
through Billy and Ruth Graham’s lives.
You can see scenes from their lives
from youth until the present. You may
even visit Ruth Bell Graham’s
gravesite, which is on the grounds of
the library. Billy’s wife of sixty-four
years died in 2007.
As a teenager, William Franklin Graham would never have expected he
would become the best-known evangelist in the world. Billy could not have
imagined that the notoriety that he
would attain would be as a preacher!
He was not even a Christian until he
was sixteen. He wanted to play professional baseball, his passion as a
young person. All that changed,
though, after young William got to
know Jesus personally.
Curiosity drew Graham to a revival
in Charlotte in 1934, but his conver-

sion story began ten years earlier. Billy Sunday was a baseball player who
became a popular preacher. In 1924,
Billy Sunday held revivals in many U.S.
cities, one of which was Charlotte,
North Carolina. Mordecai Ham was in
the audience during that revival. He
was saved and became an evangelist,
traveling extensively.
Ten years later, in Charlotte, a group
of believers prayed that God would
raise up a leader from among them.
They invited Mordecai Ham to Charlotte. In one of Pastor Ham’s meetings,
William Graham received Christ as his
Saviour. Young Graham could not
know that he would be the leader
raised up from Charlotte, North Carolina, for whom those men prayed.
William F. Graham knew the value of
hard work and helped out plenty on
the family farm, but his parents made
sure that he found time to study. As
Scottish Presbyterians, the Graham
family learned their catechism, and the
children learned to obey without questioning. Billy said, “Lying, cheating,
stealing, and property destruction
were foreign to me.”
William also loved to play sports.
Baseball was his game. But he was
not good enough to be able to fulfill his
dream of playing baseball professionally. One thing was certain. Going to
church was pretty far down on Billy’s
list of fun things to do. According to his
father, he went grudgingly.
Then came Mordecai Ham’s revival
meetings. Billy’s list of fun things to do
shifted. He attended the revival meetings held in his hometown, and he
heard the Holy Spirit speak through
Ham of man’s need for a Saviour. Billy
hung on every word and went forward
at an altar call.
Convinced he would never be a
preacher, Billy nevertheless attended
every revival held in his hometown.
He went with one evangelist to a jail
and gave the message. It was his first
time speaking to anyone about the
Lord. Though the evangelist told him
that he did quite well, Billy said, “It reinforced my conviction that I would

never become a preacher.”
After high school, Billy attended Bob
Jones College (now Bob Jones University) in Tennessee, but he left after
his first semester. While there, he met
with Bob Jones Sr. frequently, and Dr.
Bob prophetically said, “You have a
voice that pulls. God can use that voice
of yours. He can use it mightily.” After
Bob Jones College, Billy attended
Florida Bible Institute and received a
degree in theology in 1940.
While at Florida Bible Institute, Billy
felt called to the ministry. He said, “I
could not get away from the nagging
feeling that I was being called by God to
preach the Gospel. I did not welcome
that call.” When the nagging persisted,
he got down on his knees and cried,
“God, if You want me to serve You, I will.”
After his studies at Florida Bible Institute, Billy moved west to Illinois and
attended Wheaton College, where he
received a degree in anthropology.
While at Wheaton, Billy met Ruth McCue Bell, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. L.
Nelson Bell, missionaries to China. Dr.
Bell was a surgeon, and Ruth had lived
in China until she was seventeen. After
their graduation from Wheaton, Billy
and Ruth were married in August 1943.
Their marriage was strong, though Billy
was often absent on one of his many
crusade trips. Billy had a rule: he would
never be alone with any woman except
Ruth. He was not tempted to stray.
Ruth had a sense of humor—an asset with a husband frequently absent
at one crusade or another all over the
world. When asked whether she had
ever considered divorce, she answered, “Divorce? No. Murder? Yes.”
Billy briefly was pastor at First Baptist Church in Western Springs, Illinois.
Then he joined the Youth for Christ
team to minister to servicemen returning from World War II. In that position,
Billy traveled around the United States
and to Europe speaking to the soldiers. It began to look like Billy Graham
would be a significant evangelist.
For four years beginning in 1947, Dr.
Graham was president of Northwestern
Schools in Minnesota, a group of Christian schools of higher learning in Saint
Paul. During those years as college
president, he began holding and
preaching the first of many crusades.
The first evangelistic campaign was in
1947 in his hometown of Charlotte,
North Carolina.
It was two years later, in 1949, that
Billy’s status as an evangelist was really noted. The crusade in Los Angeles
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was scheduled for three weeks. Huge
circus tents were set up in a parking lot,
and the first three weeks went well. Attendance was good. It was winding
down when suddenly Graham was
preaching to huge crowds again. A confused evangelist wondered why there
were increased crowds when the crusade was drawing to a close.
It centered around two men.
Singer/songwriter Stuart Hamblen had
Billy on his radio program after being
saved at one of the early crusade meetings. Then newspaper publisher and
politician William Randolph Hearst attended the meetings and was impressed with Billy’s exuberance about
his message. Hearst may have believed
that Billy would promote a conservative, anticommunist agenda. Though
he never met Billy, Hearst alerted newspapers all over the country to “Puff Graham.” Whatever the draw, people came
from all around. The crusade went on
with large crowds for a total of eight
weeks nonstop. Billy Graham became
a Christian superstar overnight!
Being a superstar did not spoil Billy
Graham, however. His aim was to reach
people with the gospel. He said, “My
one purpose in life is to help people find
a personal relationship with God,
which, I believe, comes through knowing Christ.” With that purpose in mind,
Graham held many more crusades
throughout the United States and overseas. He remembers Times Square in
1957. They closed the streets in busy
New York City on the final night! That
crusade lasted sixteen weeks.
With the recognition that came from
those first evangelistic crusades, the
media enthusiastically began to spread
Billy’s message. Having begun the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
(BGEA) in 1950, Graham’s other programs spread the message that “Jesus
Saves.” With a weekly radio broadcast,
special television programs, newspaper columns, Decision and Christianity
Today magazines, books authored by
the evangelist, and movies that brought
the gospel into theaters, offices, and
living rooms around the world, Graham’s influence spread.
One part of Billy Graham crusades
involved an “Invitation.” The practice
of inviting the audience to come to the
front at some point in the service was
begun by Dwight L. Moody, and many
evangelists still use this practice. After
the preaching at a Billy Graham crusade, the invitation was given for people to come forward to dedicate their

lives to Jesus. Counselors were available, and an opportunity to talk with
someone was provided. This pattern
was part of Billy’s crusades everywhere. At one crusade in Russia, onefourth of the audience went forward to
accept Jesus as Lord and Saviour.
Over the years, another huge part of
any crusade has been music. Billy’s
partners have included musicians like
George Beverly Shea and Cliff Barrows.
In the mid-1940s, Mr. Shea was singing
“Hymns from the Chapel” on WMBI
(Moody radio) when Graham approached him about singing for his program, “Songs in the Night.” Shea was
hesitant but finally agreed to help Graham out. Billy said, “I think he agreed to
give it a try just to get rid of me.” A few
years later, Shea joined Billy’s crusades
as a soloist. (At the time of writing, at 103
he still lives near Billy in North Carolina.)
George Beverly Shea has always
been very modest about his contributions to Billy’s ministry. “They didn’t
come to hear me,” he said. “They were
a captive audience. They had to listen
to me before Billy spoke.”
Another musician involved in the
crusades was Cliff Barrows. He was
the song leader for the crusades and
directed the choir, often as large as
five thousand. Barrows too remains a
close friend to both Graham and Shea.
Billy Graham has been a friend to
many well-known people and an adviser to several United States presidents.
Beginning with Truman, Graham has
also met with Eisenhower, Nixon, Ford,
Carter, Reagan, Clinton, both Bushes,
and Barack Obama. He played golf with
John Kennedy, but he was not invited to
be an adviser to him because Kennedy
was a Roman Catholic.
Billy and Ruth Graham built their own
family despite their busy ministry
schedule. They had three girls and two
boys. Their daughters are Virginia,
Anne, and Ruth. Anne heads AnGeL
ministry. Ruth is the founder of Ruth
Graham and Friends. Franklin and Nelson are the Grahams’ sons. Franklin has
taken over as head of the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association and directs
Samaritan’s Purse. Nelson is a pastor
distributing Christian materials in China.
In his nineties, Billy Graham struggles
with health issues like Parkinson’s disease, and he has experienced vision and
hearing loss. He has said he has held his
last crusade, but he has recently had a
new sermon on his heart should the opportunity arise. When Jesus said, “Go ye
(Continued on page 31)
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Testimonies of Faith
Philip Bliss, Hymn Writer
BY ANNE ADAMS

AGGAGE checked through. Shall
be in Chicago Friday night. God
bless you all forever” (Reese, “The Life
and Ministry of Philip Bliss,” Christian
Biography Resources, wholesomewords.org). That was the wire hymn
writer Philip P. Bliss sent to evangelist
Dwight L. Moody in December 1876.
Yet despite his hopeful message, he
never arrived. Just a few days later, Bliss
was home with his Lord following a railroad accident. Although Bliss was
gone, he left a timeless legacy of classic hymns, such as “Almost Persuaded,” “Let the Lower Lights Be Burning,”
“Hallelujah, What a Saviour!” and “Wonderful Words of Life.”
Born in 1838 in Clearfield County,
Pennsylvania (or possibly Rome,
Pennsylvania), with what one source
called “a melody in his heart,” (Reese)
Bliss came from a musical and devout
Christian family. Though he had limited formal schooling, he early learned
to love Scripture as well as music.
According to one story, at age ten
Bliss was selling vegetables to support his family when he passed a
house where he heard piano playing.
Enraptured by the music, he wandered
inside, where he startled the pianist.
“Get out of here with your big, bare
feet!” she ordered the gawky country
boy (Reese). He fled, but the memory
of the music remained.
In 1849, at the age of eleven, Bliss
left home to work, attending school
when he could. At a revival in 1850, he
professed his faith in Christ and was
baptized. Actually, Bliss later related
that this was not a dramatic conversion because he could not remember
a time when he did not love Christ.
In 1857, Bliss joined a singing
school, a format that was very popular
at the time. The instructor recognized
his talent and encouraged him to attend a musical convention. There he
met prominent hymn writer William B.
Bradbury, who also encouraged him.
In 1858 Bliss met Lucy Young, a
young woman from a musical family.
They were married a year later, and he
continued to study music as he
worked for Lucy’s father.
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While conducting singing schools of
his own, Bliss attended a musical academy. He emerged with new enthusiasm
and began to compose. In 1864, Philip
and Lucy moved to Chicago, where he
worked for a music publisher as he continued to teach and compose.
In 1870, Bliss entered a new career
when well-known evangelist Major
Daniel W. Whittle suggested he become a full-time church choir director.
Later, as Bliss practiced with the choir,
he noticed a crimson cross set in a
glass window just off the rehearsal
area. The pastor of the church later recalled: “Many times during rehearsals
he would point thither [toward the
cross], saying, ‘I am glad we have the
cross always before us. Let us forget
everything else when we sing. Let us
seek to have the people lose sight of us,
of our efforts, our skill and think only of
Him who died thereon, and of the
peace, comfort, strength, joy He gives
them that trust him’” (Whittle, ed., The
Memories of P.P. Bliss, Nabu Press).
In March 1874, Bliss joined Whittle
in conducting an evangelistic meeting
in Waukegan, Illinois, and brought
great response when he sang “Almost
Persuaded,” his own composition.
Whittle later wrote, “The next afternoon, we . . . met in the study of the
[church], where our meetings were
held, and spent some hours in prayer.”
Then he described how at that time
“Bliss made a formal surrender of
everything to the Lord; gave up his
musical conventions, gave up his writing of secular music; . . . gave up
everything, and in a simple childlike,
trusting prayer, placed himself, with
any talent, any power God had given
him, at the disposal of the Lord, for any
use He could make of him in the
spreading of His Gospel.” Bliss joined
the Whittle team and learned to depend totally on the Lord to provide for
himself and his family.
Eventually the Whittle/Bliss team
presented twenty-five campaigns
throughout the Midwest and the
South, with Bliss frequently working
with young people and even preaching his own meetings. In November

1876, at a ministers’ meeting sponsored by Dwight L. Moody, Bliss introduced a new hymn. The words were
by Chicago businessman Horatio
Spafford, whose four daughters had
died in a shipwreck. His verses, combined with Bliss’s music, created the
classic “It Is Well with My Soul.”
While Bliss was Christmas shopping
during the last few weeks of 1876, he
passed a toy store. There he saw a
small, ragged girl gazing longingly at a
doll display. Reasoning that she was
too poor to buy one, he surprised her
by saying he would buy for her whatever doll she chose. But the child was
not interested. Instead, she “looked
around at him with a painful expression
of distrust and unbelief, and, gathering
her shawl over her head, hurried away,
not heeding his repeated assurances
that she could have a doll if she wanted it. ‘That is just the way sinners treat
Christ’ he said, as he later told me
about it. ‘I was real grieved that the little one wouldn’t let me do for her what
I wanted to, and that she distrusted
me, when I just wished with all my heart
to make her happy. I think I understand
a little better how the Lord feels at our
unbelief of His precious promises’”
(Whittle).
Philip and Lucy spent Christmas
1876 in Pennsylvania. When Bliss received a wire asking that he return to
Chicago early, they left their small
sons with family and set out.
On 29 December 1876, their train
hurtled through a heavy snowstorm toward Ashtabula, Ohio. As they crossed
a high bridge, the structure fractured,
sending locomotive and coaches
plunging seventy-five feet into an icy
river. Within minutes, fire from various
sources engulfed the entire train. A few
escaped, but most passengers, including Philip and Lucy Bliss, did not survive. As one writer described it, “It was
an abrupt end to a remarkable life that
softly and tenderly made an enduring
mark on the Christian church and the
world” (Corts, ed., Bliss and Tragedy:
The Ashtabula Railway-Bridge Accident of 1876 and the Loss of P. P. Bliss,
Samford University Press). ★

Thankful Praise from Psalm 100
BY MARK J. HIGHMAN

HEN it comes to worship, praise,
encouragement, and an outlet
for articulating one’s hurts to God,
there is no better place to turn than to
the Psalms. There are psalms for many
times—times of joy, sorrow, fear, hurt,
anger, thankfulness, and praise. The
Psalms may not be as didactic (instruction-oriented) as the Proverbs
and the New Testament Epistles, but
they provide a rich resource for our
times with God.
One of the favorite psalms in our
Psalter is Psalm 100. It is amazing in
its simplicity—only five verses, or
eleven lines, in length (twelve if you
count the superscription) and only thirty-four words in the Hebrew (or thirtysix if you count the superscription). Yet
it leaves God’s child bursting with
thankful praise and encouragement.
Let us look at it together.
Psalm 100 comes on the heels of—
and is a fitting climax to—a run of
praise hymns that celebrate the kingship of Yahweh. This group goes as
far back as Psalm 96 and, thematically, even further back to at least
Psalm 93. Psalms 96 through 99 focus on the worldwide reign of Yahweh
God. This reign goes far beyond the
borders of Israel to embrace all nations. Such a reign is Yahweh’s, for
He is Maker of the heavens (96:5), the
earth (95:4-5; 96:10), and all mankind
(94:9; 95:6).
God is also the saving God” (Ps.
95:1), the “King above all gods” (95:3;
96:4-5; 97:7, 9), and the God who works
wonders (96:3; 98:1). He is an avenging
God (94:1, 23; 95:8-11), and a just God
(94:12-13; 99:4, 8)—the Judge of the
nations (94:2; 96:10, 13; 98:9). God is
all-knowing (94:10-11) and faithful
(94:14; 98:3). He is a comforting (94:19),
nurturing (95:7), protecting God (94:22;
95:1; 97:10) who is great (95:3; 96:4;
99:2) and majestic (96:6). He is the King
(95:3; 96:10; 97:1; 98:6; 99:1). The
phrase “Yahweh reigns” can also be
translated “Yahweh is King!”
God is the Lord of all the earth (Ps.
97:5, 9) and a holy God (96:9; 99:3, 5,
9). He is transcendent (97:2-6), yet He
involves Himself with His people
(99:6-8). He is an awesome (vs. 3), forgiving (vs. 8), and mighty God (vs. 4).
God is, as you can see, very God
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(95:7). Is it any wonder that Psalm 100
has this interesting run of seven imperatives (in bold below)?
“Shout joyfully to Yahweh, all the
earth!”
“Serve Yahweh with gladness!”
“Come before Him with a cry of joy!”
“Know that Yahweh, He (yes, He) is
God!”
“Enter His gates with thankful
praise, [and] His courts with praise!”
“Give thankful praise to Him; bless
His name!” (personal trans.).
God in heaven—Creator of heaven
and earth, Provider of salvation, holy
and righteous, and Lord of all the
earth—is worthy of all glory and praise!
He is such an awesome, transcendent,
powerful and yet compassionate and
caring God that all God’s people can do
is shout joyfully, coming before Him with
cries of joy! He is God. He is good. His
mercy, that is, His generous, gracious
covenant commitment to His people, is
without end. Indeed, His faithfulness
continues for all generations. With such
a great God, how can His people do
anything other than serve Him with
gladness, enter His gates with thankful
praise, and praise His name?
To bless the name of God is another way of saying “Praise the Person of
God.” God blesses the earth in many
ways by enriching it with His goodness. Examples abound: rain to water
our earth, beautiful flowers, majestic
mountains, streams and forests, delightful animals, peace that communities and nations enjoy more than we
deserve, good health, food, clothing,
friendships, employment, and more.
We cannot add to God in any way
because there is nothing He lacks, but
we can praise Him. We are obligated
to praise Him—pagan and child of
God alike. We, as God’s children, want
to praise Him. We cannot help praising
Him! If we would try to squelch the
praise welling up within our beings, the
very rocks would cry out (Luke 19:40),
for God is too good, too great, too
generous, too God!
God is not only so very God, so very
giving, so very good, so very faithful; He
is also the one who called us into being
as a people. (It is possible to translate
the second part of Psalm 100:3 either as

“It is He who made us, and not we ourselves” or as “He made us, and we are
His.”) This is not a creation statement, as
true as it is that God created us, not we
ourselves. This is a statement of Yahweh
God making for Himself a people.
When Psalm 100 was written, the
statement referred to national Israel.
Under the new covenant, however, the
statement is to be understood as all the
people of God—Jew and Gentile
alike—who are saved by God’s grace
through faith! We celebrate this reality
every time we drink the cup of the Lord’s
Table (Luke 22:20). We have been made
the people of God (we did not do this
ourselves [Ps. 100:3]), and God is building us into a beautiful edifice (metaphorically speaking) for His glory (Eph. 2:1922). We are His people for all time—His
faithfulness and covenant of grace will
never end! We praise His name!
We are not only the people of God; we
are also the sheep of His pasture. This
run of psalms (94–100), depicts Yahweh
God not only in all the terms (and more)
mentioned above (great God, Creator,
King, Judge, Saviour) but also as Shepherd (95:7; 100:3). We are familiar with
the imagery of God as Shepherd, especially from Psalm 23 and John 10.
Read these passages sometime today or this week. Take them to prayer,
along with Psalm 100. Praise the Lord
for His goodness, grace, and care for
you and all His people. And next Sunday,
when you enter His gates and stand in
His courts, give Him thankful praise.
Yahweh God, our God who is very God,
is good. His covenant commitment and
mercies never end, and His faithfulness
continues for all generations! ★

Jewish Synagogues
in the First Century
(Continued from page 23)

diction was offered by a layman.
It is not possible to overstate the importance of the synagogue to firstcentury Jews. It was the center of their
religious lives, and it was where they
learned their traditions and their Scriptures. ★
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Missions
A City on a Hill
BY CHANTELLE CUDGER

UCH like its culture, Beirut’s
coastal terrain is rather diverse,
with its rocky beaches, sandy shores,
and cliffs beside one another. Although predominantly known for its
tourism and nightlife, there is much
more to this city than meets the eye.
Unbeknownst to the majority of the
Western world, there is new life bursting forth in the hearts of the men and
women of Lebanon, both young and
old, because God has been shining
His light of love and hope in their region in a most tremendous way.
Originating in 1998, the Lebanese
Society for Educational and Social Development (LSESD) is playing a vital
role in spreading the gospel of Christ
throughout the region. Also known as
the Lebanese Baptist Society, LSESD
was originally founded to provide local
leadership for the already-established
Arab Baptist Theological Seminary
(ABTS), the Dar Manhal Al Hayat publishing house (producing Christian resources in the Arab language), and the
Beirut Baptist School—all of which
began at the hands of Southern Baptist missionaries with a desire to see
the Lord at work in the Arab world.
Years later, these ministries are still
standing and, more important, thriving
as LSESD pursues a mission to serve
the church in Lebanon and the Arab
world through spiritual, social, and educational development. New ministries include the Baptist Children and
Youth Ministry, Lebanon Baptist Aid,
and a center for Smart Kids with Individual Learning Differences (SKILD).
“As Christians, Arabs and nonArabs, we can only make a difference
when we strive in all that we do to base
our positions and views on Biblical
principles,” stated LSESD Executive
Director Nabil Costa.
Elie Haddad, president of the Arab
Baptist Theological Seminary, states
that the seminary’s mission is to see God
glorified, people reconciled, and communities restored. In 2010, ABTS celebrated fifty years in service to the Lord’s
work. Since its establishment in 1960,
over 36 percent of ABTS graduates have
become leaders in pastoral care, with
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over 16 percent becoming involved in
church-based child, youth, and family
ministries. Still other alumni are leaders
in parachurch ministries, church growth,
vocational training, and formal teaching.
The graduates from ABTS come from
many countries in the Middle East, and
72 percent of its graduates to date are
serving in diverse ministries in the Middle East and North Africa.
As ABTS continues to grow, it is currently working together with others on a
distance-learning leadership development program for Arab church leaders
with limited access to Christian leadership training. Delivery media includes
satellite television and the Internet, using
multimedia instructional technology.
In July 2006, Lebanon found itself in
the midst of a war, known locally as the
July War. The thirty-four day military
conflict in Lebanon, northern Israel,
and the Golan Heights led to the displacement of about 25 percent of the
Lebanese population. Even today, visitors to the country can see remnants
of its effects—and those of the years
of civil war (1975–1990)—on the country and its people. Buildings are still
being repaired from bombings that
took place during the war. Too many

children are now orphans, and many
under the age of twelve lost their lives
during the turmoil that took place.
“Though we were not a relief
agency, we could not just stand by and
watch our people suffer. We did not
want to lose the blessing,” said Mr.
Costa. “We could have chosen to sit
back and mourn the loss of lives, yet
we rolled up our sleeves and chose to
be salt and light.”
The great need prompted the start of
the Lebanon Baptist Aid. Relief has
been provided for more than fifteen
hundred internally displaced people.
The relief logo that was adopted for the
Lebanon Baptist Aid depicts the hand of
Christ reaching out to help others.
Children are the fastest growing
segment of Arab countries’ population. Keeping that reality squarely in
focus, LSESD’s Baptist Children and
Youth Ministry is making a difference
in the lives of many Lebanese children
in unforgettable ways.
“In July 2006 the war broke out unexpectedly in Lebanon, and LSESD
got immediately involved in helping
families who had been displaced from
their homes, also reaching out to their
children,” said BCYM’s coordinator

Beirut, Lebanon

Gladys Haddad-Sebali. “The need
that we saw at that time prompted us
to start a ministry among the children
of Lebanon, thus the Baptist Youth
Ministry expanded to become Baptist
Children and Youth Ministry.”
The ministry began to organize
camps and activities for children.
There are several camps held for various age-groups throughout the summer. During this time, Lebanese local
leaders team with short-term missionaries from churches in various countries in North America and Europe.
The camps initially began with children from Baptist churches, but they
have since progressed to include camps
for orphans and extremely vulnerable
children. Camps for vulnerable children
serve, among others, children who have
been placed in a shelter as a result of
abandonment and abuse. These include
homeless runaways who were trying to
escape the discomforts of home.
In an effort to survive, some children
peddle whatever goods they can to provide for themselves and their families. In
most cases, children found doing so are
picked up by local authorities and taken home with a warning to the family
that if caught again, the child will be taken and placed in a social center. Sadly,
more often than not, children end up being taken to such centers.
Each BCYM camp provides an opportunity for these very deserving but
underprivileged children to enter an environment overflowing with the love of
Christ. The children learn about God’s
special love and care for them in conjunction with receiving many other
things they would not otherwise receive
if it were not for the BCYM camps.
Most of these vulnerable children
have only one change of clothing, usually the center’s uniform. Most do not
have towels or soap for showers.
While at camp, the children are able to
design camp-themed T-shirts, bags,
hats, and other wearable items that
they can call their very own. As extras,
they also receive toothpaste, toothbrushes, gloves, socks, sweatshirts,
and many other much-needed items
that have been donated by supporters
from churches around the globe.
While at camp, the children also participate in various games and activities
that allow them to apply Bible lessons
relating to the camp’s theme. The June
2011 camp was themed “Fear Not.”
During this time, the children learned
that they do not have to be afraid because God is with them. They used IsaSUMMER QUARTER 2013

iah 41:10 as their memory verse. They
were also reminded that God has given
them His power (Phil. 4:13) and that He
keeps His promises (John 14:2).
The 2011 camp was set at an outdoor
facility in the northern hills of Beirut. Activities included taking mountain hikes,
riding a zip line, and balancing on a balance beam. Camp provided both the
perfect environment and the opportunity to bring to life the application of the
Scriptures being taught during camp.
Some of the smaller children were
afraid of the balance beams and zip
lines. As camp leaders, we used those
opportunities to place our hands in
theirs and guide them through the activities every step of the way—just as
the Lord often does with us when we
face situations that cause us to fear.
Needless to say, before the end of
camp, the children who started off being afraid of those activities eventually could not get enough of them!
Although the children spend less
than a week at the camp, it has been
amazing to see the Lord at work in
their lives. They are not just comprehending the Word of God with their
minds; they are receiving the love of
Christ with their whole hearts. Hearing
the testimonies of how these camps
have impacted and changed the lives
of both the children attending them
and their families is beyond belief.
These camps are just one of the many
ways that LSESD has taken to heart its
desire to be the light of Christ in the
community and surrounding countries.
Nothing could be more fitting than being able to apply such biblical truths in
the presence of these children. They are
the very reason BCYM, via LSESD, continues to endure. Trial by trial and season by season, the members rejoice in
knowing that God is yet to open even
more doors for His Word and His love to
be spread through them.
God is undoubtedly up to something great in the Middle East. It has
been a tremendous blessing to bear
witness to the lives that are being
transformed by all that LSESD is doing. They are not just sharing the
gospel; they are bringing light to areas
where there is great darkness.
Their ministries of relief and outreach
extend to various parts of the Middle
East and North Africa. And LSESD’s
programs are preparing Christian leaders of all ages for the world.
It is written that a city on a hill cannot
be hidden (Matt. 5:14). Those serving the
Lord in Beirut have more than proved

this to be true in all that they continue to
do to bring His truth, His presence, and
His love to those around them.
Though faced with many trials since
its inception, God’s servants at LSESD
have more than proved that with God,
all things truly are possible (Phil. 4:13).
As they continue to focus on completing the task that He has placed before
them, many lives will continue to be
transformed through their message of
His love for all people.
Praise God for all that He is doing
not just to make Beirut more than a
city on a hill but also to make its inhabitants people after His own heart!
If you would like more information
regarding LSESD and its ministries,
please feel free to visit www.mebo.org.
You can also request additional information or sign up for LSESD’s periodic e-newsletter by contacting information@lsesd.org. Thank you so much for
all your prayers and support for this
ministry! ★

True Security: Psalm 91
(Continued from page 24)

and we can rest assured that one day
He will take our dwelling in Him and
mature it into an understanding of His
great heart in redeeming us and making us His own children. He uses the
phrase “my salvation.” All true salvation is His.
Salvation is all wrapped up in the Lord
Jesus. We begin to enter into it when we
trust in the Lord Jesus to save us. We
will one day be totally satisfied when He
fulfills this promise, as He surely will.
Knowing this is true security in an increasingly insecure world. ★

Evangelist Billy Graham
(Continued from page 27)

therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost” (Matt.
28:19), He did not put an age limit on that
command. For decades Billy Graham
has heeded Jesus’ words in the Great
Commission and has followed the
Lord’s leading. ★
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Adults
Because of Love
BY JANET K.

ELINDA viewed her image in the
mirror. Tears streaked her face.
Her now fiery orange hair seemed to
gleam with neon gaudiness. She
slumped on the bed and stared at her
and Bobby’s wedding picture. They
stood in front of a candelabra at
church, her long brown hair cascading
around her shoulders.
As she blinked back tears, last
night’s conversation ricocheted
through her mind.
“I thought you were going to become a blonde,” Bobby had said.
She remembered the hurt his words
had caused. “I thought it best to lighten it a little at a time.”
Bobby had lifted a curl and studied
it. “Still looks brown to me.”
“Why can’t you love me as I am?”
She had jerked away and run for the
bathroom.
Bobby’s voice sounded behind her.
“I do love you. Is it so wrong to give a
suggestion for improvement?”
Yes, it was wrong. “Fine,” she had
called before slamming the door.
Now, here she sat. How would he
like orange hair? She snatched a beret
to cover the iridescent color. Sweat
trickled down her brow as she
marched from their apartment.
Melinda floored her three-year-old
sedan, spraying gravel from under the
tires as she pulled onto the highway.
The harder she cried, the faster she
drove. Despite that, she managed to
make the trip to her parents’ house
without incident.
When she came tromping into her
childhood home, her mother looked
up from her morning coffee. “Hi, there.
Why are you wearing a cap? It looks
hot.”
Melinda stripped off the head covering. “This is why.”
Mom covered her mouth, but not
before Melinda spotted the beginning
of a smile.
“It’s not funny.” She stomped her
foot. “What am I going to do?”
Mom motioned her to sit down.
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“Why did you color your hair? I loved
the beautiful dark sheen you always
had.”
Still angry, Melinda plopped down
with a thud.
“Don’t break my chair!” Mom said
with a teasing tone.
“Sorry!” Melinda placed her elbows
on the table and balanced her chin in
her hands. Her eyes stung from holding in fury, frustration, and fear. “I love
Bobby, but he wants a blonde.” She
sighed. “I was trying to find a quick
way.” Tears spilled again. “It was a stupid idea.”
Mom looked thoughtful for a moment. “Trying to please your husband
is never stupid,” she said. “You just did
it the wrong way.”
Melinda hung her head. “If only he
liked me the way I was.”
Pen and paper were lying on the
table. Mom jotted down a Scripture
reference and slid it across.
“First Corinthians 13—the love
chapter?”
“Yes. Read it again. God’s love toward us is perfect. This is our example
and the goal in our marriages. When in
doubt, run your actions through those
verses, and see how they measure
up.”
Melinda folded the paper and
tucked it into her purse.
Mom stood. “Now we have work to
do. Wash your hair while I run to the
store for—” She held a finger to her
cheek, as if in deep thought. “Well, I’ll
find something.”
Four hours later, the two women had
eliminated the orange. The hair was
still not exactly blonde, but at least it
was a considerably lighter shade of
brown.
Melinda stole a glance at a mirror
again. “It’s better.” On the wall, a giantfaced clock read five o’clock. “I’ve
spent my whole Saturday on my hair. I
need to get home.” She kissed her
mother’s cheek and ran out, calling,
“Thanks.”
Bobby walked in shortly after Melin-

da. “What’s for dinner?”
Remembering her casserole the
night before, she could not resist sarcasm. “It’s not burnt.”
Bobby grinned mischievously. “I
was getting used to burnt casserole.”
Melinda’s jaw tightened. “What do
you mean by that?”
His hands raised in a defensive gesture. “Nothing. I was only teasing.”
It had sounded more like complaining to Melinda. “I can’t help it if I’m not
a good cook. You knew that when you
married me.”
After taking a step in her direction,
he caught her arm. “Can’t you take a
joke?” Lines of fatigue etched his face.
Her chin dropped to her chest. “It
didn’t sound funny to me. Thanks to
you, I haven’t been home all day. You’ll
have to make a sandwich.”
A serious expression crossed Bobby’s face. “I guess we could go out.”
“I’m tired. Do whatever you like.”
She felt a cold sweat on her upper lip.
Her actions were not lining up with the
Bible’s love chapter. That was for sure!
His brow furrowed. “Are you still
mad at me?”
Had he not noticed her hair?
“No, I—”
She felt her breathing tighten and
her fists clench. She turned and strode
to the bedroom, afraid she would lose
her temper if she stayed. Isn’t it right
to avoid that temptation? she thought.
The back door slammed. Bobby
was probably heading off to play with
Scruffy, their little terrier. The little dog
freely gave his love. Guilt nagged at
Melinda’s mind over that thought.
That night, for the first time in their
year of marriage, the two went to bed
without a kiss. After hours of tossing
and turning, Melinda fell asleep and
then overslept. When she rose, Bobby
was nowhere to be seen.
Melinda shuffled into a lonely
kitchen. A tomato magnet highlighted
the note on the refrigerator: “Called
into work for a Sunday emergency. I’ll
be late, so don’t wait up for me.”

A wash of disappointment flooded
her mind—and a little anger at herself
too. If she had remembered to set her
alarm for church, she would have been
up to see her husband before he left.
Working with high voltage power lines
up on tall poles was dangerous. Her
fingers trembled as she took down the
note and threw it away. Not only had
she not seen him this morning, but she
had not kissed him last night. “What
if—” She could not think that. Nausea
churned her stomach. She remembered the note with the Bible reference
in her purse. She drew it out and
opened her Bible to read.
“[Charity] doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not
easily provoked, thinketh no evil”
(I Cor. 13:5).
The words leaped off the page.
Last night she had been so easily provoked! She picked up the wadded
note from her husband, and she
traced each word. She loved Bobby.
Did he realize that? Did he feel
unloved?
She read on in the same chapter.
“[Charity] beareth all things, believeth
all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things” (I Cor. 13:7).
This was God’s guide to love. And
she failed to measure up.
So did Bobby. She cringed as the
thought crossed her mind.
How many times had her mother
told her she could not control anyone’s
actions but her own?
Dressing hurriedly, Melinda decided
she would at least make small amends
for her poor actions by attending
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church—even though she was late.
After an uplifting praise and worship
service, she prayed for her marriage.
Later, she called her mother. “I don’t
understand Bobby. He says he wants
a blonde, but he married a brunette.
He says he wants good meals, but he
married a woman who can’t cook.”
Laughter filtered from the cell
phone. “It’s obvious.”
“What’s obvious?”
“Bobby must really love you. Why
else would he have married you?” The
levity in Mom’s voice made clear she
was not agreeing with her daughter’s
cooking assessment, but the point
about Bobby’s love was clear.
Melinda relaxed. Her stomach
calmed. A rush of love for her husband
overwhelmed her.
She hung up and left her phone on
the bed. As she walked out, it rang.
She rushed for it but still missed the
call. After hitting the voice mail icon,
she listened to his message. “Will have
to work all night.”
She slumped into a chair like a deflated balloon. Now she would not be
able to talk with him until after work tomorrow. Tears streamed down her face.
Monday morning at the office went by
fast. At noon she ran to Burger Haven for
lunch. As she started to get out of the
car, she spotted Bobby coming out with
Courtney, Melinda’s best friend. The two
climbed into separate cars, but Melinda
did not appreciate seeing them together. Why was he talking to Courtney but
not his own wife?
She fumed for the rest of the workday, which flowed slower than the

ketchup in the bottle at lunch. Everyone seemed cranky—or was it her attitude? Her husband’s transgression
grew taller in her eyes than the poles
he climbed.
When she got home, she spotted
Bobby’s truck. Now he would explain.
She rushed inside. “Bobby?”
No answer.
In the bathroom, a heap of grimy
clothing confirmed he was home.
“Calm down,” she told herself, taking
a deep breath.
Picking up her Bible, she quickly
reread I Corinthians 13. She needed it.
“[Love] rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth” (vs. 6). That spoke
to her. Was she expecting sin, or did
she want truth?
She reached for the door to their
bedroom. It was locked. Her cheeks
flushed as anger heightened. All her
good intentions vanished. “What are
you doing in there? Open the door
now.”
“Just a minute,” he yelled.
Footsteps neared the other side of
the door. Bobby opened it.
Melinda dashed inside. “What
are—” She wilted faster than if she had
taken a cold shower that washed away
the heat of anger. Her closet door
stood open. Two new shelves hung on
the wall, waiting for her approval.
Three months ago, she had asked him
to buy and install some. He was always too busy, and she had given up.
Now, here they were. Her fingers
gently touched the glossy finish on the
pine. A note in Bobby’s handwriting
was stuck to the bottom. “I’m sorry. I
love you.”
The love chapter in the Bible was
right. If only she could remember
those words before an argument, not
afterward!
Bobby’s strong arms wrapped her
from behind.
She tur ned to face him. “The
shelves are lovely. Thank you.”
He kissed the top of her not-soblonde head. “You’re welcome. By the
way, I ran into Courtney at lunch. She
said to tell you hi.”
Melinda bit her lip. “I tried to be a
blonde for you. I really tried, but it
came out orange, and then Mom and
I washed and bleached it. I can’t cook.
I get jealous and do everything wrong,
but—”
“And you always talk too much.” His
head lowered.
Even as she thanked God, she
kissed him. ★
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Order in the Home
BY DAVID H.

WILCOX, D.MIN.

Q. My wife and I continually lose the
battle with cleanliness and order in our
home. Spare rooms, tables, chairs,
and hallways overflow with boxes and
stacks of stuff. Our basement reeks
with the musty smell of old boxes we
have not opened for years. Does the
Bible give any guidance on what we
should do about this?
A. God created a world of order. “And
God saw every thing that he had
made, and, behold, it was very good”
(Gen. 1:31). Since our Creator demonstrated careful planning and organization in the six days of Creation and He
made us in His image, we certainly can
follow His example (vs. 26).
Genesis 1:28 instructs people to “be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.”
Word studies of key thoughts in the
Lord’s instructions to Adam produce
such ideas as nourish, consecrate,
conquer, rule, nurture, and protect. If
we apply these concepts to our
homes, we immediately recognize
that we must conquer our living
spaces and consecrate them to God’s
glory.
Do not let stuff rule your life! Materialism is one of the great sins of our
generation. Jesus addressed materialism in the Sermon on the Mount:
“Lay not up for yourselves treasures
upon earth, where moth and rust
doth corrupt” (Matt. 6:19). He continued by elevating heavenly things
above earthly things. He said we
must trust God to supply everything
we need for each day (vss. 20-34).
Hoarding indicates that people do
not trust God. Those who hoard are
in some strange way looking to their
storehouses to provide future happiness.
Someone may say, “No, I really
don’t feel that way. I just don’t want to
waste good things by discarding
them.” The old adage applies here:
“Waste not, want not.” However, stor34 (162)

ing up stuff is a violation of God’s instruction. And it does not prevent
waste. Have we protected our stuff if it
loses its value because of mildew and
rot? It is wasted!
Another Scripture gives additional
help. In I Corinthians 12 through 14 we
find a discussion of the proper use of
spiritual gifts in the church. One main
conclusion for the church is that we
should do everything “decently and in
order” (14:40). “Decently” means “with
honor” and even includes decorative
beauty. “Order” carries the idea of being organized or laying things out in a
dignified arrangement. We should
arrange things in an orderly manner.
What is true for the church is also true
for the home.
The laws for Israel in the Old Testament give witness to God’s desire that
they were to follow sanitary laws of
cleanliness. God’s people would be
different from the surrounding nations. Even the arrangement of the
tabernacle and the marching order of
the tribes of the nation speak to God’s
desire for order, beauty, and cleanliness.
We have tried to make a biblical
case for orderliness and cleanliness in
all of life. I am not sure who first said
it, but an old saying goes like this:
“The beauty of the home is order.”
Connect I Corinthians 14:33 with that
thought. “God is not the author of
confusion, but of peace.” Godly
homes will reflect peace, love, and
self-control.
In the future, we could discuss
ways to have an orderly home. I often
think that if I do not clean up all my
junk, my kids will have to do it. As a
good steward of all that God has given me, I want to leave my life clean
and orderly. ★
Do you have a question you would
like answered? Send it to: Counseling Corner, Union Gospel Press, P.O.
Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio 44101, or
e-mail us at theoed@uniongospelpress.com (subject line: Counseling
Corner).

Tan, Paul Lee. Jesus Is Coming. Dallas,
Texas: Bible Communications, 2010.

UST as surely as Jesus was born in
Bethlehem and lived, died, and
rose again, so He will come again for
His own. That is what this little, easyto-read book is all about.
The chapter titles include all the major events from God’s plan of the ages
to the new heaven and new earth. In
clear and precise language, what the
Bible has to say about these conditions and events is set forth. The book
is a completely revised and updated
edition by Dr. Christine J. Tan, the author’s daughter.
The 111 pages of this book are filled
with visuals to help the reader to grasp
the meaning and significance of what
has been written. These visuals include time-line drawings, photos,
maps, charts, and comparisons and
contrasts between the future of believers and unbelievers.
I heartily recommend this book to
believers who want a clear map of
end-time events and to unbelievers as
a warning of their need to trust Jesus
alone.
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Downes, George A. One Step at a Time. Xibris Corporation, 2010.

The author has been a pastor for
over forty years, mainly in the innercities in New York and New Jersey. He
is still filling pulpits as needed in the
same areas.
He writes with a deep burden for the
evangelical local churches today,
which, he feels strongly, have in various ways abandoned the New Testament teaching of the local church’s responsibilities.
This book is sermonic in nature. The
author writes with a heart for God’s
Word and His people. The book is insightful and is filled with practical suggestions urging church leaders and
congregants to return to their first love.
This volume will be of help for many
who love their local church. It is easy
to read, and Downes quotes Scripture
throughout the book in defense of his
concerns about the local church today. It will motivate and encourage
church members to stay active for the
Lord. ★
—Robert P. Lightner.

Timely Tips for Working with Youths
Preparing Your Teen for College
BY JAMES P.

ODAY parents and effective youth
group leaders both must focus on
equipping teens for college life. This is
no small task, but it is necessary. I am
president of a faith-based, Christ-centered university. Both of my children
have attended this institution and benefited greatly from its consistent
Christian worldview and its focus on
spiritual growth.
Christian teens and their parents
face three basic options for college:
the public option; the private, nonChristian option; or the private, Christcentered option. Whichever your child
chooses, there are five key elements in
equipping your child for college.
First is the reality of spiritual warfare.
In Ephesians 6:12, the Apostle Paul
warns believers that we “wrestle . . .
against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” It is therefore imperative, he argues, that we dress for
battle with truth, righteousness, readiness, faith, the certainty of our salvation, and the power of God’s Word (a
summary of the whole armor of God
depicted in verses 13-18).
As teens go away to college, they will
face stresses, pressures, and relentless
temptations associated with the newfound independence of college life. The
enemies of the Christian teen—the
world, the flesh, and the devil—will be
unyielding. The battle is real, but it is a
battle that can be won, to God’s glory.
Second, teens need to know why
they are attending college. Often, the
most common major for first-semester
freshmen is “undecided.” In one sense,
there is nothing wrong with that; still,
because college is so expensive, having a strong sense of what you want
from it is quite important. This is even
more important for men because today
in college, women outnumber men by
a ratio of 60 percent to 40 percent.
Men are usually less certain about
why they are in college and are often
more confused about life and their ultimate goals. College today is less about
preparing for a specific profession than
about acquiring the necessary skills
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(time management, stress management, self-control, technology skills,
and communication skills—both oral
and written), the basic knowledge (science, history, and languages), and the
management of interpersonal relationships to be successful in life. Therefore,
college is less about preparing for a vocation than about preparing for life.
Lifelong learning is a given in both
ministry professions and marketplace
professions. Hence, employers (both
ministry and marketplace) are looking
for well-rounded employees who are
teachable and able to function well on a
team. Teens need to know all this in evaluating why they plan to attend college.
Third, teens have a worldview, and
that worldview will be refined at college. If teens attend a Christ-centered
college, the Christian worldview will be
enhanced and strengthened. If teens
attend a secular college, the typical
college culture is postmodern in its
orientation. Residence hall life, classroom instruction, and the entire ethos
of college will challenge and could potentially undermine their Christian
worldview. Teens and their parents
must be prepared for this.
At best, secular college professors
are neutral when it comes to Christianity. At worst, they will seek to undermine
that worldview as naive and shortsighted. Parents and effective youth group
leaders need to prepare teens for this
antagonistic, hostile atmosphere. Jesus
said that believers are to be in the world
but not of the world (John 17:13-18).
Nothing will test that reality more than a
secular college.
Fourth, for that reason, teens must
have well-developed convictions
about what they believe and manifest
a consistent, God-honoring character.
In terms of convictions, by the time
they enter college, teens should have
well-established convictions about alcohol and drug use, sexuality standards that are defined clearly by Scripture (abstinence before marriage) and
deep-seated commitments about dating only believers. Unless parents and
youth pastors have pressed their
teens to develop these convictions,

they could be overwhelmed by the decisions they will need to make.
Further, a biblically informed set of
character traits (see the fruit of the Spirit and the Beatitudes) that results from
parental training and is reinforced by an
effective church teen ministry will prepare the teen to be a person of integrity
and to be trustworthy and faithful when
it comes to the temptation to compromise that naturally arises in college life.
Finally, teens must commit themselves to living in Christian community while they attend college. This is absolutely imperative whether they
attend a secular or a Christ-centered
college. Teens should plug into a local
church as soon as possible. The
church is where they will be edified,
strengthened, and challenged to live
righteous and wholesome lives.
In addition, the local church is also
a source of the accountability and fellowship that are so necessary for reinforcing the convictions and Christian
character mentioned earlier. Connected with the local church are campus
ministries, which can likewise play a
critical role in reinforcing the Christianity of the college student. The most
dangerous situation for the Christian
teen is to be alone and feel abandoned
while at college. God will use the
strong sense of Christian community
that the local church and these campus ministries provide to keep the teen
safe from the world, the flesh, and the
devil—the mortal enemies of the
Christian teen.
The decision to attend college is one
of the most important in life. It cannot
be taken lightly. Wisdom, discernment,
and understanding are needed in making this decision. Parents and effective
youth leaders must do all they possibly
can to prepare their teens for this lifechanging experience. By God’s grace,
may they do this preparation together
in a complementary manner that
brings honor to God. The next generation of leaders for the home, the
church, and the world depends on this
complementary relationship. May God
give the grace to do it well. ★
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Teenagers
The Return of Leah Gillespie
BY MARY LYNN BUSHONG

TACIE adjusted the kneeling pad
for her knees as she sat next to
the flower bed near the street. She had
put off weeding it until it had become
an eyesore.
The bushel basket of pulled weeds
attested to the job she had finally
started. Stacie admired the finished
area of the garden and smiled. It did
look a whole lot better.
She glanced up the street before
getting back to work. A figure that
looked vaguely familiar had just turned
the corner and was headed in her direction. A little, brown dog ranged at
the end of the leash in front of the figure.
It took a few minutes for Stacie to remember that the girl was someone
who had left town a few years before
to live with her father. It seemed that
Leah Gillespie had returned to town at
long last.
Now that she thought about it, Stacie did remember someone mentioning that fact. She felt a wash of shame
as she remembered how she had
treated the girl before. This time she
was determined that things would be
different.
When Leah got close enough, Stacie waved to her and stood up. A flicker of recognition and then suspicion
crossed Leah’s face when she saw
Stacie. Stacie saw it and knew that
she had only herself to blame. In her
heart, she prayed, “Lord, please help
me be the kind of friend I should be. I
messed up the first time around.”
Stacie put a big smile on her face
and greeted the other girl.
“Hi, Leah. It’s good to see you
again.” She looked at the dog. “May I
pet him?”
The dog strained against the leash,
pawing the air as he stood on his hind
legs.
“Hi, Stacie,” said Leah. “This is Odo.
He loves to meet new people.”
Stacie crouched to pet the dog as
Leah took a few more steps forward.
Odo writhed with pleasure as Stacie
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attempted to pet him. The two girls
laughed at his antics until, out of
breath, he flopped over on the lawn
and panted.
“You are a very silly dog, Odo,” Leah
scolded him; but the tone of her voice
showed she was not angry.
“Do you have time to come up on the
porch for some lemonade?” asked Stacie. “I could get a bowl of water for Odo.”
“What about your dog? I wouldn’t
want her to be upset that Odo was on
her porch,” Leah said as the two
walked up to the house.
“It’s OK. Lucy has been gone for a
couple of years now,” Stacie said in a
soft voice. “Why not sit in one of these
chairs while I go in and get drinks?”
When Stacie came out a few minutes later with two glasses of lemonade and a bowl of water, her guests
had made themselves comfortable.
Stacie put the drinks on a low table
and then put the water bowl down
near Odo. Leah smiled when she tasted the lemonade.
“This is perfect. Thanks. Will your
mom mind if you sit and talk for a few
minutes?” Leah asked.
Stacie shook her head. “I told her I
would finish after we rested for a few
minutes. It’ll be nice to have you back
in town again.”
“Will it?” Leah asked with a bit of a
hard edge to her voice. “You didn’t seem
to want to be friends with me before.”
“I know,” Stacie stated softly. “I
didn’t treat you well, and I was not a
real friend to you. I’m glad that you
moved back so I can tell you how
sorry I am.”
Leah stared at Stacie as if she could
not believe her ears. The Stacie she
had known before would never have
said something like that! The proud,
popular girl she had known was now
different.
“You have changed,” Leah said,
cocking her head just a little bit to the
side. “What’s happened?”
“That’s a bit of a long story. Do you
have time to listen?”

Leah nodded her head.
Stacie took a long sip of her lemonade. Then she rubbed Odo’s ears as
she thought about where to begin.
“I guess part of the story goes back
to when we had a young beginning
preacher at our church. When he
spoke, I thought he was the most boring man I had ever heard. Our pastor
is really a great preacher, so I asked
Dad why there was such a difference
between them. He told me that the
younger man did not preach as well
because his heart had never been broken.”
Stacie reached out and took another sip from her glass. Leah waited patiently for her to continue.
“Getting your heart broken sounded
painful to me. So I must have made an
unconscious decision not to let it happen to me. I found that the best way to
avoid pain was not to let myself be
hurt. That meant not really caring
about others.”
Leah nodded her head knowingly.
“We’ve had a lot of different dogs
over the years, but none of them were
like Lucy. Do you remember her?”
Leah smiled. “She made me like
boxers. I think she was the nicest dog
I ever met. I think Odo could have
learned a lot from her if she were still
around and liked little dogs.”
Stacie felt the familiar welling of
tears in the corners of her eyes. At one
time she would have hidden them—
but not now.
“It’s almost as if Lucy chose me to
be her person. She taught me to love
her. I still miss that dog.”
“Of course you do,” offered Leah.
She reached out and touched Stacie’s
arm. “Lucy was more than just a dog.
She touched your heart the same way
that Odo has touched mine. I don’t
know what I would do without him.”
Odo looked up when he heard his
name. Then he stood and jumped into
Leah’s lap.
“Well, he has one advantage over
Lucy,” Stacie said through her tears.

“She was too big to fit on my lap very
well. Odo fits just right.”
Stacie watched as Leah scratched
Odo’s neck and back. She thought of
Lucy for a few minutes.
“You know, you are right about Lucy
having touched my heart. She did
more than touch it. She helped to
break it—or rather, God used her to
break the ice that made my heart so
cold and hard. It was hard to lose her.”
“Do you mind telling me what happened to her?” asked Leah.
“It was some kind of creeping paralysis,” said Stacie. “Her hind legs became weak, and she had trouble walking. After a while, her front legs didn’t
work right, either. She wasn’t in any
pain, and we kept her comfortable; but
it was only a matter of time before her
lungs would be affected. Finally we
decided that it wasn’t fair to her to live
with no real quality of life. Dad reminded me that God made us stewards of our animals. We need to do the
right thing for them even if it’s hard for
us. Being there with Lucy when the vet
put her to sleep was so hard!”
Just thinking about the experience
was almost enough to bring all of the
memories and emotions flooding
back. It took Stacie a moment to get
them back in control.
“I’m so sorry,” said Leah. “What an
awful thing to have to remember.”
“It’s not all awful,” said Stacie. “I
learned gentleness and patience with
Lucy when she was ill. I was given an
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opportunity to care for her as she had
always cared for me. I stopped thinking so much about myself and more
about her. It was as if her love
stretched my heart so I could care
about others. When I think about Lucy,
it’s not about seeing her die; it’s about
how she loved me.”
“I hope I remember that when it’s
Odo’s time. I hope it’s not for a long
time!” said Leah. “You may not know
this, but I was a little bit afraid to see
you.”
“I guess that makes two of us,”
replied Stacie.
“You! What did you have to be afraid
of?” Leah asked a little scornfully. “You
were always one of the popular girls!”
“I might be popular, but that’s no excuse for the way I behaved to you and
others. God used Lucy’s death to help
me see some things that were wrong
in my life—things I had refused to correct,” said Stacie.
“I know you loved that dog. Why did
God have to take her? I don’t understand why He would hurt you like that.”
Stacie nodded. “I wondered that too.
Then I realized that He had been trying
to get my attention for some time and I
refused to listen. I was too busy having
fun. But I was not living as a Christian
should. I didn’t understand that having
a broken heart was not really about the
pain but about giving up myself.”
“What do you mean by giving up
yourself?” Leah asked, staring at
Stacie intently.

Stacie leaned forward in her chair as
she spoke. “I used to think that having
your heart broken was like having it
torn apart. It doesn’t have to be that
way. It’s a bit like training a horse.
When some people think of teaching a
horse to accept a rider, they think of a
bucking horse. It is possible for a
horse to learn to be ridden without all
that. They are probably more ‘broken’
than the other kind.”
“I don’t get it,” said Leah. “How can
a horse or a person be broken without
being broken?”
“It comes from making a free choice
to accept what God wants for your
life,” said Stacie. “Odo could be a
good example.”
Odo stood up on the lounge chair
next to Leah and looked intently at
Stacie when he heard his name.
“Odo is not concerned about dayto-day things. He trusts you to take
care of him. He cares more about what
you want him to do than about what he
wants to do,” said Stacie.
“He is a dog. That’s the way they are
supposed to be,” said Leah.
“Are all dogs as well behaved as he
is?” asked Stacie.
“Well, no,” said Leah, conceding the
point.
“That’s because Odo loves you. He
made a choice to accept you as his
leader. When my heart was broken, it
meant that I was finally able to see
past myself and my own desires—to
see what God wanted from me. He is
my Leader now.”
“It must be nice to finally be perfect,” Leah said with a subtle jab.
Stacie laughed. “If only!” she said. “I
will not achieve that until I get to heaven.
In the meantime, God is helping me learn
to be the kind of person He wants me to
be. Would you be interested in coming
to my church? We’re having some special youth meetings. I think there will be
people you would enjoy meeting.”
“I’ll think about it. Thanks,” said
Leah. She glanced at her watch. “I had
no idea the time had flown so quickly.
I was going to offer to help weed.”
“Don’t worry about it,” said Stacie
as both girls stood up. “It was great
just to talk and rest for a while.”
The two girls walked down to the
street. Leah waved, and Stacie settled
back onto the kneeling pad. She began humming a tune. She laughed
when she realized what it was. God
did indeed walk with her and talk with
her! Perhaps someday soon He would
walk with Leah too. ★
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For Teens Only
Am I Strong Enough?
BY J.

HEN you were a child, your father
and mother probably seemed like
the strongest and smartest people on
the planet. They appeared to have the
explanation to every mystery of the universe. The solution to every puzzling
question and the fulfillment of each difficult task seemed to be at their fingertips.
Life seems to get harder as you get
older. You have more responsibilities
now than you ever had before in your
life. Perhaps some of your chores
around the house include washing
dishes, mowing the yard, taking out
the trash, or keeping your room clean.
Your week may be filled with a parttime job in addition to the work of the
impending school year. And in addition to all these responsibilities, you
are weighed down by the emotional
challenges of understanding your
identity, finding a place to fit in at
school or church, and making some
basic preparations for life after high
school. Do you feel overwhelmed yet?
I understand what it is like to be a
teenager—I was one for a while! My
heart especially goes out to those teens
who are, in one form or another, asking,
“Am I strong enough? Will I be able to
handle all that life throws at me?” Your
answer to this question has enormous
ramifications for the rest of your life.
I can guarantee that you will be (and
most likely already have been) offered
thousands of solutions to your life
questions and challenges. Some will
claim to have the answer to all your
challenges, while others will offer a
way to escape those pressures for a
while. These temptations range from
peer pressure to drugs and from fashion to pornography. They all promise
good things, but they always deliver
destructive consequences.
For me, it was video games. I would
spend countless hours in front of the TV
with a controller in my hand. I would give
my money, my time, my energy, and my
emotions to a computerized experience. I loved to escape to the imaginary
world that video games provided. In that
world, I was the one in control. I determined my fate, and I felt great when I defeated my lifeless, digital opponent.
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That lifestyle felt good at first, but in the
end it left me lifeless. The weight of life’s
challenges only bore down on me more
intensely. Video games were not the
problem. My loving them more than I
loved God was the problem.
There is a solution to these distractions. Again, the questions may bounce
in your head: “Am I strong enough? Can
I face life’s challenges and resist dangerous distractions?” The answer may
surprise you: No. You are not strong
enough. In fact, left to yourself, you are
guaranteed to fail in one fashion or another. Simply put, we need God. He is
the source of strength for life’s challenges and answers for life’s questions.
A few simple principles from the Bible
can provide some insight into exactly
how God presents Himself as the answer to the challenges that face us.
HAVE A RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD
The first and most essential element
of being strong enough to confront the
challenges of life is to have a relationship
with the God of the universe. The fact is
that all of us have committed wrong and
deserve death. Romans 3:23 says, “For
all have sinned, and come short of the
glory of God.” That means everyone
throughout the history of the earth has
sinned. And because of that sin, we deserve death, eternal separation from
God in a place called hell (6:23).
Ephesians 2:8-9 sheds some further
light on this situation: “For by grace are
ye saved through faith; and that not of
yourselves: it is the gift of God: not of
works, lest any man should boast.” This
means that we cannot do anything in our
own power to earn this gift of salvation.
Jesus Christ died on the cross for
that penalty you deserved for your sin.
What we were unable to do in our own
strength, Jesus accomplished through
His sinless life and profound sacrifice
on the cross. Notice the powerful
words of I Peter 2:24: “Who his own
self bare our sins in his own body on
the tree, that we, being dead to sins,
should live unto righteousness: by
whose stripes ye were healed.”
If you do not have a relationship with

God, you can have one today. Simply
confess to God that you are a sinner,
believe that Jesus Christ died for your
sin, and ask God to save you. Such a
seemingly simple expression of faith
bears eternal consequences. If you
have trusted Christ as your Saviour,
you have a constant Companion
through all of life’s struggles.
EXPRESS YOUR STRUGGLES TO
GOD AND TRUST IN HIS
STRENGTH
If you are a child of God, you are
guaranteed to have days that seem totally unbearable. Friends at school will
betray you, homework will pile up, and
you will find yourself totally unsatisfied
with how you look in the mirror. A lot of
these challenges are connected with
growing up emotionally and socially.
What is even more profound than
these challenges, however, is that God
knows exactly how you feel when you
are ripped apart emotionally or confused by the way your parents communicate. While you cannot change the
way people treat you or the responsibilities that are assigned to you, you can
respond the right way. We find a comforting message in I Corinthians 10:13:
“There hath no temptation taken you
but such as is common to man: but God
is faithful, who will not suffer you to be
tempted above that ye are able; but will
with the temptation also make a way to
escape, that ye may be able to bear it.”
Notice how the Bible used both the
words “escape” and “bear.” God knows
that temptations will always come.
Temptations often come in the form
of being tempted to respond to hard
times in a manner that is not Christlike.
God promises not only to make sure
you are not confronted by an unbearable temptation but also to give you the
strength during that temptation to keep
on responding in a way that represents
the love of God. This will mean stopping yourself from talking back to your
parents or teacher. It will also mean that
you will watch your thoughts and attitudes as they relate to certain people at
church or school.

This task is certainly a hard one. If at
times it feels too hard to handle, know
that you are not alone. Millions of Christian teenagers have a hard time resisting temptation. These challenges and
temptations have the ability to make
you feel weak and helpless.
But take heart! Your Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ, is your Great High Priest.
He understands all these weaknesses
and allows you to confidently approach
your Heavenly Father: “For we have not
an high priest which cannot be touched
with the feeling of our infirmities; but
was in all points tempted like as we are,
yet without sin. Let us therefore come
boldly unto the throne of grace, that we
may obtain mercy, and find grace to
help in time of need” (Heb. 4:15-16).
God’s throne is one of grace and
mercy, not cruelty and condemnation.
If you are a child of God, you have full
access to the throne of your Heavenly
Father as you pray and seek His help.
COMFORT OTHERS BY SHARING
HOW GOD HELPED YOU
One of the most blessed opportunities you have as a child of God is to
share the comfort of God with others.
As a teenager, the possibilities are
endless! You can comfort children who
look up to you as a “cool almostgrown-up.” Or you could encourage
older folks who value the youth and vibrancy they see in you.
Paul brought up some very special
words in II Corinthians 1:4 as he discussed the comfort of God and our duty
to comfort others: “Who comforteth us
in all our tribulation, that we may be able
to comfort them which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of God.” Passing
on comfort is a deeply profound way to
present Christ in someone else’s life.
Consider the mentor or friend who
brought you some comforting words in
your time of distress, and pass on that
same encouragement to someone you
know who is currently in distress. You
will be amazed at the impact you will
have when you comfort someone else.
Life can certainly be a long, hard journey. You will be reminded of the hardship, but do not forget to take time to remind yourself of God’s constant love. If
you are not saved, know that His gift of
salvation is free and is offered to you. If
you are a child of God, you have a Father who knows the pain you experience and will see you through. You are
not strong enough, but your God is! ★
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Teen Scene
Answering the Atheist
BY JED N.

SNYDER, D.MIN.

Q. How do I deal with science teachers (since I do not go to an evangelical
school) who teach evolution as fact,
and how should I respond in that type
of setting?
A. Your question is one that thousands
of Christian students from middle
school through the doctoral level are
struggling to answer.
Begin with prayer, and be sure you
keep reading your Bible every day. Your
spiritual life needs nurturing from your
Father in heaven. When your spiritual life
is healthy, your mental capacities will be
healthier than they would be otherwise.
As you pray (talk to God) and read
(hear from God), you will realize that science teachers are just people, most of
whom are seeking the truth. However,
they are caught in an educational culture that in general will not permit (indeed is hostile to) the idea that an external intelligent source could exist that
has any part in scientific endeavors.
These people are to be pitied since they
deliberately limit the scope of their
thinking. So do not be intimidated by
them; pity them. Be confident in the realization that these truth deniers are the
ones who are in the weaker position.
Christians learn to respect authority.
“Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of
God: the powers that be are ordained of
God” (Rom. 13:1). But we are clearly
taught to discriminate between our respect for the person and our acceptance of that person’s opinions.
When faced with a choice between
the opinions of a scientist (or other authority figure) and the truth of God, always take God’s side. “We ought to
obey God rather than men” (Acts 5:29).
If a choice is forced and we choose
God’s position, we should also be ready
to accept any consequences (often
negative and sometimes painful ones)
that come from that decision. Our Lord
Jesus Himself suffered because He
chose the side of God rather than that
of those who did not accept God’s way.
“Christ also suffered for us, leaving
us an example, that ye should follow
his steps: . . . who, when he was reviled, reviled not again; when he suf-

fered, he threatened not; but committed himself to him that judgeth righteously” (I Pet. 2:21, 23).
God is always aware of the difficulties that come into our lives when we
select His way. He does not leave us
in our time of distress. He is always
present in time of need.
Q. How do I spend time reading the
Bible and praying when I am so busy?
A. Setting priorities (that is, choosing the
best use of our time) is always challenging. I almost never hear a person say that
there is not enough time to take a shower, brush his teeth or hair, or eat a meal.
Yet I often hear that people cannot find
time to read God’s Word (feed the inner
person) or pray (talk with their Heavenly
Father). So the matter of time management frequently comes down to learning
to make better choices.
“Elijah came unto all the people, and
said, How long halt ye between two
opinions? if the Lord be God, follow
him: but if Baal, then follow him”
(I Kings 18:21).
After you determine to read and pray
daily, you can help manage your time by
keeping track of time usage for two
weeks. Take the twenty-four hours of the
day, and divide them into fifteen- or thirty-minute segments (depending on how
disciplined you are), using the larger
segments if the smaller ones will lead to
your defeat. Then for each thirty-minute
segment, use a word or a phrase to
record what you did in that time. (“I
watched TV,” “I ate lunch,” “I wrote a biology paper” are some examples.)
At the end of two weeks, add up the
time that you “wasted”—or time that you
wish you had spent differently. If you follow this course about twice a year, you
will get a well-educated understanding
of your time management and be better
able to use time in pursuit of a deeper
knowledge of God and a more effective
development of your life of faith. ★
If you have a question you want
answered, send it to: Teen Scene,
Union Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059,
Cleveland, Ohio 44101, or e-mail us
at theoed@uniongospelpress.com
(subject line: Teen Scene).
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Boys and Girls
No Water + No Shelter + No Money + No
School=Poverty
BY KATHY SCOTT

SABINA
Mary looks up as her mother’s friend
Sabina enters the house. She carries a
seven-month-old baby, who will be left
in Mary’s care while Sabina and
Christina go to fetch water.
Sometimes Mary wishes she were
also going to get water, but most times
she is content to care for the infant and
her five-year-old sister.
Since Mary is twelve and the oldest
daughter, she knows that soon she will
make the twice-a-day trip to get water
and her mother will be able to stay
home.
Christina leaves just enough water
for Mary to wash dishes and get a cup
of tea before they leave.
The women pick up water containers; each will hold seventy pounds of
water when full.
At first, the children are fussy; they
miss Sabina. But soon they settle down,
and the baby falls asleep. Mary goes out
to the yard with neighbor children. They
play happily with a grasshopper.
Water is valuable in this part of
northern Kenya, but it does not flow
into the village.
Sabina does not like that part of getting water. Water is heavy and must be
carried with strips of rope; they cut
into her back. Her back aches most of
the time.
The trip to get to the river is windy
and hot. The ground is dry and thorny,
but it does sparkle with quartz and
mica in the afternoon sun.
When the women get to the river, there
will be cows, sheep, and goats milling,
mooing, and bleating. The women will
scrub the jugs to get rid of the dirt. Then
they will have to scoop out a new hole
near the river, since the animals drink
and leave droppings everywhere.
Nearby, girls wash in the river before
they get water for their families. Mary
will miss washing in the river today,
since she is watching Sabina’s baby.
They bathe downstream in groups; it is
safer that way.
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For twenty minutes or more, Christina and Sabina scoop sand and pour
water into their jugs. Then they will
drink from the cup used to fill the
buckets and also wash their feet and
ankles in the river.
Christina and Sabina began making
the one-hour trek and carrying water
when they were a lot younger than Mary.
As she thought about all her mother
had to do, Mary began to daydream
about what she really wanted to do—
to go to school. Many times she had
heard her father and Sabina’s husband
talk about their hopes for each of their
children going to school.
As they sat around the fire in the
evening, they would tell how they had
loved school. But in second grade,
everything had changed when there
was a great famine. They left Kenya
and took the animals to Uganda. After
two years, they came home again and
went back to third and fourth grades.
But then another famine hit, and they
never went to school after that.
Sabina often told Mary and her own
children that she had been carrying water since she was seven and caring for
animals too. “This denied me the
chance to go to school.” In their culture,

fetching water is a daughter’s responsibility. “I am the first daughter, so I had
to assist the family in getting water.”
Sabina looked at the sleeping baby in
her arms and then at her oldest daughter, Damaris. “Three years ago, she visited relatives in a place called Lelan. . . .
To Sabina, it felt like another world. People had water taps in their yards and
could turn a handle to get water whenever they needed it. . . . Once I was
there, I didn’t want to come back.”
I can imagine Mary looking up at the
stars and thinking, Tonight I will dream
of a place like Lelan where water
comes into the village through a tap
and I can also go to school. (Permission to use Sabina’s story has been
granted by World Vision. 䉷 World Vision, Inc. 2011 All Rights Reserved.)
ROZINA
“What did the lady say?” Rozina
asked her mother.
“She is a missionary, Rozina. She
wanted to know where we live.”
“What did she mean, where do we
live? Didn’t the lady know we live right
here?” Rozina asked.
“I guess not—at least, not until your
father told her, ‘We live here.’”

Rozina nodded, then looked around
at the other people who lived where
she did—on the sidewalk in India.
Where else could we live? she wondered. The last time anyone counted,
seventy-one families lived here.
Boxes of clothing, blankets, and
cooking pans were neatly lined up
along the wall on the narrow strip of
dirty concrete.
Rozina wondered why the missionary
lady had noticed them. Many people
walked by their sidewalk and seemed
not to notice that families lived there.
One time Rozina had heard someone say, “People pass without really
seeing us. It is as if we did not exist.”
The missionary asked other questions: “Where did all of you come from
originally? Did you come to the city to
find work? How did you end up living
here?”
Rozina’s father looked at her blankly
as he pondered her questions. “We were
born here. This sidewalk is our home. My
parents and grandparents were born
here. This is where we are from.”
The missionary looked shocked and
then sad. After a few minutes, she
smiled and said, “Our mission is offering families the opportunity to move
off the street and into apartment buildings. Some have already moved.
Would you like to move into an apartment?”
Rozina’s parents looked at each
other but said nothing. Her mother
turned away and resumed breaking
beans into the pot for supper. Her father told the lady, “We don’t know
about living in an apartment. This sidewalk is all we know. What can you tell
us about moving to an apartment?”
Rozina was glad her father did not
say no, as she thought he might. Although Rozina knew nothing about living in an apartment, she somehow
thought it might be a better place than
the sidewalk they called home.
Later that night, Rozina looked up at
the tall, lighted buildings in the distance and thought, Tonight I will dream
of a place where we might have shelter and perhaps a better life.
LEAP
“On a hot afternoon in Cambodia’s
capital city Phnom Penh, ten-year-old
Leap beckons to tourists riding by on
the back of a lumbering elephant.
“Struggling to carry her basket of
snacks she runs along a dusty road
next to the golden Royal Palace offerSUMMER QUARTER 2013

ing rice cakes and sweets too big for
her small arms.
“Leap has already been working for
five hours, and most likely, will still be
out here at midnight. Working alone,
Leap is a small vulnerable girl who has
never been to school and will be lucky
if she earns two dollars today. Leap
says she has no choice. If she were to
stop working, her mother and younger
brothers would go hungry” (International Labor Organization, www.ilo
.org).
Leap is one of more than 313,000
Cambodian children trapped in forms
of human slavery. Others spend
hours in salt fields, work in factories,
or load carts with bricks to meet the
demands of the construction industry
(www.ilo.org).
In some countries, children work in
brick-making kilns. They are paid little
to produce one thousand bricks a day
for a promised amount. Usually the
pay is not what was promised, and
they end up using most of their earnings to get food. They work long hours
with only short breaks; many work
around the clock.
Worldwide, 126 million children work
in hazardous conditions, toiling in
mines, using chemicals and pesticides
in agriculture, or operating dangerous
machinery. Children often endure
beatings, humiliation, and violence
from their employers (Compassion International, www.compassion.org).
How do children like Leap become
involved in child labor? Many families
depend on the money they can earn
for basic survival.
Some families owe money and will
allow a labor broker to hire a child to
pay off the debt. Often parents do not
know the pitiful conditions the child
will endure. They may also be ignorant
of the fact that the child will not earn
enough to pay the debt.
The lives of Mary, Rozina, and Leap,
though they live in different parts of the
world, have one thing in common—
poverty.
Cambodia is one of the poorest
countries in the world; over one-third of
the people live on less than $0.45 per
day (www.globalprayerdigest.org).
Some of you reading these stories may
know what it is to be poor. But do you
know families that earn less than 45
cents each day? Many children spend
more than that just on candy.
So what can we do to help the children who live in poverty?
(Continued on page 47)
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The Whip-Poor-Will
BY WANDA ERBSE

HE whip-poor-will is a North
American bird named for its odd,
whistling call. God gave it superior
camouflage with cryptic coloring,
making the bird very difficult to detect
in its natural habitat. The upperparts of
its body are mottled gray, black, and
brown, while the underparts are pale
with gray and black spotting. Its black
throat is bordered by a white necklace
in males and a buff necklace in females. Males also have white trim on
their outer feathers.
This medium-sized bird measures
eight to ten inches in length. It has a
very short bill and a long, rounded
tail.
God gave the whip-poor-will very
large eyes for locating prey at night. Its
prey include moths, beetles, and mosquitoes. These birds are welcomed by
farmers, for they devour crop-damaging insects.
Whip-poor-wills are found in the
leafy woods of the northeast and in the
mountains of the southwest regions of
the U.S. They are also found as far
north as southeastern Canada and as
far south as Mexico and Honduras,
spending their winters along the
Gulf Coast in Mexico and in Central
America.
The bird’s rolling chant may be
heard long before the bird can actually be seen. Its call is sometimes repeated rapidly for minutes at a time at
night. The record number of calls in a
row by a single bird is 1,088, perhaps
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accounting for the species name: vociferus.
Although rarely seen there, the
whip-poor-will is a locally common
breeder in parts of New York that are
not so heavily forested, especially in
Long Island and the Saint Lawrence
Valley. The whip-poor-will is becoming
locally rare in New York State with a 97
percent decline since 1983. This is believed to be caused by habitat destruction and poisoning by insecticides. Still, the species as a whole is
not considered globally threatened
due to its large range.
Whip-poor-wills are sometimes
seen sitting on train tracks or roads.
They have small, weak feet and short
legs and hop around awkwardly on the
ground.
Elaborate courtship displays lead
up to mating. The whip-poor-will relies
heavily on moonlight for feeding its
young, since its breeding cycle is synchronized with the lunar cycle. Eggs
are laid so that they hatch as the moon
is waxing, providing the advantage of
maximum moonlight. No nest is prepared for the pair’s clutch of one or
two eggs. They are laid on a bed of
leaves on the ground.
With its haunting, ethereal song, the
whip-poor-will is the topic of numerous legends and is frequently used as
an auditory symbol of rural America.
One New England legend says the
whip-poor-will can sense a soul departing and capture it as it flees. This
is likely related to an earlier Native
American belief that the singing of the
whip-poor-will is an omen of a coming
death.
The whip-poor-will has also been
featured in many types of songs, poetry, plays, soundtracks, and movies.
Its unique design lends it great adaptability to all kinds of situations. Many
famous people have added to the interest in the bird by identifying with it
in some way. Though not a particularly striking bird in appearance, God has
created every living creature with a
special purpose.
Just as God gave the whip-poor-will
its celestial voice, so He uses His allpowerful voice to connect with our
spirits as Christians. Day and night, He
gives us assurance that He is near and
will carry us through any need we
have.
Psalm 46:10 says, “Be still, and
know that I am God: I will be exalted
among the heathen, I will be exalted in
the earth.” Listen for God’s voice! ★
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You and Your Bible
BY FAITH STEINKRAUS

Saul, Chosen by the Lord
A Light and a Voice
Saul (also called Paul) was persecuting the Christians by putting them in jail
because they believed in Jesus. Read Acts 9:1-5. Then fill in the puzzle with the
correct words, and color the picture.

Saul at Damascus
Read Acts 9:6-9. Then put the following sentences in the correct order.
1. ____ Saul was led by the hand to Damascus.
2. ____ The Lord said to Saul, “Arise, and go into the city.”
3. ____ For three days Saul did not see, eat, or drink.
4. ____ Saul stood up and opened his eyes, but he could not see.
5. ____ Saul said, “Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?”

★

Wit and Wisdom Cartoons
John Gay: “An open foe may prove a
curse, / But a pretended friend is
worse.”

True Friendship
Frank Boreham: “They made an interesting study, these two old men. . . .
They had borne each the other’s burdens, and shared each other’s confidences, through all the days of their
pilgrimage. . . . A thousand tender and
sacred associations were interwoven,
in the mind of each, with the name of
the other.”

***
James Sandford: “He that goeth to
bed with dogs ariseth with fleas.”
***
Brendan Francis: “Inspirations never
go in for long engagements; they demand immediate marriage to action.”

***

***
Benjamin Disraeli: “When I want to
read a good book, I write one.”

Quote-ables

“You look for Jonah, and I’ll look for the
whale.”

***

Hezekiah Butterworth: “If thou hast
friends, give them thy best endeavor, /
Thy warmest impulse, and thy purest
thought, / Keeping in mind, in word
and action ever, / The time, / The time
is short.”
***

“You know you’re growing old when
your children begin to look middleaged.”

Henry Ward Beecher: “Do not keep
the alabaster boxes of your love and
tender ness sealed up until your
friends are dead. Fill their lives with
sweetness. Speak approving, cheering words while their ears can hear
them . . . The flowers you mean to send
for their coffins, send to brighten and
sweeten their homes before they leave
them.”

***
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.: “To be 70
years young is sometimes more cheerful and hopeful than to be 40 years
old.”
***

***
Bob Phillips: “Among the things that
are quite easy, even simple, for a child
to operate are the grandparents.”
***

“Prayer requests.”

“If you don’t know where you’re going,
any road will get you there.”

***
Amy Carmichael: “A selfish friendship is only for today; a selfless friendship is forever.”

***
Oscar Wilde: “Some people cause
happiness wherever they go; others
whenever they go.”

***
Samuel Johnson: “If a man does not
make new acquaintances as he advances through life, he will soon find
himself left alone. A man should keep
his friendships in constant repair.”

***
Dwight L. Moody: “Be humble or
you’ll stumble.”

***

***
“There are three rules for success. The
first: Go on. The second: Go on. And
the third: Go on.” ★
—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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George MacDonald: “If instead of a
gem, or even a flower, we should cast
the gift of a loving thought into the
heart of a friend, that would be giving
as the angels give.”

“He won’t be any trouble. Just keep everything out of his reach.”

C. S. Lewis: “True friends . . . face in
the same direction—toward common
projects, interests, goals—above all
toward a common Lord.” ★
—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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Dad’s Den
Teaching for Life
BY EDSEL ALEXANDER

OST of us have probably heard
that God will not send us through
anything we cannot bear (I Cor. 10:13).
But when it comes to being a dad, how
many of us would love to have a manual? Though we have wisdom given
from on high through the Word, there is
still a lot of OJT: on-the-job training.
Just as dads teach their young to ride
bicycles, there is a “dad bicycle” that
they must learn to ride.
It is comical to think, but if we really
knew what being a dad entailed, how
many would desire it? Many would be
terrified and weigh it cautiously. Sensing the profound impact we have on
our children’s lives, we have to be
wise. Knowing ourselves as we do,
who feels qualified to step up to the
plate? As Jesus told Peter, “With men
this is impossible; but with God all
things are possible” (Matt. 19:26). We
have to depend totally upon God.
The world our children have to enter
is a page right out of the parable in the
Bible dealing with the wheat and the
tares (Matt. 13:27-30). The mixture is
vast, and the confrontations and
temptations are like waves upon the
ocean. Our children have to be trained.
The Greek word that can be translated
“train” can mean “to recall to one’s
senses” (Vine, An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words, Nelson).
In a world full of adventure and
amazement, dads are entrusted with
taking care of God’s precious gifts. All
things considered, what a task! It is
more than just the basics of talking,
walking, and riding a bicycle; we are to
instill within them a hunger and a thirst
to love and serve God. Only when we
know God ourselves can we pass on
this manner of life to our offspring.
Many people have the idea that we
are to prepare our children until they
graduate from high school or college. Afterward, we may think our parental duties are over and look forward to being
empty nesters, with the children grown
and gone. Personally, I never embraced
that idea myself. I hated the idea that my
children would leave. I would have kept
them around me. As long as they were
respectful, I enjoyed them and wel-
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comed them. Their absence still causes
me consternation, and I wish they were
here. But what can I do? It would be
strange indeed if I phoned them and demanded they come home.
Under societal norms, our children
leave in early adulthood. Hopefully, we
have redeemed the time and given them
skills to negotiate these paths called life.
We have approximately twenty-one
years to get our God-given gifts (children) fitted for their kingdom of heaven
shoes. Did we show them our faith
enough to put a proper template in
place? Did we seek the Lord enough to
provide them a heritage that would not
be lost? Was our faith so real it would
stand head and shoulders above all
else? We teach our children to seek out
the kinds of foods we crave and put on
our table. If we crave snack foods only,
we need to consult a nutrition expert!
Just as we teach our children to embrace our foods, so we teach them to
embrace our habits. The things that
we do are, more than likely, the things
that they will do. We are leaders to our
children. We have to choose to be
leaders (rather than buddies) every
time. We have to make the decisions
because we have the life experience.
We have the responsibility of nurturing
our children. “And, ye fathers, provoke
not your children to wrath: but bring
them up in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4). Our task is to
provide everything we can toward our
children’s spiritual growth.
We must love our children. Kindness
is absolutely necessary. Permissiveness must always give way to direction. We cannot let our guard down for
one moment to be “liked by our children.” As we serve the Lord by raising
our children, we have been entrusted
with the torch of truth. We can point
our children to heaven, but they will
not always like the way we go.
Once we were on vacation in Stone
Mountain, Georgia. We climbed the
mountain when my children were
small. My daughter was larger than my
son. My son was eager at first, but the
farther we traveled up the mountain,
the more tired he grew. My daughter

struggled but made it. I wound up carrying my son. Midway through the
mountain climb, my son stopped liking
the hike. We have to choose direction
over permissiveness every time. What
seems like fun is not always doable or
the best thing. As dads, we have to
think for more people than ourselves,
for the well-being of our family.
I have been blessed to have the Lord
as my Saviour many years now. I have
been in the church all my life, but the
church has not always been in me. I
have been a solid Christian, walking
with the Lord, for thirty-three years now.
I shudder to think of dads raising their
children with only an Easter-andChristmas faith. As a pastor, I tell all I
counsel for marriage that they need to
be able to pray together. Life is so tough,
you need the Lord to make impossible
situations work out. Only God can
change hearts and minds. If we do not
know the Lord, sending the children to
church is better than not sending them,
but it may create confusion. They may
long for the day when they can be like
Dad and stay home instead of attending worship services on the Lord’s Day.
As dads, if we do not read the Word,
how will we know what is in it? If we are
unfamiliar with the Word, we cannot
with certainty guide our children in a
godly way. If we have not read the promises in the Bible, how can we share the
precious nuggets of God’s Word?
In sports, some coaches make
some very bad decisions. Some make
no decisions at all. Delegation is their
leadership style. Their team may win.
More than likely, the coach will receive
the praise in spite of his deficiencies.
Our children may become dedicated
Christians. Hopefully it is due at least
in part to the faithfulness of Dad the
coach.
When being a dad becomes overwhelming, Jesus is there for us:
“Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest” (Matt. 11:28). When we are burdened, we need to quit stressing out
and let the Lord handle everything.
When we walk with Him, He will guide
us forever. ★

One Mother to Another
A Mother’s Crucial Role
BY ARLENE KNICKERBOCKER

MOTHER’S influence will impact
generations to come and all the
people a mother and her offspring influence. What amazing potential God
offers to mothers!
I believe most mothers do the best
they know how to impact their children
positively. Christian mothers have the
awesome benefit of drawing on the
unlimited power of our loving Father,
our all-wise and all-mighty Creator.

A

PHYSICAL IMPACT
Sometimes women think their
choices affect only their own health.
Researchers say a mother’s physical
health at conception, during her babies’ development, and as she cares
for her family affects her children’s
health dramatically. We tend to carry
on habits we learn in childhood.
Our family grew a garden and preserved food we harvested from it. We
found that our children were more likely to eat a carrot they had planted and
watered than one from a store.
We played active games, and all five
of our children participated on sports
teams. Now we watch our grandchildren’s games.
Processed foods may be faster and
easier than well-planned and prepared
meals. Our homes may be quieter
when electronic devices entertain our
children. However, what is easiest for
us usually is not what is best for us.
More children deal with diabetes and
heart issues today than at any other
time in our nation’s history.
EMOTIONAL IMPACT
God’s Word tells us, “Be careful for
nothing; but in every thing by prayer
and supplication with thanksgiving let
your requests be made known unto
God. And the peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ
Jesus. Finally, brethren, whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
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things are of good report; if there be
any virtue, and if there be any praise,
think on these things” (Phil. 4:6-8).
God’s Word also commands us, “If it
be possible, as much as lieth in you, live
peaceably with all men” (Rom. 12:18).
When we obey these Scriptures, our
children will live more joyful and
peaceful lives.
As early as four months, unborn babies can hear. Hearing loving words
may help them grow into loving people.
A mother’s choices can create an
emotional environment that breeds
faith or fear. We can find books, music,
toys, and videos that encourage faith.
As our children grow, others will influence their lives. We must choose
those influences wisely.
Abuse can cause otherwise healthy
children to develop severe emotional
problems. As parents, we hold the ultimate responsibility to protect our
children from physical, sexual, and
emotional abuse.
As we help our children learn empathy, it keeps them from becoming the
abuser (or bully) other mothers want
their children to avoid. We can make our
children aware of how other people feel
by reading them books or having them
watch programs that promote empathy.
Our children saw Uncle Charlie’s face
light up when we visited him in a nursing home. We also took our children to
a homeless shelter, where we served
food and worked with the children.
These visits encouraged others and
provided opportunities to discuss their
needs and perhaps help in some way.
Years later, one of our sons served as
youth director at a mission for two
years. As we show our children how to
pray for and help those in need, they
will learn how to perceive and act with
compassion.
INTELLECTUAL IMPACT
A child’s physical and emotional
health relates to his or her intellect as
well. For example, physical exercise
and good nutrition help our brains work
more efficiently, and emotional stability
helps people learn more easily.

God designed constant opportunities
for us mothers to teach our children life
skills and to encourage intellectual
progress. We can involve our children in
baking, where they learn about fractions
and more. Our preschool daughter
learned to count while helping me cook.
We can build a bigger vocabulary by
introducing our children to new words
and playing word games.
Music offers opportunities to learn
various skills in art, math, coordination, and self-discipline.
Learning a foreign language uses
yet another portion of the brain. Learning about the culture where people
speak that language offers opportunities to pray for missionaries and those
they serve.
Children “catch” their attitude about
learning from their parents. When children see that their parents enjoy learning, they begin to view it as a lifelong,
enjoyable pursuit.
SPIRITUAL IMPACT
Though we cannot teach our children
into salvation or give it as an inheritance,
we can teach them about the greatness
of God. He commanded the Israelites to
teach their children the teachings of His
Word. “And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk
of them when thou sittest in thine house,
and when thou walkest by the way, and
when thou liest down, and when thou
risest up” (Deut. 6:7).
We can explain our faith and live it in
front of our children. We can pray that
the Holy Spirit will work in and through
our children. We can read the Bible to
them and teach them to use it as their
highest authority.
CONCLUSION
God designed us to live dependent
on Him and interdependent with one
another. Let us encourage and support those who carry out the crucial
motherhood role.
Let us lend a hand with their physical work: take a meal to the family,
(Continued on page 47)
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Family Life
First, Do No Harm
BY SUSAN WYMER

EVERAL months ago our phone
rang with bad news—really bad
news. It was not of the traditional garden variety, such as a report that
someone was very sick, had been in
an accident, or had passed away. It
was worse than that—though perhaps
in a way we do not often take such
things seriously enough.
The man at the other end of the line,
who was either not a Christian or very
definitely not walking with the Lord,
had received an e-mail from a Christian relative, who torridly accosted him
for the choices and mistakes he had
made.
I must confess that I am sensitive
about this subject because my youth
was spent in an environment where
things were handled similarly. For example, one Thanksgiving some thirty
years ago, my husband and I got a
letter from someone in our family berating our character—with copies
sent to the rest of the family. Do you
see what I mean about potentially being sensitive about such matters?
I must admit to having sent one
such letter myself when I was young
(without copies!). It seems ridiculous
now, but back then what I had been
taught led me to believe things were
supposed to be handled that way.
Thankfully, earlier rather than later, I realized the example set for me had not
been correct and should not be replicated.
Oddly enough, to this day there still
is someone in the family who, if there
is something to discuss and work out,
will not do it according to the instructions of Matthew 18:15-17 but insists
that things be put in writing.
When that phone call of several
months ago ended, I was heartbroken.
Actually, that remains the case, and I
would like to share why.
That angry e-mail was written by a
Christian who, by any measure, genuinely loves and serves the Lord. He
was writing to someone who is living a
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life contradictory to God’s Word.
The e-mail included a list of more
than a dozen items that detailed the
sins and failures of its target, including
the charge that he is an embarrassment to himself and his family.
At our house we often use a couple
of little quotes we call “Bruce-isms,”
so named for a friend who succinctly
and memorably enunciates prudent
concepts. This is the first Bruce-ism
that comes to mind in this situation: “If
it makes you feel better to say it, you
probably shouldn’t be saying it.”
This list of transgressions was written by someone who probably cares
about the person he was writing to.
Regrettably, though, the person cares
even more about his own frustration
and how the sins of his relative make
him look to others. Therein lies the
problem. It is a very serious issue.
The first aspect of the problem
ought to be fairly obvious. Should
those of us who are walking in the narrow way that leads to life be verbally
assaulting those who are headed for
destruction on the broad way? We
should want to see them join us on the
narrow way of life eternal!
Honestly, when could it possibly be
more important for us to die to self and
live for Christ than in a situation where
someone’s eternal future may depend
on it?
God did not have Paul write extensively about giving up our life to live
the Christ-life merely to fill up pages.
We are supposed to let the same mind
be in us that was in Jesus Christ. The
choices we make should be about
God’s opinion rather than our own,
about eternal goals rather than temporal ones.
Another part of this problem relates
to believers being part of God’s crew.
Productive participation requires humility and obedience. Jesus perfectly
demonstrated this as He humbled
Himself to walk the earth with His Father’s enemies, even to the point that

He gave His own life to make it possible for those enemies to become His
Father’s children.
Despite ridicule, lying, name-calling, scourging, and plotting by His enemies, Jesus was not distracted from
His appointed purpose of glorifying
and obeying His Father. He was here
to obey His Father’s will, and He did.
If anyone ever had the right to turn
up his nose and vent, it was Jesus
Christ. But He did not. He kept His eye
on the eternal prize. He chose not to
embrace disgust and retaliation
against mankind; yet we sinners who
sacrifice so little sometimes justify
those exact attitudes.
God’s Word explains simply how His
crew works. The plan is that some
crew members are busy planting
seeds, and others are busy watering
the seeds and tender plants. Then, at
just the right time, God does the harvesting.
One of my first thoughts during that
phone conversation was actually a
question. How much farther back than
square one is it possible to go? I could
not think of any part of God’s plan that
includes going into the fields and ripping seedlings out by their roots.
We should not forget that it is God’s
reputation on the line, not our own.
Too often we behave as if we do not
get that. We must want those little
seeds we have planted and watered to
become part of God’s harvest!
The third aspect of this problem is a
little more difficult to sort out. Is it possible for those walking the broad way
that leads to destruction to embarrass
those walking the narrow way that
leads to life eternal?
If we genuinely take the mind of
Christ as ours, if we truly humble ourselves, and if we choose to live as servants of Jesus Christ, it is my belief
that we cannot be embarrassed by
those on the wrong path. The gold
standard for us as believers is to live
our lives desiring God’s approval. To

be embarrassed in this sense reveals
requires pride and a desire for human
approval.
Furthermore, we cannot legitimately expect proper motives and actions
from those who are spiritually dead.
They may get some things right some
of the time, but without the aid of the
Holy Spirit they do not enjoy the liberty God’s children have that enables a
rejection of the old ways and an embracing of new godly ones.
Hurtful things are certainly said and
done within relationships. They may or
may not be intentional, but they do
happen. They happen in families, in
church families, on the job, and in the
neighborhood. They happen whenever and wherever human beings are involved. A spoken tweak here and rude
zinger there can cause a tiny little seed
to start growing in our hearts if we let
them. Left unaddressed, we may soon
be sending off a torrid e-mail of our
own.
In moments of testing, what do we
do? It would feel so great to unload on
whomever or to give a piece of our
mind to John Q. Public.
However, the relief we would gain by
engaging in such behavior comes at a
potentially tragic price. Is it worth it to
jeopardize someone’s interest in taking our Saviour as his own? Is it worth
it to discourage others from seeking
the truth of God’s Word and making
the changes needed in their lives? We
want them to enjoy eternity in heaven
with Jesus Christ, don’t we?
There should be no people on earth
more patient and loving than those
who are living their lives for Jesus
Christ. It should be all about Him, not
about us.
When personal things that hurt our
feelings come along, we ought to let
them go. We might have to spend
some time in conversation with the
Lord about it, but the outcome should
be letting go.
This topic arose several years ago
during a conversation with another
Christian mother. I told her that my
concerns for my children are not
their offenses against their mother
but rather their offenses against
God.
When eternity rolls around for each
of us, the offenses against God are
what will matter. It is not in anyone’s
best interest to prioritize earthly relationships over the necessary eternal
relationship with God the Father
through His Son, Jesus Christ. To err
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here is exceedingly dangerous.
Briefly, let me share the way my husband and I try to apply these truths in
our lives—particularly in his ministry
as a local church pastor.
God will not allow His Word to return
void. It will prosper. It will accomplish
that which God desires. It is God, who
is doing the actual heart- and lifechanging work. Plainly said, the dirty
work is God’s.
It was God who sent along a great
fish to teach Jonah his lesson. He can
use anything to accomplish His purpose. That is why we should look to
Him, not to ourselves, for spiritual results. Our job is simply to get His Word
out there for the Holy Spirit to use.
Being kind and patient does not
mean compromising Bible truth or
softening God’s instruction. The Word
“is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in righteousness” (II Tim. 3:16). It pleases
“God by the foolishness of preaching
to save them that believe” (I Cor. 1:21).
Once the Word is proclaimed
through solid Bible preaching and
teaching, it is the love of Christ that
continues to constrain us. We try to
stay out of God’s way, leave Him unhindered as He does His work, and reflect Jesus Christ’s love. It is as simple
as consistently having a joyful and encouraging demeanor.
What did Jesus do when He was
here? He was thoughtful, thankful, and
encouraging. He served His Heavenly
Father with joy. He acted on the burdens His Father laid on His heart. He
prayed, taught, and fellowshipped. He
identified needs and met them.
We are obliged to let people see
Christ’s love. That love caused Him to
do all that He did for us. Because of His
love in us, we can radiate the peace,
joy, faith, and confidence that others
are seeking. Because of Christ’s love,
we can ignore personal slights and offenses. It is all about Him, not about us.
As God works, we apply an old
maxim and strive to be more about
honey and less about vinegar. In the
event we do fail—which we all do at
times—it is then that we show further
humility, a rare commodity these days,
and sincerely repent.
When we join our Saviour in glory
someday, it is going to be worth it all.
We want our loved ones to come to
Christ and live for Him! We want to
be praising Him together for all of
eternity! Let us live in the light of this
reality. ★

No Water + No Shelter + No Money
+ No School = Poverty
(Continued from page 41)

First, the Bible tells us to “remember
the poor” (Gal. 2:10). The best way to
do that might be to remember to pray
for the poor.
“But whoso hath this world’s good,
and seeth his brother have need, and
shutteth up his bowels of compassion
from him, how dwelleth the love of God
in him? My little children, let us not love
in word, neither in tongue; but in deed
and in truth” (I John 3:17-18).
Jesus told us that when we feed the
poor, it is just like feeding Him (cf.
Matt. 25:35-40).
There are other ways we might be involved in helping the poor. A number of
Web sites will help us become informed.
● World Vision
Worldvision.org
● Compassion International
compassion.com
● RedCard Curriculum
redcardkids.net
● New Tribes Mission
ntm.org
● SIM Kids Website
simkids.org
● World Relief
worldrelief.org
Here are three more suggestions to
discuss with your family or church
class regarding poverty: Spend less.
Give more. Love much. ★

A Mother’s Crucial Role
(Continued from page 45)

mow their lawn, or watch the children
for a short time.
Mothers with grown children can
serve younger mothers as mentors.
We all can encourage and pray for one
another. Listen. Ask for prayer requests. Send an encouraging note.
Just knowing others care means much
to a struggling mother.
Motherhood can seem overwhelming, but our loving Heavenly Father is
sufficient to meet every mother’s
needs, either directly or through His
obedient children. ★
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Ordinary Miracles
BY JASON CHING

Jason Ching

AITH eluded me for years. I could
never get past the feeling that as
hard as I tried, I never felt anything. I
wanted to believe. More than that, I
wanted to be able to believe. For whatever the reason, I just never could.
Christians are always drawn to dramatic stories of salvation—the murderer, the drug dealer, the adulterer, the
menace to society. They flock to hear of
these miracles of salvation because in
these they sense a special work of God.
Yet in these celebrations of God’s grace,
we are called to remember that every
sinner saved is miraculous. “Miraculous” is the only way to describe the perfect Judge pardoning criminals like us.
My miracle occurred not in a neardeath incident or in a tumultuous life
event. My redemption occurred through
the unrelenting pursuit of a Father who
would not be denied His child.
One of my chief blessings before my
conversion was a conscience that
would not be ignored. I was raised with
a basic awareness of the Lord and of
His Scriptures. I knew of heaven and,
perhaps most important, of hell. I never
doubted God’s Word in respect to eternity. I knew eternal life awaited the
Lord’s followers. I knew hell awaited
those who would not believe. And for
years, by the grace of God, I was positive that hell awaited me if I did not re-
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pent of my unbelieving life.
I count this such a tremendous blessing because I needed to be pursued. I
needed to feel the heavy weight of my
sin. The world widely believes that guilt
is bad and that it should be shunned.
But without guilt, there can be no repentance. And without repentance,
there can be no forgiveness. So I rejoice
in the years of guilt I felt.
This guilt haunted a life rich with the
world’s blessings. I had friends, I was
a good student in college, I had a good
relationship with my family. But in the
midst of my blessings, I knew I was not
right with God. The world does not understand this kind of guilt. The natural
way to escape guilt in the world is for
a sinner to look around and peg someone he deems to be worse than he is.
I did not yet have the sense to feel guilt
for my lust, my selfishness, my substance abuse, or any of my other sins.
But, by the grace of God, I knew that
my unbelief would be more than
enough to damn me.
Years passed—years I spent attempting to flee my God. But, like Jonah, I discovered that I could not get away. I
praise God for the human influences in
my life: my mother, my brother, and a few
faithful friends. They prayed and ministered to me, seeking to bring about my
repentance. But the weight I could not
get away from was not that of a person
but that of my soon-to-be Saviour. My
lack of peace despite my seemingly
good life was powerful. Discontentment
in a sinner is powerful.
The faith I could never find in the beginning became instead a faith I could
not escape or deny. Whatever transpired on that battleground of the soul,
I was defeated. My defenses were broken; my escape was cut off. At long
last, I believed.
A steady blessing I have enjoyed in
my Christian walk has been this kind
of inescapable faith. Being the sinner
that I am, if I could get away from the
faith that tells me to lose my life so that
I might find it in Christ, I certainly
would. But no amount of contrary
thinking could convince me that the
Saviour did not rise from the dead. No
amount of worldly distraction could
cause me to forget the foundationshaking reality that He sits today at the

right hand of God. No amount of selfdoubt could convince me that He is
not the way, the truth, and the life.
College was a time of tremendous
growth for me. I remember the excitement of regular Bible studies and learning new facets of the Lord. Within a couple of years, my pastor was pushing me
to engage in teaching roles. I am still not
convinced I should have entered these
roles so soon, but in hindsight I see
great good that came from these roles.
Through the patience and love of
good brothers and sisters in the Lord, I
discovered not just an aptitude for
teaching and ministering to others but
also a passion. As with every Christian,
I grew more aware of the ways God
could use me, and I sought to pursue
them. I moved to Southern California
and enrolled in seminary. I learned
Greek and Hebrew and studied biblical
and systematic theology. My spiritual
formation advanced as I stopped thinking purely in terms of what I wanted
(read: what was comfortable) and began to pursue that which I became convinced God had in store for me. It was
not a life of hanging back but a life in
which I was challenged to stretch, a life
in which I was not prepared to overcome every obstacle on my own.
Now I have finished seminary, and I
am out in the “real world”—a world not
marked by research papers and Bible
assignments but where callings still exist. To live a calling when the boundaries
are clear is straightforward (if not simple). To live a calling when the boundaries are unclear, when the battlefield is
shrouded in fog, is a challenge.
I have returned to my hometown,
Reno, Nevada. It is a place of individualism and darkness. It is a place
starkly unreached by the gospel. I returned not because I could not find
other good places to live but because
the gospel shines brightest in darkness. By the grace of God I have been
made a messenger of grace. Like the
saints in Hebrews 11, I have returned
to bear witness to a gospel that saves.
I do not know what life holds next. I
do not know whether I will serve as a
pastor of a church or continue in a regular career. But I press on, pursuing a
call made more clear each day. That is
(Continued on page 53)

The Fruit of Meekness
BY CARTER CORBREY

MONG the nine virtues of the fruit
of the Spirit listed in Galatians
5:22-23, meekness may be the one that
is most neglected. The virtues of longsuffering, faithfulness, and self-control
imply power and strength. Love, joy,
peace, and goodness are positive
Christian characteristics and qualities
that should typify Christians. They are
familiar holiday words that grace banners and signs celebrating Christmas.
The quality of meekness, however,
seems difficult to grasp. The word
seems to apply to someone who is
weak, timid, and spineless. If we substitute the term “gentleness,” it still
conjures up images of young children
holding rabbits or of a child picking up
an egg from a bird’s nest. We may feel
that certain people should be meek or
gentle—but not everyone. However,
that is not the case.
Meekness is not a quality we usually
strive for, and it is not a quality that captures our attention. Men in particular
prefer to think of themselves as warriors
or strong individuals—but meekness?
Meekness (or gentleness) must not
be misunderstood. It is a powerful
quality that characterized the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
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WHAT IS MEEKNESS?
The Greek word that is translated
“meek” is prautes. It has also been
translated as “gentleness.” (The “gentleness” in Galatians 5:22 translates a
different Greek term that can be seen
more as kindness, or the trait of showing grace to others.)
Theologian Donald Campbell has
provided several important points
about the fruit of the Spirit. His first
point is that the word “fruit” is in the
singular, indicating that the qualities
Paul described “constitute a unity, all
of which should be found in a believer
who lives under the control of the Spirit” (Walvoord and Zuck, eds., The Bible
Knowledge Commentary, Cook). He
further pointed out that the fruit is divided into three groups of virtues. He
identified the first group as habits of
mind that originate in God. His second
group refers to how a person relates to
others. His third group refers to “the
general conduct of a believer who is
led by the Spirit.” Meekness is includSUMMER QUARTER 2013

ed in this last group. Campbell defined
it as that quality that describes a person who is submissive to the Word of
God and who is considerate of others
in the context of discipline.
Friedrich Hauck and Siegfried
Schultz, in their detailed study of the
word, made an interesting observation
about the word in its usage in secular
Greek. Having first defined the word
as “mild and gentle friendliness,” they
noted that “the Greeks value this virtue
highly so long as there is compensating strength” (Bromiley, ed., Theological Dictionary of the New Testament,
abridged, Eerdmans).
Likewise in the New Testament,
meekness does not seem to stand
alone. It is made possible because it is
based on love and spiritual strength.
The powerful love of Christ enables
us to show meekness, or gentleness.
We have received His love; therefore
we do not need to respond to others
or to situations with bitterness, anger,
jealousy, or resentment. A person who
relies on the Holy Spirit can afford to
be gentle.
There are times when it is necessary
to be firm and even forceful; but if a
person is consistent in relying on the
Spirit, those moments of strength reinforce the times when gentleness is
shown. They provide a skeleton
around which gentleness is structured. Gentleness is the attitude and
action that the believer applies, particularly when it becomes necessary to
correct others.
Warren Wiersbe described gentleness, or meekness, as “the right use of
power and authority, power under
control” (The Bible Exposition Commentary, Cook).
Everett F. Harrison described this
kind of gentleness as “an attitude toward others in keeping with due denial
of self” (Pfeiffer and Harrison, eds.,
The Wycliffe Bible Commentary: New
Testament, Moody).
EXAMPLES OF MEEKNESS
(GENTLENESS)
When Paul confronted the Corinthians over several issues in his first letter, he wrote that he could come to
them in the power of the Holy Spirit to
enforce spiritual discipline (I Cor. 4:21).

Or, as he preferred, he could come to
them in a spirit of love and meekness
(from here on out we will favor the term
“gentleness”). Clearly, gentleness is
preferred over a more forceful approach in dealing with problems. Gentleness is an attitude we possess and
an approach we use when we deal
with others.
In his second letter to the Corinthians, Paul pleaded with them “by the
meekness and gentleness of Christ”
(10:1). A person who is genuinely powerful can be genuinely gentle in dealing with others. As God incarnate, Jesus was the most powerful man who
ever lived. Yet He is known for His gentleness. Controlled power is the factor
that allows gentleness to be effective
and genuine.
A man who owned a powerful sports
car once explained why he never responded to challenges to race at stoplights. “When you know you have the
power,” he said, “you don’t have to
prove it all the time.”
During His earthly ministry, Jesus
demonstrated His power when necessary. When such demonstrations were
not necessary, He was able to show
gentleness and meekness. When He
was arrested in the Garden of Gethsemane, gentleness was necessary. He
told Peter that He could call more than
72,000 angels who would come to His
defense (Matt. 26:47-54).
Paul wrote that if another Christian
was overtaken by a sin or an offense,
he is to be restored to fellowship by
means of gentleness on the part of the
more spiritually mature believers (Gal.
6:1). Likewise, he advised Timothy
that he should correct his opponents
“in meekness” (II Tim. 2:25). In his letter to the Ephesians, Paul encouraged
his readers to bear with one another in
love by showing gentleness (4:2).
Gentleness is a characteristic that a
believer should put on, as one would
put on clothing (Col. 3:12). This implies
that action is required on our part and
that in order for the fruit of the Spirit to
find expression in our lives, we are required to participate voluntarily. We
must choose to act in a certain way.
We must choose to show kindness
and gentleness rather than anger and
force. ★
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God Provided My Need in a
Way That I Did Not Expect
BY VERINDA M. BIRDSONG

ROM year to year, God has reminded me that His plans for me
are best. Many times it was during a difficult season of transition in my life
when I needed the reminder of the great
truth of Jeremiah 29:11: “For I know the
thoughts that I think toward you, saith
the Lord, thoughts of peace, and not of
evil, to give you an expected end.”
This Scripture would appear in a devotional I was reading, or through the
preached Word, or through a person
(like the gift of a beautiful Bible cover
inscribed with the Scripture that I received a year ago). Each time, the Holy
Spirit would calm my fears and anxious thoughts about my future. As I
learned, His thoughts of me as His
child were never evil; His plans are always good.
A recognition that God has good expectations for me came again a year
ago during the Honfest, Baltimore’s
yearly celebration of the beehive hairdo. I was awakened by the smell of
beef grilling in front of my city apartment window. Is someone grilling food
at 10:00 A.M.? I thought to myself as I
awakened to smoke coming into my
apartment through the cracks in the
window. I got dressed and went outside to enjoy the festival. It was a hot
day; many vendors were selling all
types of food.
When I went back into the house, I
went to the kitchen and immediately
heard a “ping-pang” in the sink near
the metal colander and plates that
were waiting to be washed. I stopped
in my tracks. “Was that a mouse?” I
whispered. I shook my head, too tired,
hot, and alarmed to imagine such a
thing in my three-room apartment.
“Lord, please,” I prayed under my
breath. Later, while talking on the
phone with my mother, I got up and
went to the kitchen. I turned on the
light and behold—the author of the
“ping-pang” appeared: a gray mouse
running to the back of my stove!
Pacing back and forth, I told my
mother that I knew that Honfest would
bring rodents! My mother told me to
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calm down, pray, and buy some
mousetraps.
To my chagrin, when I looked under
my kitchen sink, I found more evidence that furry invaders were in my
house. Looking back, I can laugh at
how people advised me about mousecatching techniques, such as “They
love peanut butter, not cheese.” I,
however, had a species that did not
like peanut butter! It was time for the
expertise of an exterminator.
I had to call my landlord, with whom
I had had several disputes regarding
repairs, including a faulty furnace that
would have killed me if God had not
awakened me to the smell of fumes
one early morning several months
back. The landlord’s “I don’t care” attitude, along with several major repair
jobs that were needed, did not help;
but the rent was cheap. I called his
maintenance unit and asked for an exterminator. Nothing happened. The
population of mice grew.
I then sent an e-mail to discuss the
problem further. God then allowed a
stupendous discovery: the landlord
and the owner’s attorney mistakenly
sent me an e-mail discussion in which
they were plotting to take the rent
money and not renew my lease. This
weapon of the enemy, now revealed
by the Lord, prepared me to hear from
God about what to do next. God was
revealing His plan about my living
arrangements.
I went down to the district court and
filed to pay my rent to the court instead
of the landlord because of the needed
repairs and the mice. I also called the
city’s housing inspector and learned
another unexpected bit of information:
the property owners had never registered the upstairs space as residential
housing. City inspectors fined the
owner, inspected the house, and
found six more city code violations.
These discoveries helped during my
rent escrow court case.
God was on my side during the trial, and the judge ruled in my favor. He
ordered the owner to repair the house

and to get rid of the mice. Tensions
grew between the landlord and me. I
did not want to move, but God revealed the increasing danger of living
in the apartment and the character of
the owners. What I had put up with for
eight months with my landlord was
now making sense. The stronghold of
the enemy was being pulled down.
A second city inspection shined more
light on the deceit of the property owner. The staircase to my home never met
regulations and was too short. The repair would cost the owner over $6,000.
I could no longer fight for the renewal of
the lease. I surrendered to God’s will for
me to look for a new home.
The Lord had the owners offer me a
settlement of $3,000. I have to admit
that I was angry that I had to pack and
move. Nevertheless, God’s closed
door was a part of His “expected end”
in motion. I had to accept that it was
time to move forward. As I continued
to submit to God’s will, He convicted
me of my need to forgive the landlord.
An opportunity to pray for the landlord’s son, who had a medical condition, allowed us to stop bickering. This
small ministry to the landlord softened
our hearts toward each other after a
long, thirteen-month ordeal. Thankfully, God worked everything out for my
good (cf. Rom. 8:28).
Our Heavenly Father is so good!
Without my realizing it, His plan included supplying the finances for the
new house. Amazingly, I found a beautiful and affordable home within a couple of weeks. With the old lease ending, I signed the new lease with a shout
of praise to God for giving the “expected end” He promises in His Word.
God’s timing is always perfect and His
plan on schedule.
How gracious of the Lord to supply
my need for a safe home before I knew
to ask for it (cf. Phil. 4:19)! More than
ever, I want to live in the daily realization that I can trust God’s plans for my
life. I can now thank Him for the mice
in the old house that got me moving in
the right direction. ★

The Blessed Man
BY JOHN LINEBERRY, M.S.

N Psalm 1 we are told about the
blessed man. To be “blessed”
means to be spiritually prosperous.
The Lord Jesus used the word
“blessed” nine times in the Sermon on
the Mount (Matt. 5:3-11). The term
used there also speaks of being prosperous in the spiritual realm.
To walk in the pathway of the Lord
means to receive many blessings
along the journey of life (cf. Prov. 3:57).
The blessed man recognizes the sin
problem. That element of truth is
called information. Human goodness
is not adequate for one to earn his way
to heaven. Sin separates man from
God, and in His sight man’s goodness
is like “filthy rags” (Isa. 64:6). This indictment before the Lord means that
all have sinned and fallen short of
God’s glory (cf. Rom. 3:23; 6:23).
The blessed man sees that God has
settled the sin problem through the
Lord Jesus, who cried out on the
cross, “It is finished” (John 19:30),
meaning that now salvation is offered
to all who will call upon the Lord in faith
and trust (cf. Acts 4:12; Rev. 22:17).
The great evangelist D. L. Moody said,
“God turns none away empty except
those who are full of themselves.”
The next thing the blessed man understands is assimilation, meaning
that the provisions of God at Calvary
for salvation from sin must be appropriated, taken into the heart, by inviting the Saviour to save one’s soul.
Christ is the only way to the Father’s
house (cf. John 14:6). Through sin,
man lost his way. He needs to return
to the Father, calling upon the Lord for
salvation (cf. Rom. 10:13).
It is sad indeed when someone
turns away from the Lord, believing
that church is enough for salvation.
Just going to church will not make one
a Christian any more than going to a
garage will make one a car. Depending on one’s church for soul safety is
dangerous. No church can usher a
person into “the kingdom of God”
(John 3:3, 5).
Attending church does not make
one a Christian. Being present in
church is designed for worshipping
God, growing in grace, and maturing
in the things of the Lord (cf. II Pet.
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3:18). The more one learns about the
Saviour, the more one should want to
please and serve Him.
It is highly important for an individual to be established in his doctrine
and faith. Such assurance will bring
happiness and gladness to the soul,
uplift to the spirit, and encouragement
to the heart.
A pastor asked a young man what
he believed. He answered, “I believe
what my mother believes.” The pastor
asked, “What does your mother believe?” The young man said, “My
mother and I believe the same thing.”
Satan has a heyday when he can confuse people about how to be right before God or give a false security to
people about their relationship with
the Lord (cf. II Cor. 4:3-4).
It is also a widespread fallacy that
salvation can be purchased with
money. The truth of the matter,
though, is expressed in this definition: “Money is an article of exchange, buying everything but happiness, providing a passport to every
place but heaven.”
Salvation is in Christ alone. Isaiah
the prophet said, “Ho, every one that
thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and
he that hath no money; come ye, buy,
and eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk
without money and without price” (Isa.
55:1).
The third prong of truth the blessed
man accepts is demonstrated in his
life as a believer. The dynamic thrust of
truth is to become on the outside what
God has made His children on the inside. We show by works in life the
grace God has given us as recipients
of His power and strength.
Jesus said in the Sermon on the
Mount, “Let your light (your testimony)
so shine before men, that they may
see your good works, and glorify your
Father which is in heaven” (Matt. 5:16;
cf. Eph. 2:8-10; I Pet. 2:9-10).
The blessed man avoids stumbling
blocks. He avoids seeking help from
“the counsel of the ungodly” (Ps. 1:1).
He does not stand “in the way of sinners” or sit “in the seat of the scornful.” God’s judgment upon the ungodly is summarized in verses 4-6.
Living for the Lord over life’s journey
is called demonstration. The blessed

man has a full understanding of how to
be saved, how to take the truth into his
soul, and what is involved in obeying
the Lord in service. The blessed man
acknowledges information, assimilation, and demonstration.
The blessed man shirks negatives
and takes on positive endeavors. He
delights in the ways of God and organizes his life to keep close to the
Lord, finding joyful fulfillment in meditating day and night in the law of the
Lord (Ps. 1:2).
Embracing three words, the blessed
man will have energy in his soul, uplift
in his spirit, and motivation in his heart.
The three words are “delight,” “focus,”
and “joy.” The blessed man finds spiritual renewal with delight in the Word
of God. He will prioritize his choices in
life. Some believers are so earthly
minded that they are no heavenly
good. Joy comes in obedience to the
will of God (cf. I John 2:15-17).
The blessed man grows in his walk
before the Lord. He grows like a tree
near a river of water with abundance
of nourishment (Ps. 1:3). He is fruitful
and prosperous along the path of life.
The blessed man has a wonderful
future, for the Lord knows “the way of
the righteous” (Ps. 1:6). It is a marvelous truth that the Lord knows those
who are His own (cf. John 10:27).
The Shepherd knows His sheep (cf.
John 10:27). When traveling in France,
I saw how the sheep responded to the
shepherd’s voice. If there was hesitation, dogs came to remind the sheep
of the importance of hearing the shepherd’s command. The Shepherd, the
Lord Jesus, knows the trusting sheep
(cf. II Tim. 2:19) and gives them eternal life (John 10:28).
Many years ago, a pastor came to
our school to speak in chapel. During
his devotional time, he asked, “Do you
young people know how long an eternity would be?” The pastor then used
this illustration, saying, “If a bird came
to the seashore every 1,000 years and
took away one grain of sand, repeating the process each 1,000 years until
all grains of sand were moved, eternity would just begin.”
The Shepherd secures the sheep.
The sheep will never perish. The word
(Continued on page 53)
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The Bed Beneath the Blooms
BY CATHERINE RUNYON

S I jumped onto the shoulders of
the shovel to drive the blade into
the hardened soil, I once again mentally chastised myself for not taking
more time in the spring to prepare this
flower bed. Now, in August, the soil
was like concrete.
Like many beginning gardeners, my
thoughts at first had been all about
getting beautiful plants set around my
home. After several years in an apartment, I now had a place where I finally had room to build beds of perennials like those I had seen in the course
of my work as the editor of the local
newspaper’s garden page. I gladly accepted gifts of divisions of daylilies
and iris, centaurea and artemisia, rose
of Sharon and hydrangea, hosta and
primrose. I just could not wait to get
them into the ground.
I hurriedly turned over the sod at the
edge of the lawn and put the plants in.
Then I sat back and waited for beauty
to happen.
What I had expected to be a thriving, sun-dappled garden quickly
turned into a patch of weeds and new
grass. To make matters worse, the
plants were so close together that I
could not step between them to work
the soil or add fertilizer or mulch. And
the soil, I learned, was mostly gravel.
After struggling with that flower bed
for years, it finally became apparent I
would have to start over. There was no
hope except to dig out any plants
worth saving and begin again. As I began selecting good plants from among
the weeds, grass, moss, and overgrown perennials that had come to fill
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the bed, I remembered the statement
of a man who had been a gardener for
twenty-five years on the estate of a
wealthy business owner.
Asked the secret of his gardening,
he smiled, wrinkles deepening at the
corners of his bright blue eyes. In a
thick Dutch accent he said, “First, you
got to prepare the beds. If you don’t do
it right, don’t do it at all.”
These days, I am constantly reminded that flower gardening is not
just about putting in a variety of plants
or planting for seasonal color or even
attracting butterflies. It is, first of all,
about preparing the bed, the patient
work that precedes the rewards of
blooms and fruit. Gardening principles
illustrate many spiritual truths as well,
and Jesus, the Master Teacher, used
the familiar settings of the farm and
garden to teach His followers.
SOIL
Jesus gave a parable of how the Word
of God takes root in the heart of the hearer in Matthew 13:3-23. His audience
would have had a mental picture of a
farmer “broadcasting,” walking through
a plowed field and throwing handfuls of
seed in a wide arc in front of him. Jesus
then spoke of what happened to the
seeds as they fell into a variety of soils.
In private, Jesus explained the parable to His disciples. The seed, He said,
is the good news of the kingdom of God.
That wonderful message is as full of
promise for growth and change as a garden seed. Though the seed itself is tiny
and not at all noteworthy, it produces
fruit or flowers in abundance—a bushel

of tomatoes from one tiny seed, twenty
pounds of potatoes from one wrinkled
chunk. The message of the gospel also
brings great hope and promise, but diverse circumstances surround each individual who hears the Word.
The seed—the message of the
gospel—may be snatched away by
Satan, just as seeds that fall at the
edge of a hard-packed pathway are
eaten by birds.
A hearer may at first receive the
gospel with joy and appear to show
growth. But tribulation or criticism may
crush his enthusiasm, just as stressors
in the garden, like heat and drought,
can kill a new seedling.
Weeds and grass quickly creep in
around sprouted seeds, taking the sun
and moisture away from them. The
seeds of the Word can also be crowded and starved in the heart of the hearer by the concerns of the world. This individual lets worldly concerns or the
drive for wealth choke out the word that
he has received.
So many things lurk in the world to
defeat the gospel message; yet Jesus
emphasized that new life is possible.
“But he that received seed into the
good ground is he that heareth the
word, and understandeth it; which
also beareth fruit, and bringeth forth,
some an hundredfold, some sixty,
some thirty” (Matt. 13:23).
When we pray for the unsaved, we
can be assured our prayers are effective
if we ask the Holy Spirit to soften the
hard heart, to convict of sin, and to open
the way for the Word of God to take
hold, however it may be presented.
How often do we try to force a decision from someone, unwilling to trust
God to work in His time? Only God can
soften hearts to receive the word of
salvation.
It is in good soil—a well-prepared
bed rich with nutrients and free of obstructions—that seeds will flourish,
whether in the garden or in the heart.
In another discourse (John 4:35-38),
Jesus used a gardening analogy to explain that more than one person may
be involved in the conversion of sinners. One sows the Word, but others
may water and eventually reap the harvest (cf. I Cor. 3:6). While the first step

in growing followers of Christ is preparing the heart (the soil) to receive the
message, more work will follow. Plenty of people are needed for the tasks.
WATER
When I began growing vegetables, I
made a strategic error that I soon came
to regret. Only one corner of my property received sunlight all day, so that
was where I chose to build raised beds
for a few basic crops. Unfortunately, I
had not counted on the need for frequent watering. The only supply of water was on the opposite corner of the
lot—a faucet at the end of the house.
The first year I carried buckets of water
to what seemed to be unquenchable
soil. When I used a hose, it had to be
pulled through the large front flower bed
and across the driveway, then put away
at night. Several flowering perennials
were damaged as I pulled the hose
through the bed, and because the job
was so difficult and time-consuming, I
avoided it. Vegetable crops dried out,
my efforts wasted for lack of water.
The new believer, like a new plant
sprung up from seed, cannot flourish
in the faith without living water—the
truth about God, Jesus Christ, the
Holy Spirit, and biblical principles for
successful, righteous living. The Word
of God is to the believer what water is
to plants—the delivery system for life.
LIGHT
While it is possible to bring water to
a dry garden, the sun will shine only
where it wills. Sunshine cannot be
saved up in barrels for dark days the
way rain is gathered and conserved. It
cannot be channeled into a dark area
the way water can be sent through a
hose or ditch. The garden must be
planted where the sun shines.
Plants that do not receive enough
light soon become pale and spindly.
Blooms are small or nonexistent, and
fruit and vegetables do not appear,
even when the plant survives.
Even when warmed by artificial heat
sources, plants still must have light. It
is the daily increase in the number of
minutes of spring sunlight, not the
temperature, that coaxes the crocus
from the ground even when snow and
ice linger.
Jesus said, “I am the light of the
world: he that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have the
light of life” (John 8:12).
There is no substitute in the life of a
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Christian for basking in the presence of
God, the Maker of heaven and earth,
and His Son, Jesus Christ. Discovering
their characteristics through reading the
Word of God brings a sense of awe,
which is the beginning of worship.
Light reveals what had been dark.
We see our own sinfulness and rebellion more clearly in the light of Christ’s
perfectly submitted life. It is Christ who
reveals to us what God is like and how
to live a life that is pleasing to Him.
ROOM TO GROW
My early gardening goal was to get as
much growth as possible. I planted lots
of varieties that multiply quickly. After a
few years, however, I discovered that
gardening is mostly about getting rid of
what is not wanted—not just weeds but
even beautiful flowers. It is possible to
have too much of a good thing.
The charming pink mallow that was
so easy to grow dropped so many
seeds that there were plants in every
flower bed within four years. I now begin every spring by looking for unwanted seedlings and pulling them out
before they can mature.
A hybrid dark orange daylily with
double blooms and deep brown markings was growing near the front door
of my home when I moved it. It was
very hardy, with thick, lush foliage—a
good producer even in poor soil. I encouraged it with water and fertilizer
and enjoyed the faithful blooms every
July. But then I began to understand
why it was so dependable.
The roots of this daylily, double kwanza, stretched far and wide. Soon plants
began to grow up through the boards in
the middle of the front porch. They crept
underneath the landscape timbers that
bordered the flower bed and produced
plants that grew through the joints in the
concrete sidewalk. They could not be
pulled out or even dug out from below
the walk. Cutting them only encouraged
more root growth.
I was sad that I had to spray the
daylilies with chemicals to kill the foliage and roots, but it had to be done.
Otherwise they would not only have
used up all the space in the bed but
also have threatened to break up the
concrete sidewalk.
It has been said that what is good is
the enemy of what is best. Even good
things can take over in our lives, choking out what is best and causing real
damage.
Good things in our lives—friends,

books, hobbies, travel, even church
associations and loved ones—may
take us away from the greatest beauty of all, the Lord Jesus Christ. There
seems to be no end to the demands
made on people who are willing to do
good works. It is hard—but sometimes necessary—to say no to opportunities to do good things.
Every moment in the garden is an
opportunity to witness the unfathomable creative power of God. The
growing things that rise and fall with
the seasons renew the earth with their
own dying foliage, then draw life again
from the midst of decay, showing us
God’s great wisdom, His control of nature, and the promise of eternal life.
Soil, water, light, and room to grow—
these are basic to the needs of every
green thing. In them we also have an illustration of how God works to bring
about His purpose on the earth. ★

Ordinary Miracles
(Continued from page 48)

not to say I think my future is clear, but
the call to make disciples of all the nations is undeniable—for all of us.
Now to the God who saves sinners
who consider their sin ordinary, to Him
who uses the broken and the rebellious to proclaim His wonders, to this
God be glory, indescribable praise,
and eternal honor. Amen. ★

The Blessed Man
(Continued from page 51)

“perish” in John 10:28 means to come
to ruin, to be lost, to miss the purpose
God designed. The sheep are secure
(cf. Isa. 32:17).
The Shepherd keeps the sheep from
Satan’s grasp. Flee the devil’s territory
when tested; run to the Saviour who assures victory (cf. I Cor. 10:13; Jas. 4:7).
The believer is to rejoice in knowing of
his sure entrance into heaven when the
Lord returns (cf. I Thess. 4:13-18).The
child of God knows that the Lord does
all things well and has decreed a heaven of bliss for the righteous. ★
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Witnessing for Christ Through Poetry
BY RUTH MARIE REVECKY

Y only source for writing inspirational poetry is the Bible, where
words and thoughts of inspiration are
found in both the New and the Old
Testaments. For example, when I turn
to Genesis and read about the creation of Adam and Eve, the earth, the
moon, the stars, the mountains, and
the valleys, I become inspired poetically.
Thinking of the word “earth,” I picture a round form that twirls in the
heavens. Thinking about the moon, I
visualize a glowing object in a darkened sky. When I think about the stars,
I can see twinkling, blinking dots in our
endless universe.
From the above descriptions, let me
attempt to illustrate what can be done
in poetry to witness for Christ.

M

In six short days, God created our spinning
world.
He gave us the moon to light the darkness
with a swarm of bright, blinking stars.
God separated light from darkness, creating seven days and seven nights.
God scooped out lush valleys, raised skyscraper mountaintops.
He made Adam and Eve in His own likeness.
He provided them with water to drink and
food to eat.
God instructed us to labor for six days,
Then rest and pray on the seventh.
God looked down at what He had created.
He was well pleased.

Let us now look at Exodus. It tells
about Moses in Egypt and how God
sent him to lead the Israelites out of
captivity and into the Promised
Land.
I find Exodus very descriptive and
inspirational, lending itself to poetry.
Picture the burning bush on Mount
Horeb, and imagine Moses receiving
the Ten Commandments on Mount
Sinai. Can you see the parting of the
waters of the Red Sea or visualize
manna falling from heaven or the sky
being darkened by clouds of flying
quail? I can! And do not forget the
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gushing clear water that bubbled
from the solid rock!
Descriptions such as these are so
vivid that they create pictures in our
mind’s eye. We can translate these images into poetry.
Moses was a captive in the land of Egypt,
Land of many false gods.
He found favor from Pharaoh by being obedient.
God sent Moses at age eighty
To lead the Israelites out of captivity into the
Promised Land.
God gave Moses the Ten Commandments
on Mount Sinai.
Moses and his brother Aaron guided God’s
people
Through the barren desert for forty years.
The journey was long, and God’s people rebelled,
Worshipping worthless idols.
God gave bread from heaven and clear,
sweet water to drink.
God provided quail to eat during their fortyyear journey to the land of milk and honey.
The Israelites then built God’s temple,
which took many years to complete.

The Old Testament tells of the coming of our Lord, and the New Testament tells us about the birth and life of
Jesus. We learn of Christ’s lowly birth
in a stable and about His life in
Nazareth, where He was taught to be
a carpenter.
At the age of thirty, Jesus began His
three years of ministry. Christ’s life is
not just inspirational; it is also a challenge to all Christians.
Read the New Testament, which
includes the four Gospels, the Epistles, Romans, and the book of Revelation. Ponder the inspirational
words from the teachings of Jesus
that He illustrated through parables.
And let us not forget Christ’s Sermon
on the Mount, which includes the
Beatitudes as well as the Lord’s
Prayer.
Let me attempt to write a poem that
describes the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.

Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit.
God was His Heavenly Father, Joseph His
earthly one.
Joseph took Mary to Bethlehem, taxes to
pay.
Jesus was born in a stable, no room in the
inn.
Wise men followed a star shining in the
East.
They brought gifts of gold, myrrh, and
frankincense,
Laying their treasures at the infant Jesus’
feet.
Jesus’ earthly father taught Him to be a carpenter.
At age thirty, He left Nazareth to begin three
years of ministry.
Jesus preached along the way.
Jesus healed the sick, the blind.
He fed the poor and blessed them.
Jesus taught them to love one another.
He taught them to forgive and to worship
the one true God.
Jesus overturned tables of the money
changers in the temple.
He was hated by the scribes and the Pharisees.
Jesus chose twelve disciples to spread
God’s Word to all.
Judas betrayed his Master, and Peter denied Christ thrice.
Jesus was crucified on a cross; He was sinless.
He was buried in a tomb but rose from the
dead in three days.
He overcame the sting of death and gave
us eternal life.
In paradise Christ lives at the right hand of
His Father.
He died for the sins of the world and gave
us the gift of everlasting life.

Inspirational poetry is meant to help
Christians overcome their daily problems, to strengthen their weaknesses,
and to encourage daily prayer and
Bible study.
Reading inspirational poetry helps
guide us and build our confidence; it
also strives to encourage Christians to
share the gospel with family, friends,
and neighbors. ★

The Least of These
BY LORELEI GARETT

UT of sight, out of mind. This is
frequently the fate of the homebound, forgotten by all but a few relatives or a caring neighbor. God, however, never forgets His children (Isa.
49:14-16). How can the church? Are
we not called to be as concerned
about the needs of others as we are
about our own (Luke 10:27; Phil. 2:4)?
Our concern for those confined at
home is meaningless if it is not manifested in flesh-and-blood people performing acts of caring (Jas. 2:15-16).
Furthermore, Jesus encouraged His
followers to serve others as a way to
minister personally to Him (Matt.
25:35-40).
I first became involved in homebound ministry as a Christian educator. My goal was to teach what loving
our “neighbor” looks like. Since we often learn by doing, I created opportunities for one age-group to serve another. Where this involved the
homebound, the young people would
rake leaves or sing Christmas carols in
their homes. Children sometimes
dressed as Bible characters to deliver
fruit baskets or created greeting cards
for special occasions and times of illness.
While those who were helped or visited were appreciative, those who
served were also affected. The young
people learned how it feels to have
someone minister to their needs when
a homebound couple served them hot
cocoa and cookies after they had
spent hours raking leaves in the cold.
Children were happily surprised to receive bags of treats on some of their
visits. Many were concerned about
the living conditions they saw and eager to minister on subsequent occasions.
After our son was born, my husband
and I took him along on visits to the
homebound and to nursing homes. He
also accompanied us on meal deliveries to those recovering from illness or
injury. He grew up looking forward to
these opportunities because the people became like family to him. Today,
as a young adult, he enjoys spending
time with his “other grandparents.”
Clearly, homebound ministry can be
a two-way street!

O
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A congregation preparing to minister to those confined to their homes
needs a planning committee. This
should include church staff, officers,
and interested members. Do not underestimate the contribution that retired persons and the homebound
themselves can make to planning and
staffing such a ministry. Even the
frailest member can be part of a prayer
network.
Before the ministry organizers can
move forward, they must determine
the needs of the homebound. I would
encourage them to survey not only the
church membership but also the
neighborhood around the church
grounds. Serving those outside the
congregation as well as those within is
a strong witness to what it means to
love our neighbor.
As the committee investigates, it will
find that although most of the homebound are elderly, some can be quite
young. A person of any age can be
confined to the home or nursing care
due to accident, surgery, or chemotherapy. Stroke, childbirth, and war injuries can also be factors.
Planners should next establish the
ministry’s goals. The following examples are adapted from the First Baptist
Church of Durham Web site, www.fbc
durham.org.
1. To minister to spiritual needs
2. To add quality and meaning to life
with love and encouragement and
by relieving anxieties
3. To minister to the personal needs
of the homebound
Having clarified the community’s
needs and the ministry’s goals, the
group will seek ways to meet both.
F o r i d e a s a n d re s o u rc e s c h e c k
homebound ministry Web sites such
as www.lightcastnetwork.com and
www.hometouchministry.com.
Consulting other churches in the
community may reveal additional
ideas or even opportunities for joint
ministries.
To identify programs and resources
for the aging, contact the state unit on
aging or the area agency on aging.
These can be located through
www.eldercare.gov.
To implement ministry plans, the

group must recruit caring, committed
people to carry out this service on a
continuing basis. Volunteers and staff
will need to be grouped according to
the service they provide. For example, Manly Memorial Baptist Church
(Lexington, Virginia) designed these
teams to assist their homebound
members:
1. Handy Man Team goes to homes
to make repairs.
2. Travel Team provides rides to appointments or to do shopping.
3. Worship Team delivers a DVD of
Sunday’s worship or serves the
Lord’s Supper to those who request it.
Such teams will require some administrative oversight such as a chairman who receives requests, makes
arrangements for service, and follows
through to be certain each need is
met.
Ministry organizers also need to establish guidelines and training for
those involved. Some examples of
guidelines include:
1. Treat the homebound with dignity.
2. Call before visits or meal deliveries to establish a convenient time.
3. Limit the amount of time for visits
according to health conditions.
4. Be prompt and dependable.
Guidelines must also identify procedures for arranging help such as transportation and for funding such ministries as taping worship, sending
greeting cards, and so on.
Those involved in homebound ministry should also understand that although most people will be glad to receive help, some will reject it. In such
cases it is wise to let those who decline know that the church stands
ready to assist them if they change
their minds. A ministry member can be
designated to follow up with those
persons periodically.
Finally, in planning and carrying out
ministry to the homebound, remember
that “all things whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even
so to them” (Matt. 7:12). The ministry
you establish today may be the one
that serves you in your time of
need. ★
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Missionary Retreat Fellowship
BY GAIL SCHUIT

Don and Gail Schuit

HE first time I heard about Missionary Retreat Fellowship (MRF),
we were missionaries in Kenya. Due
for furlough, we had no idea where we
would live.
This was a major problem every time
we needed to leave our field of service
for home assignment. Finding an affordable place to live where there were
good schools for the children and possibilities for part-time employment
that was not too far from family and
supporting churches was a difficult
task. At times we had to resort to living with family during our time stateside. While this was wonderful for a
while, it was certainly not ideal for a
long period of time.
Five months before we were to leave
Kenya, I was out walking with a friend.
I told her we did not know what we
were going to do about a place to live
during our next home assignment. She
asked whether I had ever heard of Missionary Retreat Fellowship in Pennsylvania. I had not, and she proceeded to
tell me that she and her family had
stayed there briefly the last time they
were home. She ended our conversation by saying that she knew we would
love it there. Then she added, “I can
even see you running the place one
day!”
My husband, Don, phoned MRF
that very day to inquire about an opening. Sure enough, there was one home
available for the entire time we needed it. We were grateful for God’s pro-

T
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vision and enjoyed our
year there immensely.
We attended a small
country church right
around the corner. Don
got part-time work
through a temporary
agency, and our children experienced riding
a school bus for the
very first time. Our supporting churches and
our families were only a
day’s travel away, our
mission headquarters a
two-and-a-half-hour
drive.
As God would have
it, three years after returning to Kenya,
we were asked to come back to manage MRF and have been here since the
summer of 2000.
HISTORY
The problem of missionary housing
is not a new one. Robert and Bess
Butters, missionaries in West Africa,
faced the same dilemma over fifty
years ago. Realizing the great need for
affordable housing for missionaries on
furlough, they felt led by God to establish such a place. Since their mission headquarters was located in
Philadelphia, they limited their search
to Pennsylvania. Many sites were visited and considered. One day a friend
of the Butters, a Christian mechanic in
Moscow, Pennsylvania, suggested
that they visit Forrest Compton, a dairy
farmer who might have some land he
could sell to them. Bob
and Bess presented
the need to Forrest and
asked whether he
would be willing to sell
fifteen to twenty acres.
Forrest talked it over
with his wife, Ruth, and
his four children (all
separately), asking
what they thought.
They agreed—only it
was not fifteen to twenty acres, but fifty-five
acres that they wanted
to give, free of charge,
for the ministry of Mis-

sionary Retreat Fellowship!
The land was part of Forrest’s
grandfather’s farm, which had been
passed down to Forrest’s father and
then on to him. He says that he gave it
away with much joy. It was on this very
farm, at twenty-four years of age,
while milking the cows, that Forrest
trusted Jesus Christ as his Saviour. He
did not want to be a pastor or a missionary, but he told the Lord that he
was willing to be whatever He wanted
him to be. The Lord did not lead him to
be either a pastor or a missionary but
put him in business and, according to
Forrest, has blessed him exceedingly
abundantly.
Situated in the beautiful Pocono
Mountains of northeastern Pennsylvania, it was an ideal location. Being
about one hundred miles from both
New York and Philadelphia allowed
missionaries to fly into major airports.
Shopping areas, schools, and churches were conveniently located. The setting was rural and secluded.
Bob and Bess lived in a small house
on the farm while the land was cleared
and a road put in. The first home built
was a duplex; the Butters lived on one
side and missionaries on the other.
MRF was incorporated in March 1965
to serve all evangelical missions. It is
nonprofit, evangelical, and interdenominational. The ministry is subsidized by
a number of churches and individuals,
which keeps the rent affordable for
those in full-time Christian service.

Forrest Compton

PRESENT MINISTRY
The long and winding driveway now
leads to eight homes on the property.
Each one is designed to be comfortable for a missionary family. The houses are fully furnished, including linens
and dishes and laundry facilities.
Much of this has been graciously donated by individuals with a love for
God and missions. All the missionaries need to provide is their own food
and clothing.
Missionary Retreat Fellowship is a
place for physical and spiritual renewal. Many missionaries come home exhausted and burned out. MRF offers an
invitation to retreat from the busyness
and demands of a missionary life. Parents and children, often separated for
months at a time because the children
have to be sent away to boarding
school, have the time to get reacquainted and experience family life.
Some decide to homeschool while
they are here, others opt for the local
public schools, and the rest send their
children to the area’s Christian school.
Missionaries desiring further education
often attend Baptist Bible College and
Seminary, which is a mere forty-fiveminute drive away. There is opportunity for fellowship with other missionary
families at special events like the
Christmas dinner or by just getting together for coffee in each other’s
homes. The area’s many churches give
a warm welcome to MRF residents and
often ask missionaries to speak at conferences and worship services.
In 2009, a recreational building was
erected, thanks to a generous donor.
The interior is slowly being completed
as funds come in. Christmas dinner for
the residents and board members has
been held in the main room for the past
two years. Each family is given a key
to the building to use the game room
and exercise equipment as they wish.
Eventually, the office and library will be
set up here.
An outdoor pavilion with picnic tables is often used by residents for family get-togethers or graduation parties.
Area churches use the facilities for
their summer picnics. Child Evangelism Fellowship holds their summer
camp on the grounds each year.
Forrest Compton continues to be involved in the ministry of MRF. He can
often be seen driving up in his truck to
deliver topsoil or in his backhoe to fill
in holes and ditches made by the recently installed sewer system. His son,
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Bob, also gives of his time and energy
to projects at MRF. We are so thankful
for their generosity and willing hearts.
The Comptons gladly share their
pond with the public and with the missionaries residing at MRF. Fishing and
swimming in the summer and iceskating in the winter are enjoyed by
many. Some cross-country skiers
have made use of the field when we
get a good snowfall. Of the fifty-five
acres, two-thirds is in its natural wooded state, with walking trails for hiking
enthusiasts.
Wildlife abounds at Missionary Retreat. Deer are often seen in the field
beside Unit 7. Foxes made a home in
a pile of brush one year, and the children in residence at the time enjoyed
watching the kits play. Black bears often raid the garbage dumpster and our
bird feeders and can sometimes be
photographed meandering down the
hill. Cardinals, blue jays, goldfinches,
and woodpeckers are just a few of the
numerous varieties of birds. As a couple of former residents would say, it is
a photographer’s paradise! Basking in
God’s creation provides rest for weary
souls.
MRF caters first and foremost to
missionaries. Recently, the typical
number of missionary families using
the accommodations has been between thirty and forty per year. Since
1965, missionaries serving in over sixty-three countries have made use of
the facilities. If space permits, other
full-time Christian workers are welcome. Pastors have come for short
stays to have a time of quiet reflection
and solitude.
MRF operates under the direction of
a board of directors. The staff consists
of my husband, Don, who is the director, and myself.
FUTURE GOALS
Bob and Bess Butters envisioned
not only homes for temporary residents but also homes for retired missionaries. This too is a great need.
Most missionaries who have spent the
majority of their adult lives in another
country do not have the funds to purchase a home when the time comes to
retire. Some mission organizations
have retirement centers and eldercare facilities (mostly in the southern
states), but there is a need for more,
especially in the northeastern states.
Some missionaries do not necessarily
want to retire down south, especially if

it means family and friends will be far
away.
The reality of retirement homes at
MRF seems like an impossible
dream—humanly speaking—because
of the economy and decreasing donations. But our God is the God of the impossible, and we know He will provide
what is needed exactly when it is
needed. We have seen Him do so in
our own lives, and we are convinced
He will do it for MRF and the missionaries who come here.
For over forty-five years now, Missionary Retreat Fellowship has been
meeting a vital need. Over and over we
have missionaries tell us what an answer
to prayer it is to find affordable housing
for their time in the States. Below are a
few comments from previous residents.
“Diane and I are abounding with gratitude for MRF. This beautiful, peaceful,
and comfortable provision was just what
the doctor ordered! We arrived from
Nicaragua needing a change, to be able
to forget about the danger of being kidnapped (on the upswing), danger of
thievery, and constant rhetoric which is
anti-American. This being our first full
year of home ministry in 11 years, we
were greatly in need of this provision.”
“Thank you so much for your generous hospitality to the travelers. We
leave feeling refreshed and rested.
Your place inside and out is filled with
beauty and order. I was reminded of a
song called ‘Come to the Quiet’ . . .
‘Come and still your soul like a child at
rest.’ Your place here is peaceful.”
“We were seeking a time and place to
pull away and seek the Lord, to draw
closer to Him, to listen to His voice for
our future and to be refreshed in body
and soul. And God met us wonderfully!”
Jesus told His apostles in Mark 6:31,
“Come ye yourselves apart into a desert
place, and rest a while.” The apostles
had been telling Jesus all about what
they had been doing and the people
they had been teaching. Missionaries
are responsible to report on their work
to their supporting churches and individuals. They travel many miles on
home assignment. Getting apart for rest
is crucial to their physical, mental, and
spiritual well-being. Missionary Retreat
Fellowship is a place of rest. We pray it
will always be so.
For more information, please visit
our Web site at www.missionaryretreat.org or write to us at Missionary
Retreat Fellowship, 74 Missionary
Retreat Road, Jefferson Township,
PA 18436. ★
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Teaching in a Christian College
BY FRANK SCHMITT,

MY STORY
In July 1973 I was offered a contract
to begin teaching at Lynchburg Baptist
College in their new seminary. The
school was located in Lynchburg, Virginia, and was a ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church. Dr. Jerry Falwell
was the pastor of the church and the
president of the college. LBC had been
started just two years earlier in 1971.
This was the fulfillment of a dream.
In the fall semester in 1962, while a
student at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, I felt a definite calling
from God to teach in a seminary. I was
in my first semester and was glad the
call was received at that time. When I
started seminary that fall, I was married and had two sons.
After graduation I contacted the
Southern Baptist seminaries, explaining
my call and preparation, and applied for
a teaching position. I assumed that
since I was a Southern Baptist and had
graduated from a Southern Baptist college and seminary, God would have me
teach in an SBC school. God’s ways are
not our ways, nor is His timing our timing. Only one of the seminaries responded, and they basically said
“Thanks, but no thanks.”
More than two years later, on a special Sunday afternoon, I received a telephone call from Dr. Robert Hughes, the
dean of the new seminary at LBC. After
an almost one-hour telephone interview, he offered me a teaching position
at LBC in the new seminary, which was
opening that fall. More than thirty-eight
years later, I continue to teach at what
has now become Liberty University with
a very large and beautiful campus and
about sixty thousand students in resident and online programs. I think it has
been a good investment of my life!
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL TEACHERS
I have told you my story, but it is not
uniquely different from that of other
teachers in Christian colleges. Let me
share some of the common characteristics of those of us teaching in Christian colleges.
1. A conversion experience and
growth in the Christian life are required. I remember hearing many
years ago of people being upset
about an unconverted Jew teaching
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in a Baptist college. Although that
sentiment may not be as strong today in some liberal Christian schools,
those we would consider evangelical
still require their teachers to be practicing Christians. They are expected
to be saved and to be living like it,
which means growing in Christ.
A part of this growth would be
growth in the understanding of the
Scriptures. It would not be expected
that a teacher of math, science, or languages would have the level of Bible
knowledge that a Bible or theology
professor would have, but he would be
expected to pass a job interview test
on basic Bible knowledge.
2. Adequate academic preparation is
required. Colleges generally require
teachers to have one degree above the
courses they are teaching. A teacher
teaching bachelor-level courses would
be expected to have at least a master’s
degree, but most colleges desire to
have a high percentage of faculty with a
terminal or doctor’s degree. Teachers
obviously must teach in the discipline of
their preparation.
Accreditation may be an issue in the
teacher’s training if accreditation is important to the college. An accredited
college must have almost all of the faculty made up of graduates of accredited
colleges and universities. The need to
maintain accreditation can make hiring
decisions difficult when the administration must find a science teacher with a
Ph.D., probably from a state university,
who believes in the biblical account of
Creation.
3. A calling from God is probably not
a firm requirement, but Christian colleges will usually ask in the interview
process, “Why do you want to teach
here?” Many of my friends who teach
at Liberty—and not just in religion—
would testify to a sense of the call of
God for them to come to Liberty. A
sense of calling or a desire to be submissive to the leading of God would be
expected of a mature Christian.
However, even though there are additional requirements for Christian college
teachers, there is not extra compensation for the additional requirements.
Most Christian college teachers have
taken a salary cut if they have come from
another vocation—even a staff position

in a local church. In my case, when I left
my position as associate pastor of a
church, my salary was more than onethird less at the Christian college. And
this is not an unusual experience. Teachers willingly do this because money is
not the most important consideration;
following God’s direction in their life is.
A sense that one is investing in the
lives of others also is a big incentive for
teachers. Whether one is teaching
English, math, history, or business but
especially religion, teachers feel they
are investing in the lives of future pastors, missionaries, and church staff
members by preparing them to be
more effective in their jobs and having
a part in their success.
TEACHING AT A CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE
Prayer in the classroom is one of the
special things about teaching in a
Christian school. At Liberty—and at
most Christian schools—professors
are required to begin each class with
prayer. At least one professor at LU actually begins and ends each class with
prayer. I ask for praises and requests,
and students share both. It is an opportunity to learn what is happening in
the lives of students. We pray for sick
family members and friends, for the unsaved (including some the student may
have just witnessed to), for jobs, for car
tires, and for all sorts of things.
Chapel services, called convocation
at LU, is another special blessing. At LU
we have convocation three times each
week. LU is a large school, and the
speakers at convocation are significant
people. Pastors, missionaries, and
evangelists are frequent speakers and
have included many prominent evangelical leaders. Alumni are also frequent guest speakers. LU also includes
business and political speakers for
convocation, so students are given the
opportunity to hear a variety of important speakers in convocation.
Mission week is a special emphasis
week at Christian colleges. Missionaries
serving in many parts of the world and
representing many missionary-sending
agencies are brought to the campus for
this event. They speak in regular
chapels and sometimes in special
chapels, in classrooms, or at club or or-

ganizational meetings. In general, these
missionaries make themselves available to students.
Spiritual emphasis week is a special
time each year in many Christian colleges. Early in the semester, a gifted
preacher or evangelist is brought to
the campus for special services designed to help students know for sure
they are saved or to help them to make
a decision to accept Christ as Saviour.
The services have a strong emphasis
on personal spiritual growth. Most of
the young people coming to a Christian college are from a church background and have made a public profession of faith and been baptized. But
many college students do have a genuine conversion experience at college,
and a lot of these happen during spiritual emphasis week. This is a definite
plus for a Christian college.
All of the classes are taught with a
distinctive Christian worldview. This is
true in history, math, science, business,
nursing, and every other discipline. This
is part of the reason faculty must be
growing and knowledgeable Christians. The facts of history are taught as
in any school of higher learning, but
from the perspective that God’s hand is
revealed in history. The facts of science
are taught, but the Creator God is revealed behind the laws of science.
Business is taught, but with a strong
moral and ethical base that is to guide
the businessperson.
Dorm life at a Christian college is different. There are no coed dorms with
males and females sharing space. Alcoholic beverages are not allowed, regardless of the age of the students. It is very
different from dorm life at secular
schools, especially those that are known
as “party schools.”
Coaches who build winning teams
but also Christian character are a part of
Christian schools. Many Christian colleges have a strong emphasis on athletics and provide opportunities for Christian young people to compete on
college athletic teams as a means of
serving God. Christian schools compete
to win, and winning is important; but it is
not the only thing. Developing character
and displaying good sportsmanship are
also important. Coaches are selected
not just on the basis of skills in coaching
their particular sport but also for their
skills in developing character.
Development of lifelong friendships
occurs at Christian colleges. This is the
age at which this naturally occurs, but in
a Christian college students are taking
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classes with people who have similar interests. They begin to establish a network of friends who can assist them vocationally. Students are also with other
students who share their commitment
to God, which is another positive factor
in long-term relationship building. Many
relationships that develop in Christian
colleges become lifetime friendships.
Sometimes they may result in a lifetime
relationship as husband and wife.
Ministry teams at Christian colleges
provide opportunities for service and
ministry. Music, drama, and other ministry teams go out several weekends
each month to minister in churches.
These students usually stay in homes of
church members, which is beneficial for
the college in recruiting new students
and in gaining support. They also provide a big plus to the church services
where they are involved. Some scholarship assistance is available for students
on these ministry teams. Students on
ministry teams that relate to their major
or minor are provided an opportunity to
enhance their education with this
hands-on experience.
Christian and/or community service
is a requirement at almost all Christian
colleges. The service can be provided
in a church, in the community, or at the
college. Church services would include helping in Sunday school,
Awana, music, youth programs, or
similar activities. Community service
could involve organizations like Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Child Evangelism Fellowship, YMCA/YWCA, hospitals, and other programs. Service at
the college could include prayer ministry, assisting a professor with grading, office work, research, and other
unpaid ways of serving. Students are
usually expected to volunteer about
three hours each week to their Christian service project. This provides a
great ministry outlet for all the academic information about serving the
Lord they are receiving in the classroom.
One of my fondest memories of a
Christian service project was as a student at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. One night a week, about
ten of us took a school van down to the
French Market. One group would start
the music to gather a crowd, and another group of us would go into the
bars and invite patrons to come to our
service. Those street preaching experiences in an area with so much sin
have stayed with me for fifty years.
Bible, theology, and evangelism

classes are required for every student
in every major at Liberty. This is a very
special part of the educational
process, especially for those from high
schools where the Bible was not
taught as an academic subject.
Knowledge of the Bible is lacking
among many, even most Christian college students. Students in Christian
colleges learn how to study the Bible,
as well as much about the Bible,
something they can build on for the
rest of their lives. Other classes in religion teach how to live the Spirit-filled
and Spirit-controlled life. Students are
taught evangelism and learn how to
witness to the unsaved and lead them
to Christ.
For sixteen years I pastored a small
country church located close to the
Christian college where I teach, Liberty University. I was blessed to have five
Liberty graduates in the membership:
three majored in education, one in
business, and one in public relations.
Their commitment to Christ, their level of Christian maturity, and their ability to serve in the church, especially in
teaching the Bible, far exceeded the
abilities of others their age and probably many older adults.
When teaching future pastors in the
seminary class, I have tried to train
them to include in their church programs not only a new-members class
but also a preparatory type of class
that would include Bible and theological surveys, topics on living the Christian life, evangelism, leadership, stewardship, missions, and more.
However, it was very obvious to me
that the five graduates of Liberty University did not need this additional
training. They had received this and
more from their education at a Christian college.
Education at a Christian college will
prepare a person to make a living, but
it will also prepare a person to live. He
will graduate with a desire to live a productive Christian life that is pleasing to
God and serves mankind through the
church of Jesus Christ.
A Christian college education
makes a big difference in a person’s
life. Like other Christian college teachers, I am so thankful that God has allowed me to spend my ministry life
teaching in a Christian college and
contributing to those changed and
equipped lives. It has been a special
blessing to hear graduates of the
school and of my teaching say how we
made a difference in their lives. ★
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Christian Education
Why Does Your Church
Have Sunday School?
BY JAMES O.

S a young Christian, as a Sunday
school teacher, and then as a
pastor, I have sat in many Sunday
school classes throughout the years.
Sometimes I have wondered why we
have Sunday school. Some classes
are well managed, while others seem
to be poorly conducted. Why is this?
In one young adult class I attended
regularly, the teacher spent most of
the class time talking about the weather, making jokes, or discussing other
meaningless matters. Finally, when
the class was almost over, the Scripture would be read and a few comments made. This was very discouraging for many in the class because it
happened frequently. Before long, different members of the class dropped
out. I wondered once again, Why do
we have Sunday school?
Sunday school should be a place of
excitement and learning. It should be
a place where we can draw closer to
God and dig out the truths from His
Word.
In discussing the purpose of the
Sunday school in today’s church, I
would like to consider the four E’s of
why we have Sunday school.

A

EDUCATING
The first purpose of Sunday school
is educating. Even though it is not
mentioned in the Bible, the concept is
surely there. Throughout the Scriptures we are consistently urged to
teach the commandments of God.
Moses told us why this is to be done:
“that thou mightest fear the Lord thy
God, to keep all his statutes and his
commandments, which I command
thee, thou, and thy son, and thy son’s
son, all the days of thy life; and that thy
days may be prolonged” (Deut. 6:2).
He specifically reminded them to
teach their children: “And thou shalt
teach them diligently unto thy children,
and shalt talk of them when thou
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sittest in thine house, and when thou
walkest by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up”
(vs. 7).
The Gospel of Luke gives us an example of Jesus teaching in the “synagogue on the sabbath day” (4:16). In
this lesson, He read Isaiah 61:1-2 and
made an application of the passage.
Isaiah tells us who and how we
should teach. “Whom shall he teach
knowledge? and whom shall he make
to understand doctrine? them that are
weaned from the milk, and drawn from
the breasts. For precept must be upon
precept, precept upon precept; line
upon line, line upon line; here a little,
and there a little” (28:9-10). God’s
Word is to be taught early, consistently, and constantly.
Education should include the whole
person. Paul summed up what is
meant by the whole person. He called
this the “spirit and soul and body”
(I Thess. 5:23). The mind, soul, and life
should all be taught.
The mind of each student is to be
filled with the Word of God. The
psalmist declared, “The law of the
Lord is perfect, converting the soul:
the testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise the simple. The statutes of the
Lord are right, rejoicing the heart: the
commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes” (Ps. 19:7-8). This
is to be done through recitation, memorization, writing, reading, sword drills,
worksheets, puzzles, word searches,
and any other activity that will stimulate learning the Bible.
The student is also to be taught how
to rightly divide the “word of truth”
(II Tim. 2:15). This is accomplished
through study, both in a group setting
and privately. The result of studying
the Scriptures is the approval of
God—not to mention having no reason to be ashamed because of an ignorance of truth (cf. I Pet. 3:15).

The soul of each individual is to be
educated. This is begun and fulfilled
only when a person comes to the realization of his need for salvation. Jesus
taught Nicodemus how to receive
eternal life. He said, “Except a man be
born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God” (John 3:3). This newbirth experience begins the journey of
learning how to live the way God desires.
The foundation of the new birth creates a yearning to know God more
abundantly. This is developed through
prayer, Bible study, and obedience.
Wrapped with trust, the believer is led
daily by the presence of God into a life
of victory (Prov. 3:5-6; I John 5:4).
The purpose of a Sunday school
class should not be merely to teach or
lecture about the truth; it should disciple young believers in right living.
When Jesus said, “Go ye therefore,
and teach all nations” (Matt. 28:19), He
meant more than speaking a lesson to
a group of people. The Greek word for
“teach” in Matthew 28:19 is matheteuo, which means “to become a
pupil, to instruct, to enroll as a scholar, and to disciple.” A disciple learns
the ways of the Master Teacher. Paul
expressed it well when he said, “Be ye
followers of me, even as I also am of
Christ” (I Cor. 11:1).
Holy living is the goal and aim of
each Christian. It is commanded (I Pet.
1:15). It is expected (II Cor. 7:1). Likewise, sinful living is not to be “once
named among you” (Eph. 5:3). Indeed,
“we are not of them who draw back
unto perdition; but of them that believe
to the saving of the soul” (Heb. 10:39).
EQUIPPING
Another purpose of the Sunday
school is to equip or outfit the believer to be an effective Christian. All that
is taught should enable the student to
make a difference in this world.

To fully equip the believer, one must
be taught the truth of God. This should
be done systematically, biblically, contextually, and creatively. The Bible is
the Word of God and provides right
doctrine, gives reproof and training,
corrects by guiding rightly, and nurtures by instruction in right living
(II Tim. 3:16-17). Why is this? “That the
man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works.”
Knowing this truth sets individuals free
to follow the “only true God” (John
17:3).
Furthermore, the believer needs to
be equipped in order to teach others.
Knowing the truth will be useless to
the world if it is not then taught to others. Paul encouraged the young pastor named Timothy to find “faithful
men, who shall be able to teach others
also” (II Tim. 2:2).
Sunday school should also be a
time when students are taught to defend the faith. Jude wrote to “earnestly contend for the faith which was
once delivered unto the saints” (Jude
1:3). This should be done earnestly,
prayerfully, and considerately. It must
be remembered that we are engaged
in a spiritual battle. Purposely offending others in the name of truth will not
bring about conversions (cf. Prov.
18:19). The songwriter said it well:
“Plead with them earnestly, plead with
them gently, He will forgive if they only
believe” (Crosby, “Rescue the Perishing”).
EVANGELIZING
The third purpose of the Sunday
school should be to evangelize the
lost. In some churches, Sunday school
attendance is larger than the number
present in the morning worship service. Occasionally an individual will not
feel as intimidated in a smaller gathering. This can be an opportune time to
lead such a person to Christ.
Each quarter, time should be set
aside with the sole purpose of winning
each student to the Lord. Many times
I have heard an individual testify of
finding Jesus through Sunday school.
D. L. Moody told the story of an elderly woman who operated a Sunday
school in the mountains two miles
from her home. One Sunday it
stormed so heavily she did not think
she could make the walk. She thought
to herself, “What if someone should go
and not find me there?” She put on her
raincoat, took an umbrella, and began
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her walk. When she arrived, one young
man was waiting for her. She did her
best to teach him that afternoon. Her
influence and faithfulness impressed
him to give his life to Christ (Moody,
Anecdotes and Illustrations, Rhodes
and McClure).
The next week he enlisted in the
army, and she never saw him again.
However, over a year later she received a letter from the young soldier.
He was dying and wanted to thank her
for going out in the storm to teach her
class. He promised to meet her in
heaven one day.
Various methods have successfully
been employed to win students to
Christ. The size and space of the
classroom may determine the method
of personal work.
With an evangelistic lesson, an invitation may be given to receive Christ.
Some classes have successfully used
a traditional altar call, while others may
have the inquiring student stay afterward for prayer and counsel. Above
all, there must be a dependence on the
leadership of the Holy Spirit.
ENERGIZING
The fourth purpose of the Sunday
school is energizing the student to put
into practice the truth of the lesson.
When an individual feels part of the
group, he wants to conform to the expectations of that group. Peer pressure is not to be used to get the student to conform just so he can be
accepted. Time and again, shallow
conversions are the result. A contagious enthusiasm should be exercised
to create a true desire to follow Jesus
Christ the “Shepherd and Bishop of
[our] souls” (I Pet. 2:25).
Teachers need to exhibit excitement.
When this is done, it has the tendency
to spill over to the students. If a teacher
acts bored, the students will pick up on
this and think the subject is not worthy
of their attention. They begin to fidget
and possibly even fall asleep. I have
wondered, If we had to listen to what
we teach, would we fall asleep also?
However, when teachers are serious
and inspired about the lesson, the students’ interest will be heightened. They
will want to hear what is being communicated. It is then that truth can be
grasped and followed.
This energizing will create a longing
to put into practice the teachings of
Christ and the Bible—indeed, to be living evidences of what it actually

means to be a Christian! The two disciples on the road to Emmaus felt this
same heartwarming experience when
they realized it had been Christ speaking to them. They said, “Did not our
heart burn within us, while he talked
with us by the way, and while he
opened to us the scriptures?” (Luke
24:32). Immediately after this, they
found the Eleven and told them all that
had happened (vss. 33-35).
A missionary was speaking to a
group of Hindu women about the Lord
Jesus Christ and what He could do in
a person’s life. One of the women
silently left during the message, only
to return later and listen very attentively. After the message the missionary asked her why she had left while
he was speaking. Her reply speaks
volumes about the character of the
missionary. She said, “ ‘I was so interested in the wonderful things you were
saying that I went to ask your servant
if you live like you teach. He said you
do. So I came back to hear more about
Jesus’ ” (Knight, Knight’s Treasury of
Illustrations, Eerdmans).
This energizing should also produce
the desire to be a light in the world. Jesus said, “Ye are the light of the world.
A city that is set on an hill cannot be
hid” (Matt. 5:14). A Christian who is
overjoyed with following the Lord will
count it a privilege to be a light in a
wicked world. He will not want to hide
his light.
When I was a teenager, one of my
teachers crocheted a flower for us to
pin on our coats to remind us to be a
light for Christ. Being a male, I did not
want to pin the flower on my coat,
even though I did want to be a witness.
Instead, I pinned it on the inside. There
I could still see it to remind me of my
commitment.
Years later, my mother returned the
old school jacket, which had been
stored in their home. What did I find
still pinned inside? The flower, faded
with age. I have been true to the calling of Christ. My heart sings the words
of Baynard L. Fox in “Tell the World
That I’m a Christian.”
I’ll tell the world, that I’m a Christian,
I’m not ashamed, His name to bear;
I’ll tell the world, that I’m a Christian,
I’ll take him with me anywhere.
I’ll tell the world, that He’s my Saviour,
No other one, could love me so;
My life, my all is His forever,
and where He leads me I will go.

The purposes of Sunday school
have eternal results. May we be faithful. ★
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The Pastor’s Study
Sermon Suggestions
BY

T is the purpose of this article to
offer some sermon suggestions in
the form of basic outlines for the most
part. Some of these are outlines that I
made myself. Others are from those
through whom I have received great
help, both in preaching when I was in
the pastorate and in teaching adult
classes in my church, which I do now.
As much as I possibly can, I try to give
credit to the sources where I found
these. Some are in the public domain,
and some are found in the Scriptures
themselves.

I

THE BIBLE ANSWERS THE THREE
GREATEST QUESTIONS OF LIFE
Where did we come from? The Bible
gives the only true and clear answer to
our origin, and that is that God created
us. See Genesis 1 and 2, especially
1:26-27. We are made in the image of
God.
What are we supposed to be doing?
The answer to our origin is found in
the first book of the Bible, and the
reason or purpose for our existence is
found in the last book of the Bible,
where we are told we were created to
give God pleasure (Rev. 4:11).
Tragically, sin destroys God’s
pleasure in us. That is why we need
salvation in Christ.
Where are we going? The answer to
this question depends on whether we
have accepted Jesus Christ as our
Saviour. If we have, we can know we
have eternal life with Him (I John 5:13).
If not, we are doomed to eternal
separation from God (John 3:18).
THE THREE MUSTS OF JOHN 3
The first must is found in John 3:7,
and it is the sinner’s must. He or she
must be born again to enter or even
see the kingdom of God.
The second must of John 3 is the
Saviour’s must, as recorded in verse
14. He must be lifted up, as He was on
Calvary’s cross. This was similar to the
way Moses was told to put a bronze
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serpent on a pole. If anyone looked at
it, he would be healed of the venomous snakebite.
The third must of John 3 is stated in
verse 30. This is the saint’s must. The
born-again Christian must let the Lord
Jesus rule in his life. He must decrease, or give up the management of
his life to Christ.
THREE MEN OF I CORINTHIANS 2
AND 3
For this idea I must give credit to two
sources. The first is Dr. Lewis Sperry
Chafer’s excellent book He That Is
Spiritual (Zondervan). The second is
Dr. Charles H. Stevens. For over fifty
years he pastored Salem Baptist
Church in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, where I was ordained. He was
also the founder of my alma mater,
Piedmont Baptist College. Dr. Stevens
wrote a pamphlet that was published
on this theme. He explained the origin,
purpose, and destiny of the three men
(generic use of the term “man”)—
natural, carnal, and spiritual—in I
Corinthians 2:14 through 3:4.
• The Natural Man
Origin—born in sin (Ps. 51:5)
Purpose—to live in sin (Rom. 3:23)
Destiny—eternal punishment
(Rom. 6:23; Rev. 20:15)
• The Carnal Man
Origin—born again (John 3:3, 5, 7)
Purpose—to live largely for himself as a spiritual infant (I Cor. 3:1-4)
Destiny—heaven, but little reward
(I Cor. 3:15)
• The Spiritual Man
Origin—born again (John 3:3, 5, 7)
Purpose—to be yielded to the indwelling Holy Spirit and to live a life
pleasing to Him (Gal. 5:16)
Destiny—heaven, with reward
(I Cor. 3:14)
THE TRINITY IN PSALM 2
I believe I got this idea from a book
by Dr. J. Sidlow Baxter. Four voices
speak:

The heathen speak (Ps. 2:1-3). They
rage, plot, and take counsel against
God and His Anointed, the Lord Jesus
Christ.
God the Father speaks (Ps. 2:4-6).
He laughs at their folly and informs
them He has set His King on His
throne.
God the Son speaks (Ps. 2:7-9). He
rightfully boasts that His Father has
eternally begotten, or generated, Him
and that He has been given the
nations for His inheritance.
The Holy Spirit speaks (Ps. 2:10-12).
He tells the heathen they need to serve
the Lord—actually, to kiss the Son, the
Lord Jesus Christ. Otherwise, they will
perish forever. Indeed, this is an
amazing prophecy!
FOUR T’S OF PSALM 3
I believe the Lord led me to outline
this psalm in this manner, dividing it
into four points, each with two verses,
and beginning each point with the
letter “T”.
Trouble (Ps. 3:1-2). David was
having great trouble because his own
son, Absalom, was leading a revolt
against him.
Travail (Ps. 3:3-4). David cried to
God in prayer, and the Lord heard him.
Trust (Ps. 3:5-6). After laboring hard
in prayer, David simply put his
situation in God’s hands. He then got
the much-needed sleep to allow him
to face the battle the next day. What an
example for us!
Triumph (Ps. 3:7-8). After travailing
in prayer and being granted sleep,
David saw God enabling him to
triumph over his enemies.
THE BOOK OF ROMANS IN A
NUTSHELL IN PSALM 4
Salvation (Justification) (Ps. 4:1-2).
David called God the God of his
righteousness. He had none of his
own. This answers to Romans 1
through 5, where the need of all
people for righteousness is declared

by Paul and then demonstrated by
how the Lord justifies us by faith in the
shed blood of Christ.
Sanctification (Ps. 4:3-4). The Lord
sets us apart—the meaning of
“sanctification”—to be a godly
people; so we are not wrongfully angry
and sinning. We meditate and are still
in order to hear the voice of God. This
is the theme of Romans 6 through 8.
Sacrifice (Ps. 4:5-6). The main
sacrifice God wants is our bodies as a
living sacrifice (Rom. 12:1-2).
Safety (Ps. 4:7-8). We can rest
in God, knowing our future is
glorification (Rom. 8:30).
A TRILOGY OF PSALMS
I believe it was first pointed out to
me that Psalms 22, 23, and 24 form a
trilogy about our Lord Jesus Christ. I
read it in a little booklet about the
Psalms by Miss Grace Saxe, but I
believe the ideas are much in the
public domain now.
Psalm 22—The Calvary Hymn—the
cross. In an amazing manner, Psalm
22 graphically and prophetically
describes the crucifixion of Christ one
thousand years before the fact. It
shows the Good Shepherd dying for
the sheep. Verses 16-18 especially
speak of His hands and feet being
pierced and His garments being
divided among the soldiers.
Psalm 23—The Shepherd’s Crook—
His care. The Great Shepherd, risen
from the dead, leads His sheep (Heb.
13:20).
Psalm 24—The Chief Shepherd—
crowns. This psalm speaks of Christ
ascending into heaven. In a similar
fashion, He will return to earth to reign
in Jerusalem. First Peter 5:4 speaks of
Christ the Chief Shepherd appearing
to give crowns to the faithful.
THE CONTRAST OF TWO MEN IN
PSALM 1
I believe I found the basic outline in
Miss Grace Saxe’s booklet on the
Psalms, published by Moody Press,
but I have added ideas of my own to it.
The godly man (Ps. 1:1-3).
Origin—He stops hobnobbing
with ungodly sinners and those
who scorn the Lord.
Purpose—to delight in the law
of the Lord, which the Christian
can fulfill only by yielding to the
indwelling Holy Spirit (Rom. 8:4).
Destiny—He is fruitful (John
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15:16; Gal. 5:22-23) and prosperous (Josh. 1:8).
The ungodly man (Ps. 1:4-6).
Origin—He is born in sin (Ps.
51:5)
Purpose—to live a useless life,
like chaff blown out the funnel of
a combine while the wheat is
caught in bags (Ps. 1:4).
Destiny—This man will not be at
the judgment seat of Christ,
(I Cor. 3). He will be at the great
white throne judgment of the
lost (Rev. 20:11-15).
STEPS IN SOUL-WINNING—
JOHN 4
I had the privilege of taking a course
in Evangelism Explosion, which
originated with Dr. D. James Kennedy,
late pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. I
give credit to him for parts of this
outline.
First, Jesus got the attention of the
woman at the well by asking her for a
drink of water. Jewish men did not ask
Samaritan women for drinks of water!
Second, Jesus got her interested by
telling her of water that was not in the
well by which she would never thirst
again. Her thought at first was how
wonderful it would be not to have to go
daily with a heavy jar of water from the
well to home.
Third, He got her to thirst by telling
her He could give her that water!
Finally, He got her under conviction
by asking her to call her husband.
She had been married five times and
was living out of wedlock with a sixth
man.
The woman at first thought Jesus
was just an ordinary Jewish man.
When He told her about her marital
situation, she began to realize He was
a prophet (John 4:19). Then she got
very “religious” and began to argue
the difference between the Jewish and
Samaritan religions. Jesus made it
clear that salvation was through the
Jews, as humanly He was one. As
many do today, she sighed and said
that when Messiah came, He would
straighten out all this mess!
Jesus dropped a spiritual bombshell when He announced to her that He
was the Messiah! She believed at once
and went to tell all the men of the city.
She had been married to some of them!
Jesus had drawn the net by telling
her who He was. We need to catch

people’s attention and interest and
make them thirsty. Finally, we need to
show them they are sinners and that
Christ is the Messiah-Saviour.
Dr. Kennedy also suggested that we
can get people’s attention by asking,
“If you were standing at heaven’s gate,
why should you be admitted?” They
usually give wrong answers. He then
suggested using just four verses to
show what the Bible teaches as the
true way to get to heaven.
Romans 3:23—All have sinned and
need a Saviour.
Romans 6:23—The wages of sin is
death, but eternal life is the gift of God.
John 1:12—They need to receive
this gift.
Revelation 3:20—Jesus is standing
at their heart’s door, waiting for an
invitation to come in.
Draw the net by inviting them to
pray to receive Christ as Saviour. If
they do receive Christ, I like to give a
verse of assurance. First John 5:13
states that we can know we are saved
through believing on Christ.
In closing this article, I offer two
outlines of articles that I believe were
previously published in this magazine.
RUTH—DRAMA OF LOVE
Deciding—for the God of Israel
Serving—in Boaz’s grainfield
Resting—at Boaz’s feet
Rewarded—marrying Boaz, ancestor of Christ
I credit Dr. C. I. Scofield for the four
main points of the above outline. Ruth
is a picture of Christians, Naomi of a
returning backslider, and Orpah of one
who had a chance to be saved and
rejected it. Boaz is a picture of Christ.
JONAH—RELUCTANT PROPHET
A freshman—in God’s school, he
ran away from God, protesting.
A sophomore—in God’s school, he
ran to God in the sea creature,
praying.
A junior—in God’s school, he ran
with God, preaching successfully!
A senior—in God’s school, he ran
ahead of God, pouting because he
was so successful! He wanted God to
destroy Nineveh, not save it. He was
more concer ned about his own
comfort than he was about the eternal
souls of the people of the city. And he
had just led the greatest revival in
history! ★
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Always the Same
BY

J. HAROLD GWYNNE

Jesus, the Christ, is the same always,
Always unchanging, always the
same;
The same yesterday, the same today,
The same forever—blest be His
name!
Always the Saviour, merciful, kind,
Forever seeking the lost;
Who gave His life our ransom to gain;
On Calvary’s tree paid the cost.
Always the Healer of body and mind;
Restorer of spirit and soul;
With God-given power the demons
cast out;
Over winds and waves had control.
Always the Teacher of God’s living
Word;
The Way, the Truth, and the Life.
Who alone gives to us His abiding
peace;
In a world of evil and strife.
Always the Comrade along life’s road;
Our companion of every known way,
Who promised never to leave us alone,
But to walk by our side every day.
Always unchanging, always the same,
Through all time and eternity;
Whose mercy and love never fail—
So may our love be to Thee! ★

